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Abstract 

Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus or Juvenile Onset Diabetes is currently a 

permanent, incurable disease that removes the ability of the patient’s body to 

control blood glucose levels. This loss of automatic control greatly increases the 

patient’s exposure to clinical risks of high and low blood glucose levels. These 

risks can be mitigated through tight, regulation of blood glucose levels using 

insulin injections, but only at the price of paying frequent attention to the blood 

glucose levels and manually providing accurate dosing decisions. This can be 

very trying for all patients, especially teenagers and children. 

Recent technological advances enable automatic external regulation of 

patient’s blood glucose levels. Pumps can infuse insulin into the subcutaneous 

tissue to lower blood glucose levels. Continuous glucose monitors can sense 

subcutaneous glucose levels, specifically the rises caused by meals and the 

drops caused by insulin. This has caused a flurry of control and modelling 

research, in the hopes of mitigating the clinical risk without the price of 

constant human attention. The most common approach, and the one taken here, 

is to use model predictive control, where the predictions from a model of 

glucose dynamics are optimized against a cost function using the future insulin 

injections. 
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We directly minimize the asymmetric clinical risk instead, and recognize 

that our control authority (the potential effects of injecting insulin) is largely 

limited to reducing the blood glucose level. We further consider likely future 

blood glucose measurements, since we both respond better to positive 

disturbances than negative ones, and because negative disturbances are more 

risky. Also, we explicitly estimate the uncertainty of predictions, since glucose 

dynamics incorporate uncertainty from the complex biology, stochastic patient 

behaviour, and extrapolation. More uncertainty should mean more cautious 

insulin injection. Lastly, since meals occur faster than insulin acts and can raise 

the blood glucose by 2 to 4 times the width of the acceptable range, this work 

develops a novel Bayesian framework for detecting meals and estimating their 

effects. 

This work improves prediction root mean squared error by 20% relative 

to predictions excluding meals for prediction horizons from 1 to 4 hours and 

improves robustness to meals. These prediction improvements alone reduce the 

avoidable clinical risk by 38% relative to predictions excluding meals. When 

the improvements to the predictions are combined with minimizing clinical risk 

under uncertainty and measurement anticipation the avoidable clinical risk is 

reduced by 30% relative to a published MPC controller that has privileged 

information and tunes independently for each patient.    
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This work focuses on regulating blood glucose levels of patients with Type 1 

Diabetes Mellitus, whose bodies no longer do so automatically. I begin by providing 

background on type 1 diabetes, before describing why this is a hard problem. Then I 

provide an explanation of my contributions in brief and summary form. The 

introduction closes with a description of how this thesis is organized. 

1.1. Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus 

There are 1.2-2.4 million Americans with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM), with 

15,000 newly diagnosed youth each year[1]. On average, diabetes, type 1 and type 2, 

increases health care expenses by 130% relative to those without diabetes [2]. The 

extra costs and prevalence lead to direct and indirect costs for T1DM of 8.7 billion per 

year to the US economy [1].  

On a personal level, T1DM requires attention to regulate the concentration of 

glucose in the bloodstream, denoted blood glucose level, and reduce the risk of 

medical complications. The Diabetes Complication and Control Trial showed that 

regulating with insulin shots only 1 or 2 times per day increases the risk of 

complications by 100% over regulating with insulin shots 3 or more times per 

day[3,4]. This study further correlated risk of heart disease to how tightly the blood 

glucose was controlled, implying that higher frequencies of insulin administration are 

beneficial.  
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Lapses in attention or errors of judgement by the patient in controlling their blood 

glucose levels increases risk of serious clinical complications. High blood glucose 

levels (hyperglycemia) contribute to chronic ailments such as diabetic retinopathy 

(blindness), diabetic nephropathy (kidney disease), diabetic neuropathy (numbness in 

the feet and hands), heart disease, and stroke, etc. In addition, hyperglycemia can, with 

a dearth of insulin, acidify the blood (diabetic ketoacidosis) leading to coma and 

potentially death[3,4]. On the other side of the scale low blood glucose can induce 

mild hypoglycaemia (blood glucose levels between 50 mg/dL – 70 mg/dL) 

characterised by extreme nervousness, trembling and sweating. If the glucose level 

drops still further (20-50 mg/dL) seizures, loss of consciousness, coma, and ultimately 

death become possible [5]. More insidiously, repeated hypoglycaemia can reduce or 

eliminate the patient’s autonomic response, which would normally help to mitigate 

hypoglycaemia[6]. 

In T1DM the body’s immune system destroys the beta cells in the pancreas. This 

leads directly to the loss of the ability to produce insulin, which is required to move 

glucose from the bloodstream into the muscles. This does not initially directly affect 

the body’s ability to produce glucagon, which raises the blood glucose. However, 

glucagon production is also seriously impaired by recurrent episodes of severe 

hypoglycaemia[6,7]. See Figure 1 for a graphical depiction. Long term treatments of 

diabetes include either replacing the beta cells, or providing exogenous insulin. 

Providing exogenous insulin is by far the most common treatment. 
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Figure 1: The Effects of Insulin and Glucagon on Blood Glucose Levels 

1.2. The Control Problem 

In the recent past infusion pumps and continuous glucose monitors have provided 

the sensor and actuator for automatic control of the blood glucose level from outside 

the body[8,9]. Specifically, infusion pumps can pump insulin or glucagon into the 

subcutaneous tissue from where it will diffuse into the bloodstream. On the other end 

the glucose concentration in the bloodstream equalizes by osmosis with the 

subcutaneous glucose concentration, which is measured by a continuous glucose 

monitor. In this work we focus on controlling using one pump for insulin. We feel that 

although infusing glucagon would simplify the mathematics, the additional burden to 

the patient of a second pump makes it impractical. Others disagree and are pursuing 

this research [10,11]. 
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Figure 2: Closed‐loop diagram including Insulin Pump and Continuous Glucose Monitor 

We seek automatic control of blood glucose levels for patients with T1DM to both 

mitigate the risk of clinical complications, and help lift the burden of constant 

monitoring and regulation. However, there are several challenges to overcome that 

make this control problem difficult. First, there is the limited control authority 

provided by insulin and its slow effect on blood glucose. Second, there is the complex 

nature of blood glucose dynamics coupled with the stochastic patient induced 

disturbances, i.e. meals and exercise. Lastly, the clinical risk is highly asymmetric. 

1.2.1. Limited Control Authority 

With only insulin a controller lacks the ability to actively raise the blood glucose 

level. The blood glucose can rise through the body’s background rate of glucose 

release, called endogenous glucose production (EGP), or through the consumption 

digestion and absorption of carbohydrates (meals), or through exogenous 

administration of glucagon or glucose, but the controller cannot trigger or strengthen a 

rise in blood glucose. This means that if the controller injects too much insulin that the 

blood glucose level will drop below the desired level unless the patient intervenes. 
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Since we desire that the patient not need to intervene we consider injecting insulin to 

be an irreversible and potentially very dangerous action. 

The control loop includes two lags that are not present for a healthy patient. The 

human pancreas injects insulin directly into the portal bloodstream. A pump injects it 

into the subcutaneous tissue from whence it diffuses into the systemic bloodstream. 

Injected directly into the bloodstream, the half-life of serum insulin is 5 minutes[12], 

and the time to peak effect is 20-30 minutes. This means that the diffusion from the 

subcutaneous tissue into the bloodstream is the primary determinant of the length of 

insulin action. Subcutaneously infused insulin acts for 5 to 8 hours[13]. On the sensor 

end the continuous glucose monitors measure the glucose after it has diffused from the 

bloodstream to the subcutaneous tissue. This lag and associated sensor filtering is 

between 0 and 45 minutes[14]. This adds up to long lags before the effects of 

disturbances can be seen and insulin can begin to compensate. This means that a 

decision to administer insulin needs to consider insulin, glucose, and disturbance 

dynamics for 2 or more hours. A lot can happen in two hours. 

1.2.2. Complex Stochastic Dynamics 

The human body is complex and difficult to model[15,16,17,18] with many more 

factors and inputs than we can realistically model and identify in a closed-loop setting. 

For example, the blood glucose dynamics of patients are affected by their sleep/wake 

cycle, hormones, fitness, and health. This is in addition to the underlying biological 

complexity of blood flow, cell wall transporters, and organic chemistry. This means 
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that the models we create and use will always be plagued with uncertainty and will at 

best be approximate guides to what will happen. 

The blood glucose system is affected strongly by patient behaviour. When the 

patient eats there is a sustained positive disturbance to the glucose level that is faster 

than the compensating effects of insulin[13,19]. If the patient becomes anxious or 

nervous their body could trigger release of glucose into the bloodstream. Upon injury 

the body could go into hypotensive shock, lowering the blood glucose level. If the 

patient exercises, and uses glucose, then the patient’s blood glucose level drops 

quickly during the exercise and they may also become more sensitive to insulin for 6-8 

hours following activity[20]. If the patient becomes sick, the dynamics change.  

1.2.3. Asymmetric Clinical Risk 

The risk of clinical complications is not symmetric in the blood glucose level. The 

desired blood glucose level is very roughly 100 mg/dL. A value of 0 mg/dL means 

that the patient is dead; a value of 200 mg/dL happens regularly and does not 

necessarily cause hospitalization or short term complications. Traditional linear 

control theory in the form of model predictive control and proportional-integral-

derivative controllers assume a symmetric cost for deviations from the reference level. 

1.3. Contributions 

Confronting the challenges of blood glucose control for patients with T1DM 

resulted in several novel improvements. These improvements were informed by 

general engineering theory, but also extend it into new areas. In particular we began 

from the basic model predictive control framework where there is an explicit 
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prediction step and an explicit optimization step or “control law”. This is depicted 

below in Figure 3. The double sided arrow indicates that the predictions depend upon 

the future insulin injections that are optimized over by the control law. 

 

Figure 3: Control Loop with Model Predictive Control Components 

Below I summarize the contributions first to the field of closed loop control of blood 

glucose levels, and then to the relevant fields within engineering. 

1.3.1. Diabetes 

I have made 5 distinct contributions to automatic blood glucose control. These five 

contributions depend upon each other as shown graphically in Figure 4. We will start 

from the right. 

 

Figure 4: Dependence Chart of Contributions to Closed‐loop of Blood Glucose Levels 
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The existing literature on automatic control of blood glucose using model 

predictive control all use quadratic cost functions, even those that use nonlinear 

models[21]. Unfortunately quadratic cost functions are significantly different from the 

clinical risk[22,23]. I contribute by directly optimizing the clinical risk (1). Since the 

clinical risk function is highly asymmetric the clinical risk of the mean prediction is a 

poor analog to the mean clinical risk of the prediction.  

To actually estimate the mean clinical risk of the prediction or estimate what 

possible different future predictions are likely, we need to estimate the prediction 

distribution. This evolves naturally out of the Kalman filters common to the MPC 

framework. However, the existing literature ignores the values of process and sensor 

noise, instead using the ratio as a tuning parameter for mean prediction performance.  I 

contribute by actually projecting the prediction standard deviation and using the values 

for control (2). 

Standard MPC controllers optimize over the open loop predictions. This means 

that they assume that either there will be no future measurements, or more benignly, 

that the alteration due to all possible future measurements will not, on average, change 

the mean of the prediction[24]. These are false assumptions in this case since the 

controller is limited to injecting only insulin. Specifically, the controller can easily 

react to positive deviations from the predictions by simply injecting more insulin, but 

can only react to negative deviations by scaling back on planned insulin injections, if 

there are any. Consequently, I explicitly consider the effect of future blood glucose 
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measurements by considering different control responses to different possible future 

predicted values (3).  

Control does not benefit from incorrect predictions. The state-of-the-art in blood 

glucose regulation predicts out to 2 to 4 hours assuming no future meals. In most 

instances this is patently false, causing the predictions to have steadily rising errors 

into the for any realistic data. They assume no future meals in part because they do not 

explicitly model meals. Instead meals are detected by either logical conditions on their 

initial effects[25,26,27], or as a Gaussian additive disturbance on the glucose 

level[28]. I contribute by parameterizing meal by when they start and how they affect 

the blood glucose level. With a formulation of meal prior probabilities, this enables a 

novel meal detection and estimation algorithm that can also consider the possibility of 

meals in the future (4). 

One group proposed using a set of daily meal patterns to anticipate future meals. 

This work was opposed because it depended on the regularity of the patients’ 

behaviour and did not have enough safeguards against administering insulin in 

anticipation of a meal that is not going to occur. I contribute by proposing a set of 

meal prior probabilities that depend mostly on patient physiology and include 

safeguards against undue anticipatory insulin injection (5). My formulation assumes 

only that patients eat only when awake and that they generally wait between meals. To 

prevent overdosing on insulin in anticipation of an illusory future meal I include the 

uncertainty about the size and presence of any future meals. In this way a controller 
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can expect a future meal in proper relation to the last meal and whether the patient is 

awake, but be largely unsure about exactly when it will occur and how large it will be. 

1.3.2. Engineering 

While T1DM provided the impetus for this research and this research is intended 

primarily to benefit patients with T1DM, this research extends existing theory, and is 

not just an application of existing theory. Here we explore the contributions of this 

work to the existing fields of Fault Detection, multiple model adaptive control 

(MMAC), and model predictive control. 

Fault detection[29,30,31] is a very broad field that is concerned with detecting 

sudden changes in behaviour that could be caused by sensor or plant failure. One small 

section of it deals with detecting these changes using analytical redundancy provided 

by models of the system dynamics. A section of that theory seeks to detect the changes 

using Kalman filters on all of the possible models for failure or normal operation. 

Within this a small amount of work has explored the problem of a growing set of 

potential models[30,32]. In particular they considered the idea of making a binary 

failure/no failure decision after a set time, or when one possibility obtained a threshold 

relative probability. Here, as part of the meal detection work, I consider culling 

multiple models based on relative probabilities, not just one. I also consider treat the 

meals as time-limited disturbances, and realize new computational efficiencies as a 

result. 

Multiple model adaptive control covers the subset of fault detection theory that 

uses Kalman filters to detect changes in operation, but assumes a fixed set of models, 
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and ignores prior probabilities[33]. MMAC extends fault detection to the extent that it 

merges into the model predictive control framework. I extend MMAC by providing 

the methodology to both estimate prediction uncertainties using multiple models, and 

to consider an ever changing set of models. 

Finally, I provide a contribution to model predictive control in that we provide a 

practical method to consider future sensor measurements. I consider optimizing over 

multiple future trajectories where each trajectory only shares the current control 

action. The future control actions are allowed to vary as a result of the potential 

differences in future sensor measurements. This method is not fully optimal in the 

sense of “closed-loop optimal feedback” as described in a recent summary of MPC 

research[24], but it is computationally efficient where the full consideration of future 

measurements requires recursive optimizations that expand exponentially with 

prediction horizon. 

1.4. Contributions Summary 

My contributions to diabetes control are: 

1. I developed a Bayesian framework for meal detection and estimation. 

2. I developed a novel model of meal probabilities that does not rely on daily 

meal patterns. 

3. I added the concept of explicitly estimating and using the prediction 

uncertainty. 

4. I explicitly minimized clinical risk. 

5. I explicitly considered future blood glucose measurements. 
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My contributions to engineering theory are: 

6. I extended Fault Detection theory to handle a growing set of time-limited 

disturbances. 

7. I extended Multiple Model Adaptive Control to handle a changing set of 

models. 

8. I extended Multiple Model Adaptive Control to estimate and use 

uncertainty. 

9. I provide a practical method for closed-loop optimal feedback for model 

predictive control. 

1.5. Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized into 6 chapters. The introduction provides an overall 

summary of the work, while the background provides a summary of the current state-

of-the-art in the relevant fields.  

Chapter 3 is a journal article in preparation for the IEEE Transactions on 

Biomedical Signal Processing and Control journal.  It explains a methodology for 

predicting the value and uncertainty of blood glucose levels around meals. It explains 

contributions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and the estimation half of 8. Chapter 4 is a paper under 

review by the Journal of Diabetes Science and Technology. It focuses specifically on 

the “control law” e.g. how to control blood glucose levels when a set of predictions is 

provided. It covers contributions 4, 5, 9, and the usage half of 8. 
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Chapter 5 looks at the performance of the controller as a whole, including all 

contributions. It compares the controller performance to an independently published 

MPC controller. It also takes a look at the consequences of the patient missing meals. 

Since we anticipate the next meal, we could potentially give insulin for a non-existent 

future meal. We test how low the controller allows the glucose level to drop. 

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the contributions and an exploration of the 

potential future additions to this work. We also include two appendices. The first is a 

thesis that we published in the peer-reviewed Journal of Diabetes Science and 

Technology dealing with hypoglycaemia detection. The second appendix is the code 

that was used to execute the controller as a whole. It is divided cleanly between the 

control law and the prediction algorithm. 
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Chapter 2: Background 

This work contributes mainly to regulation of blood glucose levels in patients with 

T1DM, but also touches on the fields of Fault Detection MMAC, and MPC. This 

chapter provides the background to understand what the state of the art was prior to 

this work. We first explain the state-of-the-art in blood glucose regulation and then 

that in Fault Detection and adjoin fields. For excellent reviews of the literature 

surrounding closed loop control of diabetes see the following reviews[9,15,16,18]. 

2.1. Blood Glucose Regulation 

Closed loop control of diabetes has been researched since the 1960’s work of Dr. 

Arnold Kandish[34]. As a result it has branched several times. Research has been done 

on advisory systems for human-in-the-loop control[35,36], on closed-loop intravenous 

to intravenous control in the intensive care unit[37,38], and of course on subcutaneous 

to subcutaneous closed loop control. 

On the subcutaneous route, that we use here, there are countless different 

approaches: PID[39,40,41], Neural Networks[42,43], Fuzzy Logic[44], 

MPC[21,23,26,27,28,45,46,47,48]. The most popular approach has been model 

predictive control (MPC) that uses an explicit model (linear or non-linear) to predict 

the future blood glucose measurements as a function of the current insulin. An 

optimization then occurs over the injected insulin to minimize a quadratic cost 

function. Here we focus primarily on the MPC approach. 
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A lot of modelling work has been done to support the MPC approach. Glucose-

insulin dynamics research is underpinned by Bergman et al[49] and Sorensen[50]. The 

glucose-carbohydrate dynamics have been investigated by several different 

groups[51,52,53]. 

Starting with the simplest models, Sparacino et al showed that blood glucose can 

be predicted ahead of time with reasonable accuracy using first order time series and 

auto-regressive models[54]. Weinzimer et al, Gantt et al, and Ramprasad et al 

bypassed the need for an explicit model altogether through the use of proportional-

integral-derivative control[39,41,55]. Stahl et al [56] considered linear and nonlinear 

models resulting from a battery of system identification techniques. Magni et al 

consider a linearized model with and without meal announcement[23]. Gillis et al and 

Hovorka et al consider nonlinear models for adapting to meals[21,28]. Our previous 

work considered models that are linear when used with meal announcement, but 

nonlinear with unknown meals[57]. Kovatchev et al use a more complex nonlinear 

model for simulation purposes. Indeed, this simulator is approved by the food and 

drug administration as providing an approximation of the inter-patient variability in 

terms of glucose-insulin and glucose-meal dynamics[58]. 

2.1.1. Event Detection 

Some work has focused specifically on detecting and estimating the size of meals. 

Dassau et al used a voting scheme to detect large uncompensated breakfast meals[25]. 

Lee & Bequette detect meals based on a series of logical conditions and estimated 

parameters[45]. Lee et al use a sliding meal detection scheme to detect meals in small 
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pieces[27]. Cameron et al look at detecting meals probabilistically based on best fits to 

the data[59]. 

These meal detection schemes can be incorporated in prediction or control similar 

to the incorporation of meal announcement. A meal size estimator can be applied [27], 

or a default size can be assumed. Dassau et al propose including a default shape by 

modifying the target trajectory. [26]. Cameron et al look at estimating the glucose 

appearance profile for the oncoming meal[57]. Lee et al prefer the approach of 

injecting insulin now to compensate without altering the predictions[47]. 

Hypoglycemia has also been the focus of detection efforts. Some of this work, 

including the material in Appendix A, attempted to detect hypoglycaemia in time to 

compensate by simply discontinuing insulin[27,60]. Others simply attempt to predict 

hypoglycaemia and prompt user action[61,62]. In fact most continuous glucose 

monitors allow audible alarms based on threshold levels[63]. 

2.2. Engineering Theory 

This work does not exist in a vacuum. It is informed by theory from the fields of 

Fault Detection (FD), Multiple Model Adaptive Control (MMAC), and model 

predictive control (MPC). Fault detection very broadly covers the detection of abrupt 

changes in behaviour[29]. MMAC applies the detection of abrupt changes using a 

fixed set of models to model predictive control. Finally MPC deals with the theory of 

control laws, control optimality and system stability. 
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2.2.1. Fault Detection 

Fault Detection theory is very broad and generally considers detection of changes 

using hardware and/or analytic redundancy. In other words, it detects changes based 

on the disagreement between a sensor and either other sensors, or model-based 

expectations[30]. With only one sensor, the analytic redundancy theory is most 

relevant here. Within analytic redundancy there are six major methods for detecting 

changes. 

The detection filter[64] is a linear filter that is constructed  specifically to highlight 

specific failure modes. In the absence of faults the filter calculates expected sensor 

readings that should match the actual measurement well. In the event of a fault the 

filter is constructed to have the innovations signal produce a large, easy to identify 

variation from the nominal behaviour. 

The parity space approach[65] seeks to check the consistency (parity) of the 

system equations using the actual readings. With a state-space model, the parity 

approach checks the null space of the state-sensor matrix. Since there should never be 

any sensor values in the null space, any actual values there indicates deviations from 

the model and thus faulty behaviour. In this situation with only one sensor this boils 

down to simply using the innovations signal as a detector. 

The parameter identification approach[66] seeks to identify the model online and 

compare the resulting parameters to the a-priori model parameters. Substantial 

deviations between the online and offline identified parameters indicates a fault. The 

model is usually a simple autoregressive or time series model[67]. 
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Expert systems used rule based reasoning, usually trained by experts, to infer when 

a fault has occurred[67]. 

The dedicated observer approach[68] uses one observer per sensor to 

independently identify the state. Variations between the states estimated by the three 

or more observers indicate a failure in a specific sensor. 

The innovations test[69] uses a single Kalman filter, often used simultaneously for 

state-estimation, to produce an innovations signal. Since the innovations signal is 

expected to be a zero mean signal, we can simply test the existing innovations signal 

to see how probable it is. If the innovations signal is significantly unlikely to have 

been generated by a zero mean process then a fault is declared. This approach can be 

expanded into the “multiple hypotheses” approach by simple using multiple different 

models[30]. 

As pointed out in the literature[30], the multiple hypotheses approach can lead to 

an exponentially growing set of hypotheses if the hypotheses include something as 

simple as when the sensor failed. One approach to deal with this is to use the 

sequential probability ratio test[32] to decide between the failure/no failure 

hypotheses. Another option is to “fuse” all of the hypotheses together every N 

minutes[70]. This way the maximum number of hypotheses is limited.  

2.2.2. Multiple Model Adaptive Control 

The sequential probability ratio test is a ratio of two probabilities for two 

hypotheses. This same concept is used heavily in MMAC. MMAC considers a fixed 
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set of models and tracks the probability of each model[33]. The predictions from the 

models are weighted and combined according to their relative probabilities. In this 

way MMAC uses the most relevant model at any given time. This approach has the 

advantage of being able to detect multiple simultaneous disturbances. MMAC does 

not deal with changing model sets, and therefore resorts to the setting a minimum 

probability for each model to keep it from becoming too improbable to revive quickly 

in the event that the modeled disturbance actually occurs[71]. 

2.2.3. Model Predictive Control 

MMAC feeds the weighted predictions into a model predictive control framework 

where a quadratic cost function of the predictions and inputs is optimized over the 

inputs[33]. Typically, the deviation of the prediction from a reference value or 

trajectory is penalized along with the first difference in the inputs. The cost function is 

usually minimized over the inputs subject to input constraints on the value and first 

difference of the inputs. Sometimes constraints on the output are also considered, 

though they can lead to infeasibility[72].  

MPC theory considers nonlinear models[21], though it tends to maintain the 

quadratic cost function[24]. Likewise, MPC theory considers future sensor 

measurements, though only in a computationally complex fashion. It is termed closed-

loop optimal feedback as opposed to open-loop optimal feedback, since the 

predictions are modified as a controller would if given measurements in the future. 

This requires some use of online or offline estimated uncertainties to determine what 

values future measurements might take[24].  
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Chapter 3: Predicting Blood Glucose Values 

and Uncertainty around Meals Using a 

Multiple Model Approach with Meal Priors 

This chapter contains a manuscript that is under preparation for submission to 

IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering. 

3.1. Abstract 

Insulin pumps and continuous glucose monitors enable automatic control of blood 

glucose (BG) levels for patients with type 1 diabetes. Such controllers should carefully 

assess the likely future BG levels before infusing insulin, since the effects of insulin 

are prolonged, potentially deadly, and irreversible. We present an algorithm that 

predicts the future effects of insulin infusion. Unfortunately, BG is difficult to predict 

precisely as it is complex, nonlinear, and affected by the behaviour of the patient. 

Consequently, our algorithm also provides standard deviation estimates of the BG 

predictions. The most relevant, and common patient behaviour is eating. Meals create 

large disturbances that occur faster than the action of subcutaneous insulin. 

Fortunately, meals have consistent and predictable effects, if their size and start time 

are known. Consequently, our prediction algorithm incorporates meal detection and 

estimation. It uses multiple glucose-meal models to identify meal occurrences, and 

linear Kalman filters to estimate meal sizes. The glucose-meal models are weighted 
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according to how well they agree with the data and how probable their assumptions 

are. The probabilities are generates assuming that humans eat when awake and wait 

between meals. These inputs enable controllers to assess and control clinical risk in 

the presence of asymmetric constraints and biased disturbances. We evaluate the 

predictor on simulated and clinical data. 

3.2. Motivation 

Patients with long standing Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus produce minimal or no 

insulin, leaving the body unable to lower blood glucose (BG) levels without 

exogenous insulin. Recent technological advances enable the possibility of creating a 

closed-loop artificial pancreas, and removing some of the burden of regulating blood 

glucose for patients with Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus. Continuous glucose monitors 

measure subcutaneous glucose levels, and pumps infuse insulin (and possibly 

glucagon). Any such closed-loop algorithm will need to understand the potential 

consequences of its actions to select the appropriate insulin dosage at any time. This 

requires implicit or explicit predictions of the value and uncertainty of future blood 

glucose levels. 

In this thesis we describe an algorithm for explicitly predicting the effects of 

insulin infusion on the blood glucose in the presence of meals. Meals pose the largest 

challenge to BG prediction as large meals drastically affect the BG levels even under 

the best of conditions. For example, consider the BG history shown in Figure 5 with 

and without a compensated meal. The meal causes the glucose level to depart 

substantially from the desirable range of 70-180 mg/dL even with an ideal insulin 
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bolus administered exactly at the start of the meal. Further, meals are often not 

compensated for by patients[73], substantially increasing their average blood glucose 

values and thus their risk for complications from diabetes[4]. 

 

Figure 5.  Example Sensor profile with and without a large meal. The meal is accompanied by a 

commensurate bolus or dose of insulin given at the meal’s start. The desired range for blood glucose 

values is 70‐180 mg/dL. 

Fortunately, meals are discrete events that have a consistent, predictable effect on 

the BG level. Specifically, they cause glucose to appear in the blood stream for several 

hours following a relatively consistent shape. For reference, several plots of meal 

glucose appearance versus time (shape) are shown in Figure 6[19,58,74,75,76]. 
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Figure 6.  Published meal profiles using radioactive tracer data, and the profile from the 

UVa/Padova simulator. The profiles show the glucose appearance in the bloodstream from meals as 

a function of time (meal shape). 

The prediction algorithm we present here internally estimates whether meals 

occur, when meals start, what shape they follow, and how large they are. It uses a two 

level, multiple hypothesis fault detection approach to distinguish between distinct 

meal possibilities. At a lower level, the algorithm uses a Kalman Filter to estimate 

how large meals are and predict BG levels for each possibility of whether meals occur, 

when meals start, and what shape they follow. At a higher level, the algorithm 

manages which possibilities to consider of whether meals occurred and when meals 

meals start, and combines the predictions from all of the possibilities into a single 

prediction. As for what shape the meals follow, the algorithm always assumes the 

glucose appearance versus time profile from Basu’s study of 204 healthy patients that 

is shown in Figure 6. 

To evaluate the possibilities we assess both how well each one explains the data 

and how probable the assumptions of whether the meals occur and when the meals 
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start are. This thesis develops a framework of meal prior probabilities to assess the 

probability of the meal assumptions. This framework reflects the propensity of 

humans to eat concentrated meals that are spread out over time [77]. The framework is 

tuned against real-world eating patterns [78,79]. 

The prediction algorithm provides estimates of the prediction standard deviation 

using the statistical knowledge of meal and glucose-insulin dynamics. As glycemic 

risk is asymmetric[80] and insulin-only control can only actively lower blood glucose 

levels, it will be vital for future controllers to evaluate uncertainty before taking 

action. 

We assess the proposed algorithm offline using DirecNet clinical data[81] and data 

from an FDA approved UVA/Padova simulator[58]. We evaluate the algorithm as an 

accurate predictor for control and as an implicit meal detector. 

3.3. Background 

This work draws algorithmically from both multiple model adaptive control 

(MMAC) and fault detection (FD). MMAC uses multiple potential models and 

switches between them probabilistically, based on the data[33,71,82]. MMAC 

assumes a fixed set of models, and so does not deal with the issues surrounding a 

changing set of possible models. 

Fault Detection[83], as applicable here, uses analytical redundancy to detect 

changes in a system’s behaviour. Of the four major approaches for highlighting 

abnormal behavior[30], the dedicated observer approach is most useful here, given the 
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availability of quantitative models and the paucity of sensors. This approach applies a 

separate observer to estimate the expected behavior of the system under each of the 

possible behavioural assumptions[67]. Here, that would mean a separate Kalman filter 

for each possible meal situation. The fault detection literature has considered the 

issues of an expanding set of possible assumptions by considering methods of making 

binary decisions[30]. 

Glucose dynamics has been the focus of considerable research. This research 

divides along two dimensions: models of the individual subsystems versus models of 

the whole system, and simulation versus online prediction. Glucose-insulin dynamics 

research is underpinned by Bergman et al[49] and Sorensen[50]. The glucose-

carbohydrate dynamics have been investigated by several different groups[51,52,53]. 

Starting with the simplest models, Sparacino et al showed that blood glucose can 

be predicted ahead of time with reasonable accuracy using first order time series and 

auto-regressive models[54]. Weinzimer et al, Gantt et al, and Ramprasad et al 

bypassed the need for an explicit model altogether through the use of proportional-

integral-derivative control[39,41,55]. Stahl et al [56] considered linear and nonlinear 

models resulting from a battery of system identification techniques. Magni et al 

consider a linearized model with and without meal announcement[23]. Gillis et al and 

Hovorka et al consider nonlinear models for adapting to meals[21,28]. Our previous 

work considered models that are linear when used with meal announcement, but 

nonlinear with unknown meals[57]. Kovatchev et al use a more complex nonlinear 

model for simulation purposes. Indeed, this simulator is approved by the food and 
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drug administration as providing an approximation of the inter-patient variability in 

terms of glucose-insulin and glucose-meal dynamics[58]. 

Some work has focused specifically on detecting and estimating the size of meals. 

Dassau et al used a voting scheme to detect large uncompensated breakfast meals[25]. 

Lee & Bequette detect meals based on a series of logical conditions and estimated 

parameters[45]. Lee et al use a sliding meal detection scheme to detect meals in small 

pieces[27]. Cameron et al look at detecting meals probabilistically based on best fits to 

the data[59]. 

These meal detection schemes can be incorporated in prediction or control similar 

to the incorporation of meal announcement. A meal size estimator can be applied [27], 

or a default size can be assumed. Dassau et al propose including a default shape by 

modifying the target trajectory. [26]. Cameron et al look at estimating the glucose 

appearance profile for the oncoming meal[57]. Lee et al prefer the approach of 

injecting insulin now to compensate without altering the predictions[47]. 

For excellent reviews of the literature surrounding closed loop control of diabetes 

see the following reviews[9,15,16,18]. 

3.4. Algorithm and methods 

In the following we describe the algorithm in terms of fitting our models against 

sensor data, and extrapolating our models for predictions. We also detail the model 

specifics and prior meal probabilities. 
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3.4.1. Data Fitting 

Patients consider their meals in terms of the number (whether they ate), the start 

time (when they ate), shape (what they ate), and size (how much they ate). Further, 

most patients, by using carbohydrate to insulin ratios, assume that the effect of a meal 

is linear in its size. This algorithm adopts the same assumptions. 

We approach prediction at two levels. At a low level, we assume the shape and 

start times for all meals. This allows a linear model to capture the common glucose-

insulin dynamics and the specific glucose-meal dynamics. With modeled process and 

sensor noise, Kalman filtering estimates the model state and covariance for current and 

future times, explicitly estimating the meal sizes. 

At a higher level, we consider a multiplicity of different numbers and start times of 

meals, while always assuming the same shape. Each possibility is represented by its 

own model and Kalman Filter. We evaluate each model both by how well it explains 

the sensor data and how probable the number and start times of the meals are. We also 

manage the number of possibilities under consideration, adding and removing as 

necessary.  

3.4.2. Lower Level 

We use linear models of insulin, and meal-glucose dynamics that differ in their 

assumptions about the number and start times of meals. Each model can be expressed 

in state-space form with above basal insulin u(k)u(k), and CGM measurements y(k)y(k): 

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) + Bu(k) + v(k); v(k) 2 N (0; §v)

y(k) = Cx(k) + w(k); w(k) 2 N (0; §w)

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) + Bu(k) + v(k); v(k) 2 N (0; §v)

y(k) = Cx(k) + w(k); w(k) 2 N (0; §w)
  (1) 
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The detailed equations are presented in the model equations section below. 

A standard Kalman filter updates the state value estimates x̂(k)x̂(k) and uncertainty 

estimates §̂(k)§̂(k) for the passage of time: 

x̂(k + 1jk) = A(k)x̂(kjk) + Bu(k)

§̂(k + 1jk) = A(k)§̂(kjk)A(k)T + §v

x̂(k + 1jk) = A(k)x̂(kjk) + Bu(k)

§̂(k + 1jk) = A(k)§̂(kjk)A(k)T + §v

  (2) 

It further incorporates new measurements: 

L = §̂(kjk ¡ 1)CT
³
C§̂(kjk ¡ 1)CT + §w

´¡1

x̂(kjk) = x̂(kjk ¡ 1) + L (y(k)¡ Cx̂(kjk ¡ 1))

§̂(kjk) = §̂(kjk ¡ 1)¡ L C §̂(kjk ¡ 1)

L = §̂(kjk ¡ 1)CT
³
C§̂(kjk ¡ 1)CT + §w

´¡1

x̂(kjk) = x̂(kjk ¡ 1) + L (y(k)¡ Cx̂(kjk ¡ 1))

§̂(kjk) = §̂(kjk ¡ 1)¡ L C §̂(kjk ¡ 1)

  (3) 

To compare the relevance of different models we maintain a measure P(y;k;Mi)P(y;k;Mi) 

of how probable each model MiMi and the data yy are at the current time step kk . This 

multiplies two effects: the initial probability of the model’s meal assumptions P(Mi)P(Mi) 

and how well the model explains the existing data P(y;kjMi)P(y;kjMi). The probability of the 

assumptions and past data is set when the model is created, as detailed below. We 

update the overall probability with each new measurement using: 

P(y; k; Mi) = P (y; k ¡ 1;Mi)
exp

³
¡(y(k)¡Cx̂i(kjk¡1))2

2C§̂i(kjk¡1)CT

´
q

2¼C§̂i(kjk ¡ 1)CT

P(y; k; Mi) = P (y; k ¡ 1;Mi)
exp

³
¡(y(k)¡Cx̂i(kjk¡1))2

2C§̂i(kjk¡1)CT

´
q

2¼C§̂i(kjk ¡ 1)CT

  (4) 

The update simply multiplies the existing value by the probability of the current 

datum given the model as it is before the measurement update. 
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3.4.3. Higher Level 

Without meal announcement, the number and start times of the meals are 

unknown. To deal with this we consider multiple distinct models, each assuming 

different numbers and/or start times of meals. For example consider the possibilities 

that a patient only ate breakfast at 9 AM or fasted until lunch at 1 PM, or ate both 

breakfast at 9 AM and lunch at 1 PM. Figure 7 shows such a scenario where the three 

non-solid lines represent the best fit for the three models. Clearly, the 2-meal model 

fits the data best. It also carries a good a-priori probability, since two meals are more 

likely than one in an 8 hour span. Thus, the 2-meal model should receive the highest 

weighting between the three options. 

Models need to allow for multiple overlapping meals since it is quite possible to 

start a second meal while the first is still affecting the glucose levels. In Figure 7 we 

see this occurring and the two-meal model is not just an interpolation or combination 

of the one meal models. In particular, the lunch meal size will be incorrectly estimated 

without accounting for the effect of the breakfast meal. 

There are too many different possible assumptions about the number, and start 

times of meals to instantiate a model for each one. Considering only one meal at start 

times separated by 5-minutes leads to 288 potential models per day. Likewise, 

considering meal start times for all past times creates an infinite number of possible 

models. We refine the set of models that we pay attention to by considering only 

meals starting every 5 minutes, combining models that differ only by finished meals, 

and removing improbable models. 
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Figure 7.  Example fitting to two consecutive meals. The CGM data (black) shows two overlapping 

meals at 9 AM and 1 PM that are poorly handled by the models that assume only breakfast at 9 AM 

(grey) or lunch at 1 PM (red). The model that assumes both breakfast at 9 AM and lunch at 1 PM 

both fits the data better and assumes a more likely number of meals for 8 hours of patient activity. 

Adding New Meals 

Every 5 minutes we add new models to capture the possibility of a new meal 

without distorting the estimates or probabilities of past meals. This requires splitting 

each existing model into two new ones. One assumes a new meal, while the other does 

not. We populate the new state and state covariance estimates from the existing model. 

We also set the initial probability of the new models and the current data, P(y;k;Mm)P(y;k;Mm) 

and P(y;k;Mn)P(y;k;Mn), based on the probability of a new meal given the existing model’s 

meal assumptions P (meal; kjMi)P (meal; kjMi) and the probability of the existing model and the 

current data P(y;k;Mi)P(y;k;Mi): 

P (y; k; Mm) = P (y; k; Mi)P (meal; kjMi)

P (y; k; Mn) = P (y; k; Mi) (1 ¡ P (meal; kjMi))

P (y; k; Mm) = P (y; k; Mi)P (meal; kjMi)

P (y; k; Mn) = P (y; k; Mi) (1 ¡ P (meal; kjMi)) 
(5) 
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The new state and state covariance estimates are initially defaulted to the prior on 

meal size and standard deviation. 

Defunct Meals 

When sufficient time has passed, a meal no longer affects the modeled blood 

glucose. This corresponds to when the shape reaches zero, as shown in Figure 6. At 

this time, we can and do remove the corresponding state and covariance elements from 

the model without consequence. 

Now, this reduced model may share the same equations as a separate model that 

never contained the meal in question. To minimize computation, we combine models 

that have identical dynamics. The probability of the combined model MiMi and the 

current data is simply the sum of the equivalent probabilities for the individual models 

MmMm  and MnMn: 

P (y; k;Mi) = P(y; k;Mm) +P (y; k;Mn)P (y; k;Mi) = P(y; k;Mm) +P (y; k;Mn)  (6) 

The different meal assumptions caused different model equations, and thus 

modeling error, which drove the state and covariance estimates of models MmMm  and MnMn 

apart. As the meal tapers off the Kalman filter measurement updates attenuated the 

effects of past modeling errors, bringing the estimates closer to equivalence. We 

handle residual differences in the estimates by using the expected values of the 

estimates: 
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x̂i =
P (y; k; Mm)

P (y; k;Mi)
x̂m +

P (y; k; Mn)

P (y; k; Mi)
x̂n

§̂i =
P (y; k; Mm)

P (y; k;Mi)
§̂m +

P (y; k; Mn)

P (y; k; Mi)
§̂n

x̂i =
P (y; k; Mm)

P (y; k;Mi)
x̂m +

P (y; k; Mn)

P (y; k; Mi)
x̂n

§̂i =
P (y; k; Mm)

P (y; k;Mi)
§̂m +

P (y; k; Mn)

P (y; k; Mi)
§̂n

 (7) 

Eliminating defunct meals collapses the variations in meal assumptions in the 

distant past, lowering the number of models and the computational complexity. 

Dropping Improbable Models 

Lastly, we remove models that are improbable. This provides the most aggressive 

and only practically tunable method to limit the number of models under 

consideration. If a model is improbable with respect to the other models then it should 

not affect the predictions significantly and can be ignored with only small additional 

error. We assess the relative probability of a model with respect to its brethren 

P(Mijy)P(Mijy) using Bayes’ Rule: 

P (Mijy) =
P (y;Mi)

P (y)
=

P (y;Mi)X
j

P(y; Mj)
P (Mijy) =

P (y;Mi)

P (y)
=

P (y;Mi)X
j

P(y; Mj)
 (8) 

We remove models whose probability given the data P(Mijy)P(Mijy) drops below a 

threshold of 1%.  

For just two models, this approach is similar to the sequential probability ratio test 

in which an outcome is assumed when the ratio between the posterior probabilities that 

an outcome occurred or did not occur becomes either too small or too large.[30] 
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3.5. Predicting Blood Glucose Value and Uncertainty 

Each model has a probability given the data P (Mijy)P (Mijy) and a set of estimated future 

values and uncertainties. We can combine according to the expected value: 

E(y; k + h) =
X

i

Pk(Mi; y)Cx̂i(k + hjk)

E((y ¡ E(y))
2
; k + h) =

X
i

Pk(Mi; y)
h
C§̂i(k + hjk)CT+

(Cx̂i(k + hjk)¡ E(y; k + h))2
¤

E(y; k + h) =
X

i

Pk(Mi; y)Cx̂i(k + hjk)

E((y ¡ E(y))
2
; k + h) =

X
i

Pk(Mi; y)
h
C§̂i(k + hjk)CT+

(Cx̂i(k + hjk)¡ E(y; k + h))2
¤

  (9) 

Where x̂i(k + hjk)x̂i(k + hjk) is calculated using the Kalman filter time-update equations. 

The two terms in the variance equation correspond to each model’s estimated error 

around its own prediction and the added error from shifting to the combined 

prediction. 

In predicting, we also wish to consider the expectation of future meals. Following 

our approach of splitting models, a 5 hour prediction horizon leads to 260 new models 

per existing model. Culling the large number of models by allowing only one more 

meal yields only 60 new models per existing model. It is likely that a patient will only 

consume at most one meal over a 5 hour prediction horizon. 

Since our models are linear the predictions obey superposition with respect to the 

inputs (insulin) and the states (meals). This allows us to calculate the effects of future 

meals without explicitly creating the 60 additional models. First we calculate the 

probability p(next meal; k + hjMi)p(next meal; k + hjMi) that the next meal will start at a given time step 

k + hk + h in the future given the past meals assumed by the model MiMi using the priors 
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described below. Armed with this and our model, also described fully below, we can 

calculate the contribution from the next meal to a given model’s prediction: 

E(y; k + hjnext meal; Mi) = Cx̂i(k + hjk)+

q=hX
q=0

P (next meal; k + qjMi)cm(h ¡ q)Spr

E(y; k + hjnext meal; Mi) = Cx̂i(k + hjk)+

q=hX
q=0

P (next meal; k + qjMi)cm(h ¡ q)Spr

 (10) 

cm(q ¡ h)cm(q ¡ h) is the cumulative shape of the meal, the cumulative sum of the shape in 

Figure 6. The cumulative meal shape is zero for negative time. SprSpr is the prior on the 

meal size in mg/dL. The expected variance E([y ¡ E(y)]
2
; k + hjnext meal; Mi)E([y ¡ E(y)]

2
; k + hjnext meal; Mi) can 

then be similarly computed: 

E([y ¡E(y)]
2
; k + hjnext meal; Mi) = C§̂i(k + hjk)CT+

q=hX
q=0

P (next meal; k + qjMi)
h
cm(h¡ q)¾2

pr+

[Cx̂i(k + hjk) + cm(h¡ q)Spr ¡E(y; k + hjnext meal;Mi)]
2¤

E([y ¡E(y)]
2
; k + hjnext meal; Mi) = C§̂i(k + hjk)CT+

q=hX
q=0

P (next meal; k + qjMi)
h
cm(h¡ q)¾2

pr+

[Cx̂i(k + hjk) + cm(h¡ q)Spr ¡E(y; k + hjnext meal;Mi)]
2¤
  (11) 

¾pr¾pr is the prior assumed standard deviation for the meal size.  

3.6. Model Equations 

In the following we detail our linear, discrete-time glucose model, generally 

defined in (1). First, we examine the insulin action, which has been the focus of many 

studies[13,84,85]. Their results, shown in Figure 8, leads us to use a second order 

approximation. 
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Figure 8.  Published profiles of Insulin action versus time. Specifically, the profiles show the glucose 

infusion rate required to maintain a steady glucose level after a bolus of insulin. Frohnauer et al 

published early and late curves for insulin action. This figure shows both in the same colour. 

Published meal shapes are shown in Figure 6 and represent the results of several 

studies using radioactive tracers to measure the rate of flow of glucose into the blood 

stream[19,58,74,75,76]. We assume the meal shape described in Basu et al.’s study 

using 204 healthy patients. 

The predictive algorithm assumes that the blood glucose level is directly affected 

by the infused above basal subcutaneous infused insulin 

¢insulin(k) = insulin(k)¡ basal¢insulin(k) = insulin(k)¡ basal, meals, and noise N(k)N(k). As mentioned above, the 

insulin effect is assumed to be a second order response from the above basal 

subcutaneous infused insulin. The model assumes QQ meals with shape  m(k)m(k), from 

Basu et al’s study on 204 healthy patients, and start times npnp  where p 2 [1::Q]p 2 [1::Q]. QQ  and 

npnp  are the meal assumptions that are set when the model is created. The sizes of the 

assumed meals SpSp  are state variables. The noise N(k)N(k)is assumed to be first order 
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Markov. We allow different values of ¾1¾1, and cc for the simulated and clinical data sets 

to reflect the differences in unknown disturbances. 

Research on blood glucose control[21,23,27,48] mostly uses models that are based 

upon the Bergman Minimal Model[49]. Models tested by Bergman et al., assumes that 

unforced BG is stable, i.e. ¢G(k + 1) = ®¢G(k)¢G(k + 1) = ®¢G(k), where ® · 1® · 1. Unfortunately, ®®  is 

very hard to assess using readily available patient information, especially since patient 

BG levels are controlled. To avoid the difficulty in assessing ®® , we default it to one. 

In addition to the stability of glucose there are several other known glucose 

dependent behaviours. Renal clearance[86] occurs when blood glucose passes through 

the kidney into the bladder. The autonomic response to hypoglycemia[7] can occur 

when the blood glucose level drops too low (~ 70 mg/dL) and the body responds by 

secreting epinephrine, glucagon, and cortisol which triggers the release of glucose into 

the blood stream. We do not model these effects and instead assume that the blood 

glucose is in the range where these responses are negligible. This simplifies our model 

and reduces the number of parameters. In our case these parameters, the basal insulin 

infusion rate and insulin sensitivity are easy to set on an individual basis using patient 

reported values. 

Research has also been preformed to analyze the error inherent in the 

CGM[87,88,89]. We assume that the noise is first order Markov and set the 

parameters to fit the simulator. 

In summary, the collected equations are: 
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G(k + 1) = G(k) + N (k) + IS ¤¢IA(k)

+

QX
p=1

m(k ¡ np)Sp(k)

¢IA(k + 1) = a¢IA(k) + b¢I2(k) + (1 ¡ a ¡ b)¢insulin(k)

¢I2(k + 1) = ¢IA(k)

N (k + 1) = cN (k) + (1¡ c)²1(k)

D(k + 1) = dD(k) + (1 ¡ d)²2(k)

S1(k + 1) = S1(k)

...

SQ(k + 1) = SQ(k)

CGM (k) = G(k) + D(k)

²1(k) 2 @(0; ¾1)

²2(k) 2 @(0; ¾2)

G(k + 1) = G(k) + N (k) + IS ¤¢IA(k)

+

QX
p=1

m(k ¡ np)Sp(k)

¢IA(k + 1) = a¢IA(k) + b¢I2(k) + (1 ¡ a ¡ b)¢insulin(k)

¢I2(k + 1) = ¢IA(k)

N (k + 1) = cN (k) + (1¡ c)²1(k)

D(k + 1) = dD(k) + (1 ¡ d)²2(k)

S1(k + 1) = S1(k)

...

SQ(k + 1) = SQ(k)

CGM (k) = G(k) + D(k)

²1(k) 2 @(0; ¾1)

²2(k) 2 @(0; ¾2)

  (12) 

Where the state is x = [G; ¢IA; ¢I2; N; D; S1; :::SQ]Tx = [G; ¢IA; ¢I2; N; D; S1; :::SQ]T, and the output is 

y = [CGM ]y = [CGM ]. 

We use a sample time of 1 minute. The prior assumptions about the mean Ŝ̂S  and 

standard deviation ¾S¾S  of the meal size are set on a population basis, using the actual 

values from the simulations, and through loose inference from the reported basal rate, 

insulin sensitivity and amount of insulin for the clinical data. No attempt was made to 

account for differing sensitivities to ingested glucose. 

We initialize the predictive algorithm with a single model that assumes no meals 

have yet occurred and has uncertainty matrices corresponding to the steady state 

values assuming no sensor readings.  
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Table 1: Parameter Values used in the evaluation of this prediction algorithm. 

Data Set a b c d σ1 σ2 Ŝ̂S  ¾S¾S  

Simulated 1.9835 -0.983635 0.98 0.9792 0.1 2.797 292 153 

Clinical 1.9835 -0.983635 0.92 0.9792 0.5 2.797 210 75 

 

3.7. Prior Probabilities 

The prediction algorithm uses a-priori probabilities of meals in addition to sensor 

measurements. We observe that Strubbe & Woods summarizes human food intake as 

occurring in discrete bouts or meals during the day that loosely follow daily patterns. 

They further suggest that current meals delay the onset of future meals, with larger 

meals causing longer delays.[77] Based on this we create a model of meal prior 

probabilities that encapsulates the concentrated nature of food intake, the day night 

cycle, and the delaying effect of recent meals.  

We start with a base probability ¡(k)¡(k) for a meal occurring at time step kk  that 

allows meals to occur only once every 5 minutes and only while the patient is awake. 

¡(k) =

(
¡d if patient is awake and k mod 5 = 0

0 otherwise
¡(k) =

(
¡d if patient is awake and k mod 5 = 0

0 otherwise
  (13) 

We incorporate the delaying effect of recent meals, though not their size, through a 

penalty which is a function of how close a new meal is to past meals. 

P (meal; kjMi) ´ ¡(k)

p=QY
p=1

μ
1¡ e

¡(np¡k)2

¿2

¶
P (meal; kjMi) ´ ¡(k)

p=QY
p=1

μ
1¡ e

¡(np¡k)2

¿2

¶
  (14) 
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Where npnp  are the start times of the QQ meals of model MiMi that start before time step 

kk . 

We choose ¡d = 15:5 %
5 min

¡d = 15:5 %
5 min

, and ¿ = 128 min¿ = 128 min to match the proportion of days with 

a given number of meals from a German study[90], [79] of meal times for older men, 

shown in Table 2.  

Table 2: Published and Fitted Meals in a Day 

Number of 
Meals per 

Day 

Number 
of 

Reported 
Days 

% 
Fitted 

% 

1 7 0.1 1.3 

2 71 1.1 6.3 

3 1194 19.0 19.0 

4 2162 34.4 33.6 

5 2012 32.0 27.1 

6 847 13.5 10.8 

7 0 0 1.8 

8 0 0 0.1 

With these parameter values, the delaying effect of a previous meal are 95% gone 

after 3 hours and 42 minutes. This model does not predict a concentration peak at 

breakfast, lunch, and dinner, as shown in Figure 9. It also does not contain information 

on past eating patterns or the social dynamics that cause common meal times. 

However, it does provide justifiable values for the expected number of meals in a day 

and incorporates the major intra-patient factors affecting meal times.  
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Figure 9.  Probability of a meal in a given hour versus the time of day. For the simulation the 

patients were assumed to wake up uniformly between 6 AM and 8 AM and fall asleep 16 hours 

later. The simulation profile matches the general number of meals, with the tailing in the morning 

and evening. The peaks at breakfast, lunch, and dinner are likely due to societal patterns that are 

not included in this meal prior probability framework. 

3.8. Experimental Validation 

We evaluate this prediction algorithm using historical data. Specifically, we use 

simulated data to compare meal detection performance (section 0), and test prediction 

accuracy around meals (section 3.8.3), as well as clinical data to test the generalized 

accuracy of the predicted values (section 3.8.4) and the accuracy of the standard 

deviation estimates (section 3.8.5). This ordering allows us to compare to other 

published algorithms before evaluating this algorithm’s capacity predict the future 

effects of insulin, as encapsulated in estimates of the value and standard deviation of 

the future blood glucose value. 
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3.8.1. Data 

Simulated Data 

The simulated data consists of 100 scenarios each featuring 13 hours of data, with 

a meal starting after one hour. The meals have a uniform random duration (0-30 

minutes), and size (0-100 g CHO). The insulin for these cases consists of a perfectly 

accurate basal insulin infusion rate, and a meal bolus calculated according to the 

patient’s reported carbohydrate to insulin ratio and administered at the beginning of 

the meal, as shown in Figure 10. 

The 100 data sets are taken from 10 adult patients using the UVa/Padova 

Metabolic simulator[58]. This simulator is approved by the United States Food and 

Drug Administration as a substitute for animal trials. It represents realistic inter-

patient variability and glucose-insulin, glucose-meal dynamics. 

This data is used exclusively to assess the changes in the error of predicted values 

around meals since it does not necessarily include realistic glucose fluctuations or 

realistic sensor noise. 

Clinical Data 

The clinical data is taken from a study performed by the DirecNet Group[81]. It 

features 20 patients, aged 3 to 18 years, for about 24 hours each under clinical 

conditions. It has 10-minute CGM data and 1-minute insulin data. The patients 

recorded logs of exercise and meals. Since this data includes both multiple meals and 

realistic BG fluctuations, we use this data to test all of the uncertainty estimates and 
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the predictive accuracy of the algorithm. For this data we assume that the patient is 

awake form 6 AM to 10 PM. 

 

 

Figure 10.  The top plot shows an example simulated meal. The meal occurs exactly one hour into 

the data and is accompanied by an insulin bolus calculated to bring the patient just below baseline. 

The bottom plot shows an example clinical data set. The CGM provides readings once every 10 

minutes, and the insulin was given as appropriate by the patient and clinical staff. 
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3.8.2. Meal Detection 

To date, meal detection often occurs as a distinct and independent step from 

prediction. To evaluate our algorithm’s performance in this light, we repurpose its 

functionality to provide explicit meal detection. 

Our algorithm internally tracks both an estimated meal size (part of a model’s 

state) as well as the probability of a meal (the probability of the encapsulating model). 

However, a meal only affects the prediction if both size and probability are high. As 

such, we examine the expected meal size, being the product of estimated size and 

probability, for detection. 

Figure 11 shows the expected meal size versus meal start time for large, medium, 

and small meals. It is assumed that the patient awoke an hour before the meal. Without 

a meal, the algorithm continually prepares for new meals while rejecting old meals 

that are unsupported by the data. This, together with the sensor noise, results in an 

equilibrium expected meal size of 100 mg/dL before any meal occurs. After the meal 

begins to affect the CGM readings, the expected meal size increases sharply and 

equilibrates at a new level appropriate to the meal. 

As might be expected, and Figure 11 confirms, the effect of small meals (mean 

size of 16.5 g CHO) is easily masked by sensor and process noise. The equilibrium 

expected meal size value of about 100 mg/dL corresponds to meals of about 15 g CHO 

(assumes a carbohydrate sensitivity of about 6.6 mg/dL per g CHO), depending on the 

patient’s sensitivity to carbohydrates. 
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Figure 11.  This figure shows the mean expected size of past meals (probability of a past meal 

multiplied by the estimated size) versus the time since the meal started for large, medium and small 

meals. Before the meal the algorithm equilibrates at expecting a meal size of 100 mg/dL (about 15 g 

CHO), since it is actively discarding and creating meal possibilities. After the meal occurs (time = 0 

hours) the mean expected meal size quickly equilibrates according to the size grouping of the meal. 

We compare this algorithm to existing meal detection algorithms[25,27] using a threshold on the 

expected meal size. For a threshold of 170 mg/dL (~26 g CHO), we get detection times for the 

average large and medium meals of 25 and 30 minutes. The small meals are on average not 

detected. 170 mg/dL provides 6% false positives in the first hour. This is similar to Lee & Bequette 

who had 6.75% false positives for 800 of their 1000 meals[27].  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 shows a comparison of the detection times for other published meal 

detectors with respect to the start of the meal and meal onset. Lee & Bequette report 

meal detection times since meal onset, when the BG rises 4 mg/dL above pre-meal 
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levels. The definition of meal onset versus meal start times is graphically defined in 

Figure 12. In our simulated data meal onset occurs about 20 minutes after the meal 

start. When comparing we match the g CHO of the meal per kg of patient weight, a 

proxy for average meal size in mg/dL. 

 

Figure 12: Description of Meal Start Time versus Meal Onset. Meal Onset occurs after the blood 

glucose level rises 4 mg/dL above the level at the start of the meal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Meal Detection Comparison 

Meal Detector 

Mean 
Patient 
Weight 

(kg) 

Mean Meal 
Size  

(g CHO/kg)

Detection Time 
Since Meal 

Start  
(min)

Onset 
(min) 
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Dassau et al. 44 1.27 32 - 

Meals > 80 g CHO 70.5 1.28 24 4 

Lee & Bequette 60.9 0.87 - 31

Meals > 23 g CHO 70.5 0.87 29 9 

This shows the time until a meal is detected for this prediction algorithm and two other published 

meal detectors. Lee et al. measure meal detection time form the onset of the meal. The onset of a 

meal is the time after the meal when the blood glucose levels rises by 4 mg/dL. For our data set the 

meal onset occurs 20 minutes after the meal starts. The mean meal size in g CHO/Kg is matched to 

provide comparable difficulty of detection. 

3.8.3. Predictive Performance around Meals 

Since, the novelty of this prediction algorithm is primarily to adapt to and 

anticipate meals, we evaluate the accuracy of the estimated blood glucose values first 

as a function of the time since a meal. In the next section we will look at prediction 

accuracy versus prediction horizon. 

The mean and root mean squared error (RMSE) for 1 and 3 hour predictions are 

shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 as a function of the time since the meal start time. 

As a benchmark, we compare our performance to a version of this prediction 

algorithm that does not model meals. We use the simulated data since it provides 

accurate meal times and isolated meals. To accommodate for the fact that these meals 

do not follow our meal prior probabilities, we only consider single meals within 1 hour 

of the actual meal start time. 
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Figure 13.  The mean prediction error is shown for 1 and 3 hour prediction horizons for this 

prediction algorithm and the same algorithm ignoring meals. The initial mean error for the blue lines 

is due to the expectation of a future meal.  The meal begins to affect the sensor readings at about 

.25 to .5 hours, after which the blue lines correct. The red lines, by ignoring the meal have an 

extended period of substantial mean prediction error. 

The 1-hour predictions with meal models have a high initial mean error due to an 

incorrect expectation of a meal in the near future. For the 3-hour prediction this 

expectation is more correct, and so is not the peak error. As the meal time approaches 

these expectations becomes increasingly, then decreasingly correct. Meanwhile, the no 

meal models case has an error that rises steadily as the unexpected meal approaches 

until the meal begins to have an effect on the CGM readings.  
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Figure 14.  The root mean squared prediction error (RMSE) is shown for 1 and 3 hour prediction 

horizons for this prediction algorithm and the same algorithm ignoring meals 1 and 3 hour 

prediction versus the meal start time. This algorithm shows significantly lower peak error and faster 

recovery from a meal. This algorithm through the meal priors anticipate the meal, causing high 

initial error for the one hour prediction. 

When the meal begins to affect the CGM readings the prediction algorithm 

recognizes the presence of a meal and adjusts the meal size state to improve the fit. 

Through the meal shape the prediction algorithm now anticipates future glucose 

appearance from the meal, lowering the prediction error markedly. Meanwhile, the 

RMSE for the no meal model stays high and only slowly drops back to baseline as the 

meal tapers off. 

3.8.4. Predictive Performance vs. Prediction Horizon 

Our prediction algorithm is designed to support future closed-loop controllers that 

will need to predict and evaluate the result of potential insulin injections. For 

reference, the effect of an insulin injection on the rate of change of insulin peaks after 

about 100 minutes, see Figure 8, and the total effect is 50% finished after about 2 
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hours. Also, published controllers use prediction out to a maximum of 2 to 4 

hours[21,23,47,48]. 

Several other methods look only at predictions of blood glucose values for short 

term prediction horizons of 30-45 minutes[28,54]. We choose to instead look at longer 

prediction horizons.  

To provide a direct graphical comparison we also plot the performance of a 

predictor that uses the same glucose-insulin dynamics and Kalman filtering, but does 

not model meals. Figure 15 shows the RMSE on the daytime portions of the DirecNet 

data set versus prediction horizon. The accuracy improvement for our method 

compared to the no meal case increases with prediction horizon. The dependence on 

prediction horizon is expected for two reasons. First, meals take time to detect and last 

between 3 to 8 hours. For reference, meals have a peak effect on the blood glucose 

rate of change after about 45 minutes with 50% of the glucose in the blood stream 

after about 90 minutes, see Figure 6. Second, our use of prior probabilities allows the 

anticipation of the next meal, the ignorance of which causes the steady increase in 

RMSE that we see with the no meal case. 
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Figure 15.  The root mean squared error (RMSE) performance improvement between this algorithm 

and the same algorithm but ignoring meals increases with increasing prediction horizon. This is both 

because the prediction algorithm adapts to meals, and because it anticipates future meals. Without 

the anticipation the future predictions are increasing biased with prediction horizon as the predictor 

is aware of the future insulin injected to compensate for the future meals. 

3.8.5. Accuracy Performance 

 

 

 

 

The second part of considering the effects of insulin injections is estimating how 

uncertain the predictions of future blood glucose levels are. After all, a prediction with 

an estimated standard deviation of 5 mg/dL and an actual standard deviation of 600 

mg/dL could convince a controller to massively over inject insulin. We test the 

estimated standard deviations from this prediction algorithm by converting them to 
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confidence bounds and checking the actual percentage of readings that fall between 

them. To assure that we have realistic data we test this on the DirecNet clinical data. 

To provide a reference measure, we compare against the performance of the prediction 

algorithm assuming that no meals occur.  

 

 

Figure 16.  The top plot shows the accuracy of 25% lower bound estimate, while the bottom plot 

shows the same for 75% symmetric bound estimate. The prediction algorithm both anticipates the 

meal and reacts to its presence. This makes the accuracy pretty consistent. The initial error in the 1 

hour prediction with this algorithm is due to the incorrect anticipation of a meal. The black lines, 

this prediction algorithm assuming no meals, are consistently incorrect once the meal begins as it 

cannot adapt correctly. 
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Figure 16 shows performance around meals for confidence bounds calculated to 

contain the lowest 25% and the middle 75% respectively of predictions. In the 1 hour 

predictions we can see the effects of the initial mean error in the predictions due to the 

expectation of a future meal. This disappears with the 3 hour predictions. For all 

prediction horizons and both sets of confidence bounds our prediction horizon is 

markedly more robust. Since we are factoring in the uncertainty surrounding unknown 

meal size, the uncertainty estimates can and do rebound faster than the prediction 

accuracy.  

Figure 17 shows a more general plot that looks at all symmetric confidence bounds 

for 1 and 3 hour predictions averaged over the daytime periods of the DirecNet data 

set. The consideration of meals brings the actual and theoretical confidence levels 

markedly closer to agreement, especially for the 3 hour prediction horizon. 

 

 

Figure 17.  This shows the accuracy of symmetric confidence bound estimates for daytime prediction 

1 and 3 hours into the future. This prediction algorithm is in much closer agreement with the ideal 

(grey) when it is allowed to accommodate meals (blue) than when it ignores all meals (black). 
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3.8.6. Control Performance 

This section shows the performance improvement that can be attained using the 

contributions from this thesis. Specifically we use the 10 adult patients from the 

UVa/Padova Metabolic Simulator[58]. This simulator is FDA approved as a substitute 

for animal trials and model glucose-insulin and glucose-meal dynamics. It further 

includes very substantial inter-patient variability. 

We run the patients over a 34.5-hour scenario that includes 50/ 70/ 90/ 25 g CHO 

for breakfast/ lunch/ dinner/ evening snack at 9 AM/ 1 PM/ 5:30 PM/ 8PM. The 

scenario starts at 7 AM and includes two breakfasts and two lunches. 

We test two controllers that use the MPC framework: 

 
min

~u

X
i

(r ¡ gi(~u))
2
+ W

X
i

(ui ¡ ui¡1)
2

s:t: 0 · ~u · Umax

min
~u

X
i

(r ¡ gi(~u))
2
+ W

X
i

(ui ¡ ui¡1)
2

s:t: 0 · ~u · Umax

  (15) 

They differ in the predicted values that are provided, and WW . Specifically, we use the 

no meals (W = 0W = 0) and with meals (W = 300W = 300) predictions. They both share a setpoint 

rr of 100 mg/dL. The values of WW  were chosen to minimize the blood glucose risk 

index (BGRI). We verified the optimality of our choice of WW  by testing positive and 

negative shifts of the glucose levels. Shifting the glucose levels is a crude 

approximation of increasing and decreasing WW . Consequently, despite the fact that 

W = 0W = 0 is up against the limits of its value, it is still the most optimal value. When 

shifting the glucose values to test optimality the risk dropped to only 4.13, very close 
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to the value of 4.18 that we obtain without shifting. The table below summarizes the 

results according to published measures[22]. 

Table 4: Indirect Performance Measures for Prediction Comparison Using Closed‐loop Control 

Algorithm Blood 
Glucose 

Risk Index 

Inter-
quartile 
Range 

(mg/dL)

Rate of 
Change 

Std. Dev. 
(mg/dL/min)

Low 
Blood 

Glucose 
Index 

High 
Blood 

Glucose 
Index 

With Meals 3.22 50.0 0.63 1.39 1.83 
Without Meals 4.18 55.4 0.63 1.08 3.10 

 

Table 5: Direct Performance Measures for Prediction Comparison Using Closed‐loop Control 

Algorithm Mean 
BG 

(mg/dL) 

% BG 
<50 

mg/dL 

% BG 
50-70 
mg/dL

% BG 
70-180 
mg/dL 

% BG 
>250 

mg/dL 

Mean 
pre-meal 

BG 
(mg/dL) 

Mean 
post-meal 

BG 
(mg/dL) 

With 
Meals 

125 1.18 4.26 88.9 0 111 159 

Without 
Meals 

116 1.35 0.55 85.9 0.04 131 182 

 

These results indicate that there is a substantial reduction in BGRI available for 

controllers if they detect and anticipate meals. Specifically, there is a 23% reduction in 

BGRI, in addition to a 9.7% tightening in the inter-quartile range and an extra 3% of 

readings spent in the euglycemic range. 

3.9. Discussion and Conclusions 

This algorithm provides predictions of the future value and uncertainty of blood 

glucose that are robust to meals. The robustness to meals manifests in better 

anticipations of and faster recovery from meals for the accuracy of both the predicted 
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value and uncertainty. The inclusion of uncertainty estimates is novel and is intended 

to facilitate adaptation to the asymmetries of the blood glucose control problem 

(asymmetric risk associated with blood glucose levels; asymmetric limits on the 

control authority for insulin only controllers). 

This thesis set forth and successfully used a novel model of meal prior 

probabilities. The model of meal prior probability was tuned against real patient eating 

patterns and provided similar patterns. The prior probabilities allowed anticipation of 

future meals which significantly lowered prediction error and increased the accuracy 

of the associated standard deviation estimates. 

As an implicit meal detector this work improves upon other explicit meal 

detectors[25,27] in terms of speed of detection, assuming similar levels of false 

positives. This algorithm additionally provides predictions as to the effect of the 

detected meal on the blood glucose level, as well as non-binary gradations in the 

detection signal. 

This algorithm was tested using in silico closed-loop control. It provided a 23% 

reduction the blood glucose risk index relative to a prediction algorithm that did not 

consider meals. This indicates that inclusion of meal detection and anticipation can 

significantly improve control performance. 

The Bayesian framework that we use here is readily adaptable to 

consistent/inconsistent and full/partial meal announcement. The meal prior that we 

implement here is really the prior probability of an unannounced meal and can be 

reduced as appropriate. When the patient announces a meal the priors would be 
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increased temporarily to trigger detection. Likewise, if the patient decides to provide 

full meal announcement (start time, and size) then we can use those approximate 

values. If however, they only want to provide the approximate start time or the 

approximate size, we can use that easily too. It all just becomes a matter of altering the 

prior meal parameters. 

The Bayesian framework is amenable to inclusion of other disturbances (set 

failure, nocturnal dropouts, sleep detection, dawn phenomenon). If the disturbance can 

be modeled using a combination of linear and nonlinear parameters in conjunction 

with prior probabilities then this framework can incorporate them. Of course, the more 

disturbances there are the greater the computational complexity. It is difficult to 

distinguish between similar faults, e.g. set failure and meals during the day. 

This algorithm uniquely estimates the glucose appearance profile of meals through 

variable start times and size. Knowing the shape of the meals, and the timing and 

amounts of insulin injections, enables the estimation of the insulin time action profile. 

This could be used to periodically adapt the model to the patient. Inaccurate estimates 

of patients’ insulin time action profile have been suggested as a significant hurdle for 

closed loop control[11]. 

This algorithm requires only a measure of the average insulin sensitivity and the 

nominal basal rate to start. Most diabetics use estimates of these parameters daily, and 

so have them readily available. Thus, this algorithm can be easily tailored to specific 

patients without extensive seed data. 
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A previous version of this prediction algorithm is incorporated in an IDE 

submission to the United States Food and Drug Administration and will soon be tested 

as part of a closed loop controller in a clinic. With luck, the improvements in the 

prediction algorithm described in this thesis will also be incorporated into a clinically 

tested closed loop system. That would be one more step on the path to a reliable, 

robust artificial pancreas, and one step closer to easing the burden of Type 1 Diabetes 

for many patients. 
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Chapter 4: A ClosedLoop Artificial Pancreas 

Based on Risk Management 

This chapter contains a manuscript that is under preparation for submission to the 

Journal of Diabetes Science and Technology. 

4.1. Abstract 

Background 

Control algorithms that regulate blood glucose levels in individuals with Type 1 

Diabetes Mellitus using only insulin are constrained by their non-existent capacity to 

actively increase blood glucose. In addition, there are asymmetric chronic and acute 

risks associated with high vs. low blood glucose levels. Current controllers deal with 

these challenges implicitly through the inclusion of additional safety mechanisms. We 

present two novel controllers that explicitly address these challenges. 

Method 

To deal with the two issues of irreversible insulin action and asymmetric glycemic 

risk, we incorporate estimated prediction uncertainties and an explicit risk function 

into model predictive control (MPC). Using prediction uncertainties, we first explicitly 

minimize the asymmetric glycemic risk over the distribution of predictions (MPC-R). 

We additionally account for future blood glucose (BG) feedback to explicitly handle 

the irreversibility of insulin action (MPC-F). We compare these controllers against a 
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published proportional integral derivative (PID) controller, a traditional MPC 

formulation, and a basal/bolus controller (BB) with a perfectly known basal rate and 

optimal meal boluses given at the start of each meal. 

Results 

Using the UVa/Padova Metabolic Diabetes Simulator, we tuned each controller to 

minimize the blood glucose risk index (BGRI). The resulting controllers 

(PID/MPC/MPC-R/MPC-F/BB) provided BGRI values of NA/3.22/3.04/2.87/2.49. 

These corresponded to 74%/89%/91%/90%/94% of BG values lying in the euglycemic 

(70-180 mg/dL) range, with mean BG levels of 118/125/123/130/124 mg/dL. 

Conclusion 

Our controllers extend MPC to explicitly address the issues of asymmetric 

glycemic risk and irreversible insulin action using estimated prediction uncertainties 

and an explicit risk function. The MPC-R/MPC-F controllers achieve BGRI values 

25/48% closer to the basal/bolus performance compared to those obtained by 

traditional MPC control. 

4.2. Motivation 

Patients with long standing Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus produce minimal or no 

insulin, leaving the body unable to lower blood glucose (BG) levels without 

exogenous insulin. Recent technological advances now enable the possibility of 

creating a closed-loop artificial pancreas, and removing some of the burden of Type 1 

Diabetes from patients. Continuous glucose monitors measure subcutaneous glucose 
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levels, and pumps infuse insulin (and possibly glucagon). A controller then connects 

the glucose measurements to the insulin and/or glucagon infusion rates, thus forming a 

closed-loop system. While some investigators have proposed and tested controllers 

using pumps for insulin and glucagon  [11], we focus on the more common approach 

using only an insulin pump. 

The controller for an insulin-only artificial pancreas faces several challenges [15]: 

First, it is difficult to compensate for meals, since they are both difficult to detect 

quickly and affect the BG levels faster than insulin. To best compensate for these 

dynamics, controllers must predict the effects of insulin and meals on future glucose 

concentrations. Algorithms exist to detect meals[25], estimate their size[27], predict 

their effects[57], and incorporate meal information into controllers[26]. Chapter 3 

extends the work that predicts meal effects.  

Second, the chronic and acute risks of blood glucose fluctuations are 

asymmetric[22]. Low BG levels (hypoglycaemia) result in altered mental state, and if 

sustained, seizures or loss of consciousness , are acutely riskier than high BG levels 

(hyperglycaemia), which have long-term cumulative effects resulting in complications 

such as retinopathy, nephropathy and cardiovascular disease.    

Third, insulin action is irreversible, since the controller without glucagon cannot 

actively increase the BG level. This means that a controller operating under 

uncertainty should be cautious to avoid slow recoveries from unexpected 

hypoglycaemia. 
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In this work we aim to advance the state of the art of model predictive control as a 

basis for a closed-loop artificial pancreas. We explicitly manage the expected future 

risk to trade off the dangers of hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia. We also 

automatically account for the irreversibility of insulin by considering future BG 

feedback to shape current insulin infusions. 

We begin by analyzing the challenges of asymmetry and uncertainty, before 

briefly reviewing how traditional controllers handle these challenges. We then develop 

two novel controllers. The first explicitly handles the asymmetric risk, while the 

second additionally handles the irreversibility of insulin delivery. We finally 

demonstrate the improved performance of these controllers on the UVA/Padova 

Metabolic simulator[58]. We compare the performance of our controllers to the 

performance of traditional PID and MPC algorithms and an optimal basal/bolus 

controller. 

4.3. Challenges of Asymmetries and Uncertainty 

Two asymmetries of the blood glucose control problem are the risk of low 

versus high BG levels and the inability to actively raise the BG level. These are noted 

in the diabetes control review articles[15,16,18]. Here, we consider the interaction of 

these asymmetries with the considerable prediction uncertainty and how this affects 

decisions on insulin delivery. 

4.3.1. Asymmetric Risk 

The ultimate objective of any BG controller is to limit blood glucose fluctuations 

.The Diabetes Complication and Control Trial (DCCT)[4] and the Epidemiology of 
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Diabetes Interventions and Complications (EDIC) trial[3] show an increased risk of 

chronic complications with higher HbA1c (glucose levels),and describe  the acute 

detrimental effects of hypoglycaemia.   

We can express the risks of chronic complications as a linear function of BG levels 

since the HbA1c correlates with mean blood glucose values[91], and is roughly linear 

with the risk of retinopathy for HbA1c values between 5.5 and 9.0[4]. 

  riskchronic(g) = ag + briskchronic(g) = ag + b  (16) 

While mild hypoglycaemia is risky and severe hypoglycaemia is very risky, there 

is no known analytic expression for the risk of low BG levels. It should grow faster 

than linearly as the BG value drops, so we choose a cubic function of the deviation 

below a given BG cut-off value dd. 

  riskacute(g) =

(
c(d¡ g)3 if g · d

0 otherwise
riskacute(g) =

(
c(d¡ g)3 if g · d

0 otherwise
  (17) 

The complete risk 

  risk(g) = ag + b +

(
c(d¡ g)3 if g · d

0 otherwise
risk(g) = ag + b +

(
c(d¡ g)3 if g · d

0 otherwise
  (18) 

is parameterized by the constants aa , bb, cc, and dd .  The values are subject to clinical 

judgement and so can be changed at the user’s discretion. Here, we fit them to an 

established risk profile[22]. This risk profile is a symmetrisation of self monitored BG 

measurements for 127 patients, and so represents the trade off between hypoglycaemia 

and hyperglycaemia made at home by these patients. The resultant constant values are: 
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  a = 0:2096; b =¡26; c = 6:0 ¢ 10¡5; d = 146:8a = 0:2096; b =¡26; c = 6:0 ¢ 10¡5; d = 146:8  (19) 

Figure 18 graphs the fitted risk and the original profile, as well as the quadratic 

cost function used by some existing controllers. 

 

Figure 18: Blood glucose risk profiles: Risk(g) (blue dashed line) shows the risk profile used in the 

algorithms in the thesis. Clarke & Kovatchev[22] (black) shows a published risk profile. Quadratic 

Cost Function (red dash‐dot) shows the symmetric risk function commonly used in model predictive 

control. 

The risk profile proposed by Clarke and Kovatchev[22]: 10 [ln(g)1:084¡ 5:381]
2

10 [ln(g)1:084¡ 5:381]
2 

is not adequate for control for two reasons. First, it does not handle negative glucose 

values. The risk value needs to increase for ever more excessive insulin injections 

when predicting with linear models. Second, it is not easily, and intuitively adaptable 

for different relative valuations of hyperglycaemia and hypoglycaemia.  

Risk is minimal for a BG level of 112.5 mg/dL.  Since future BG predictions are 

inherently uncertain, the risk of an entire BG distribution needs to be considered.  To 

minimize the expected, asymmetric risk, a wide BG distribution must be shifted to 

higher values, as shown in Figure 19, and described mathematically below. 
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min

¹

X
g

P (g)risk(g)

s:t: g 2 @(¹;¾)

min
¹

X
g

P (g)risk(g)

s:t: g 2 @(¹;¾)

  (20) 

If the risk function was symmetric then the minimum mean would always be 112.5 

mg/dL. It is the combination of the asymmetry of the risk function, and the uncertainty 

that shifts the mean glucose value with the minimum expected risk. 

 

Figure 19: Mean blood glucose value providing the minimum expected risk, as a function of standard 

deviation and risk profile: The symmetric Quadratic Cost Function (red dotted) shows no variation 

with standard deviation, while the asymmetry in risk(g) (blue line) shifts the optimal value upwards 

with increasing uncertainty. 

4.3.2. Irreversible Insulin 

Future measurements will update predictions and alter future insulin delivery 

decisions. In the far future we will know whether the real BG level is above or below 

where we expected it to be. If future measurements show higher than expected BG 

levels, additional insulin will be administered.  However, if future measurements show 

BG levels below expectation, a controller has limited ability to reduce insulin 
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injections. It can only refrain from making planned injections.  This can lead to 

extended slow recoveries from low BG levels, as illustrated in Figure 20. This leads to 

a trade-off between loosening restrictions on future insulin values to incorporate the 

increased knowledge from future CGM measurements, and tightening restrictions 

since we currently don’t have the knowledge from the future measurements. 

 

Figure 20: Minimum risk responses to potential future blood glucose measurements: The top blue 

line shows the response to a higher than expected blood glucose reading. The middle line shows the 

response when the blood glucose reading confirms the predictions. The bottom blue line shows the 

slow, high risk recovery from a lower than expected blood glucose measurement. This line shows 

the slowest convergence to the minimum risk level (black line). 

The uncertainty of glucose predictions informs the controller about the range of 

future values.  In this situation, a controller should deliver less insulin to minimize the 

risk of hypoglycaemia and instead wait for future measurements to reduce the 

predictive uncertainty.  
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4.4. Traditional Controllers 

A wide-variety of algorithms could be used to control blood glucose by adjusting 

the insulin infusion rate. The two most widely-used algorithms are proportional-

integral-derivative (PID) and model predictive control (MPC). These algorithms are 

discussed in many undergraduate control textbooks[72].  

4.4.1. Proportional Integral Derivative 

PID controllers calculate the current insulin injection u(t)u(t), not the current above 

basal insulin injection, based on the current error between the BG level gg  and a 

reference value rr[41]: 

  u(t) = Kp(r ¡ g) +
Kp

TI

Z
(r ¡ g)dt + KpTD

d(r ¡ g)

dt
u(t) = Kp(r ¡ g) +

Kp

TI

Z
(r ¡ g)dt + KpTD

d(r ¡ g)

dt
  (21) 

This PID controller implicitly addresses the asymmetric risk and irreversibility of 

insulin by enforcing a positive integral term and cautiously tuning the controller 

parameters KpKp , TITI and TDTD. It requires this cautious tuning despite the personalization 

of the tuning parameters based on patient weight and total daily dose. 

PID controllers in general are simple and perform well when the disturbances are 

slower than the actuation, i.e. at night when the patient is sleeping. They perform less 

well during the day when the lack of explicit feed-forward consideration of meals and 

insulin can lead to an overly aggressive or cautious response to meals. 
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4.4.2. Model Predictive Control 

MPC algorithms predict future blood glucose values and then optimize insulin 

injections to minimize a cost function. This prediction enables explicit modelling and 

prediction of the effects of insulin and meals on the blood glucose level.[15] Current 

MPC controllers used for blood glucose control[21,23,27,47,48] minimize the 

deviation of model predictions ~g(~u)~g(~u) from a reference value rr as well as the rate of 

change (ROC) of the future insulin infusions ~u~u. Arrows above quantities indicate that 

they are vectors. 

 
min

~u

X
i

(r ¡ gi(~u))
2
+ W

X
i

(ui ¡ ui¡1)
2

s:t: 0 · ~u · Umax

min
~u

X
i

(r ¡ gi(~u))
2
+ W

X
i

(ui ¡ ui¡1)
2

s:t: 0 · ~u · Umax

  (22) 

These controllers can only implicitly recognise the asymmetry of risk and 

irreversibility of insulin injections.  They ignore uncertainty as they only consider the 

mean glucose trajectory ~g(~u)~g(~u). This further implies that they are unable to consider 

potential future BG measurements deviating from the predictions.  

All of the current controllers include extra safety features that curtail insulin 

administration and implicitly address the challenges outlined above. These safety 

features make the controllers more cautious. They all penalize changes in the insulin 

infusion rate, minimizing W
P

(ui ¡ ui¡1)
2

W
P

(ui ¡ ui¡1)
2 and spreading the insulin infusion over 

time. Lee & Bequette add additional input and output constraints to further increase 

controller caution, incorporate a smooth trajectory back to the reference value to 

temper responses to high BG levels, and add an independent hypoglycaemia pump 

shut off override[47] based on predicted hypoglycemia. Lee et al additionally 
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incorporates insulin on board (IOB) constraints to reduce insulin delivery[27]. 

Hovorka et al similarly use a smooth target trajectory, and 4 other independent safety 

schemes[21]. Ellingsen et al use an IOB constraint and additionally penalize the 

insulin infusion rates[48]. 

4.5. Risk Minimization (MPCR) 

The proposed MPC-R controller extends MPC control to use the estimated 

uncertainties and minimize the expected risk of the future BG predictions. The 

objective function is: 

 
min

~u

X
i

E(risk(prediction distributioni(~u)))

s:t: 0 · ~u · Umax

min
~u

X
i

E(risk(prediction distributioni(~u)))

s:t: 0 · ~u · Umax

  (23) 

Since it is difficult to analytically assess the risk for an asymmetric, nonlinear 

probability distribution, we approximate the predicted distribution at each time step ii 

as 5 distinct points: gi(~u) + j¾i(~u); j 2 [¡2;¡1; 0; 1; 2]gi(~u) + j¾i(~u); j 2 [¡2;¡1; 0; 1; 2]. The expected risk for the 

distribution is then the risk for each point by its probability PjPj: 

 

min
~u

X
i

j=2X
j=¡2

Pjrisk(gi(~u) + j (D¾i(~u)))

s:t: 0 · ~u · Umax

Pj ´
1

p
2¼

e
¡j2

2

min
~u

X
i

j=2X
j=¡2

Pjrisk(gi(~u) + j (D¾i(~u)))

s:t: 0 · ~u · Umax

Pj ´
1

p
2¼

e
¡j2

2

  (24) 

We include a tuning parameter DD  for this controller that scales the standard 

deviations in (24). This degree of freedom adjusts the aggressiveness of the controller 
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by changing the width of the distribution. This tuning parameter compensates for the 

lack of explicit consideration of the irreversibility of insulin action and uncertainty. 

4.6. MPCF 

The proposed MPC-F controller again minimizes expected risk and also considers 

the consequences of future BG measurements. 

In MPC-R we approximated the distribution of possible glucose values at each 

time step as 5 points. If we reorder the summations in Equation (24), we can 

equivalently calculate the expected risk by summing the risks along five trajectories. 

These trajectories correspond to ~g(~u) + j~¾(~u)~g(~u) + j~¾(~u), j 2 [¡2;¡1; 0; 1; 2]j 2 [¡2;¡1; 0; 1; 2] and effectively 

represent various cases where the prediction over- or underestimates the future BG. 

Recall that arrows above quantities indicate that they are vectors. 

Future BG measurements will differ for these five cases and will allow the 

controller to provide different amounts of insulin for each case. As a result we give 

each case its own distinct risk minimizing insulin response ~uj~uj. However, since we 

need to choose a single insulin rate to administer now, we keep the first insulin 

infusion rate u0u0 common to all 5 cases. We recognize that at the next time step the 

measurement will provide only minimal information. This may indicate that the 

common infusion rates should extend beyond 5 minutes. This is a question for future 

research. This resulting problem can be written as: 
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min
u0

j=2X
j=¡2

Pj

X
i

risk(gi(u0; ~u
j) + j¾i(u0; ~u

j))

s:t: 0 · u0 · Umax

Pj ´
1

p
2¼

e
¡j2

2

min
u0

j=2X
j=¡2

Pj

X
i

risk(gi(u0; ~u
j) + j¾i(u0; ~u

j))

s:t: 0 · u0 · Umax

Pj ´
1

p
2¼

e
¡j2

2

  (25) 

Where ~uj~uj satisfies: 

 
min

~uj

X
i

risk(gi(u0; ~u
j) + j¾i(u0; ~u

j))

s:t: 0 · ~uj · Umax

min
~uj

X
i

risk(gi(u0; ~u
j) + j¾i(u0; ~u

j))

s:t: 0 · ~uj · Umax

  (26) 

The controller is configured by the choice of the prediction algorithm, risk profile, 

and the number and distribution of approximate trajectories (specified by jj). The first 

two options can be verified or selected independently. The choice of trajectories can 

affect performance if they have a mean offset from the mean prediction, i.e. if P
j 6= 0

P
j 6= 0. 

4.7. Results 

We show results for five controllers simulated on the UVA/Padova Metabolic 

Simulator[58]. The simulator is FDA approved as a substitute for animal trials, and 

models inter patient variability, as well as insulin and glucose metabolism. 

In order of improving performance the controllers are: a PID controller[41], a 

traditional MPC controller, the MPC-R controller, the MPC-F controller, and an 

optimal basal/bolus control. The basal/bolus controller uses a perfect basal and 

provides optimal boluses for each meal using a carb to insulin ratio. This known basal 
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rate and carb to insulin ratio serves to establish a lower bound on possible closed-loop 

performance. 

We simulate each controller on the 10 adult training patients for 36 hour scenarios. 

Each patient was provided with 6 unannounced meals, lasting 20 minutes each and 

measuring 50g CHO at 9 AM, 70 g at 1 PM, 90 g at 5:30 PM, 25g at 8PM, 50 g at 9 

AM, and 70g at 1PM. The presence of unannounced meals both simulates a practical 

control scenario[73], and requires use of meal detection and estimation. 

The MPC, MPC-R, and MPC-F controllers use a common prediction scheme that 

provides predictions, uncertainties, and an insulin time action profile. The prediction 

algorithm includes meal detection[57], and the expected effects of future meal 

disturbances. 

All three MPC algorithms were simulated using prediction and control horizons of 

500 minutes, the maximum tested horizon for the prediction algorithm, see Chapter 3. 

The reference glucose value for the MPC controller is set to 112.5 mg/dL 

according to the minimum risk BG level in the risk profile. All remaining tuning 

parameters for all of the controllers were then chosen to minimize the blood glucose 

risk index (BGRI), as depicted in Figure 21. The PID and MPC-F did not have other 

tuning parameters. 

 

PID : as published

MPC : r = 112:5; W = 300

MPC-R : D = 1:4

MPC-F : as stated

Basal/Bolus : none

PID : as published

MPC : r = 112:5; W = 300

MPC-R : D = 1:4

MPC-F : as stated

Basal/Bolus : none

  (27) 
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Figure 21: Risk value vs. mean blood glucose values for all tested parameters. W is the parameter 

from the MPC algorithm, while D is the tuning parameter from MPC‐R. 

The basal/bolus controller used a basal rate that, without meals maintained the 

glucose level at 100 ± 5 mg/dL. Then it adds boluses for the meals at the meal start 

times that were then hand-optimized to provide BG values just below 100 mg/dL 

before the next meal. This often led to abnormal boluses for the dinner and snack 

meals. Specifically, 4 of the ten patients had severely depressed boluses for the dinner 

meal, and they all had minimal boluses for the evening snack. As a result of this hand-

optimization this basal/bolus controller serves as a lower bound on the possible 

performance in terms of clinical risk. It has the benefit of a posterior optimization that 

allows it to give extra insulin for lunch to in part compensate for dinner. This is very 

close to the best that a patient can do under using basal/bolus control. 

We provide performance measures in Table 6 and Table 7 [22]. All MPC 

controllers provide significantly lower BGRI than the reference PID controller. 

Relative to the basic MPC controller the MPC-R and MPC-F controllers lower the 

BGRI 11% and 22% closer to the basal/bolus performance. The drop in BGRI 
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correlates strongly with decreasing inter-quartile range, and moderately with time 

spent euglycemic. 

Table 6: Indirect Performance Measures for Control Law Comparison 

Algorithm Average 
Risk 

Blood 
Glucose 

Risk Index 

Inter-
quartile 
Range 

(mg/dL)

Rate of 
Change 

Std. Dev. 
(mg/dL/min)

Low 
Blood 

Glucose 
Index 

High 
Blood 

Glucose 
Index 

Basic PID 16.49 NA 65.6 0.68 NA 2.21 
Basic MPC 5.67 3.22 48.1 0.63 1.39 1.83 
MPC-R 5.24 3.04 44.5 0.69 1.49 1.55 
MPC-F 4.95 2.87 42.3 0.52 0.82 1.67 
Basal/Bolus 2.94 1.63 33.8 0.52 0.53 1.11 

 

Table 7: Direct Performance Measures for Control Law Comparison 

Algorithm Mean 
BG 

(mg/dL) 

% BG 
<50 

mg/dL

% BG 
50-70 
mg/dL

% BG 
70-
180 

mg/dL

% BG 
>250 

mg/dL

Mean 
pre-meal 

BG 
(mg/dL) 

Mean 
post-meal 

BG 
(mg/dL) 

Basic PID 118 8.62 7.97 73.9 0.19 118 165 
Basic MPC 125 1.18 4.26 88.9 0 111 159 
MPC-R 123 1.34 3.52 90.9 0 110 158 
MPC-F 130 0.80 2.34 89.7 0 115 160 
Basal/Bolus 116 0 0 96.6 0.35 108 139 

4.8. Discussion 

The MPC controllers did not show significant changes in performance overnight, 

despite having control parameters that were constant. The most extreme values 

occurred equally at night and during the day. This is in part due to the lack of intraday 

variability in the simulator, and also in part due to the inclusion of the expected meal 

disturbance in the predictions. In contrast, the PID controller required different tunings 
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corresponding to the day and night. Still 70% of the patients using PID control had 

their lowest BG levels at night. 

Within the MPC algorithms, the two novel controllers, MPC-R and MPC-F, use 

additional information in the form of prediction uncertainties.  This allows the 

controllers to become more cautious or more aggressive as appropriate to individual 

situations.  Ultimately, this leads to the observed performance increases. 

Indeed, the expanded objective functions afforded by this inclusion allow the two 

controllers to optimize on BG characteristics alone.  Additional safety features and 

indirect optimizations, in particular penalizing insulin injections, are not necessary.  

We believe this very nicely mirrors the fundamental objective of regulating blood 

glucose, for which insulin is merely the means. Nonetheless, a hybrid approach 

optimizing both BG and insulin characteristics may prove beneficial and should not be 

ruled out in principal. 

We also accept that it may be possible to expand the MPC-F controller and 

consider the effects of future feedback action in more detail.  While the five cases 

considered in the current configuration cover the range of possible future glucose 

values, the single next measurement hardly contains enough information to distinguish 

between them.  Nor do the five cases cover all possible future trajectories within the 

range.  It may therefore be useful to expand the set of cases or how MPC-F handles 

them and thus consider greater options of future feedback action. 

With respect to tuning of the novel controllers, the risk profile provides a primary 

means to adjust behaviour.  It inherently trades-off the risk of hypoglycaemia and 
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hyperglycaemia.  The profile published by Clarke and Kvatchev6 and used above may 

be too permissive of low BG values for closed-loop control.  It was generated from 

actual patient data when the patients were in control of their own insulin injections.  In 

contrast the intervention criteria used for two fully and partially closed-loop 

studies[41,44] place significantly higher relative risk on BG values below 60 mg/dL or 

70 mg/dL. 

4.9. Conclusions 

By taking advantage of estimates of prediction uncertainty and understanding the 

asymmetries associated with risk and insulin action, we have been able to develop two 

novel MPC controllers.  MPC-R explicitly optimizes for risk under uncertainty and 

shows an 11% reduction in the average risk above the optimal basal/bolus 

performance.  MPC-F further explicitly considers the irreversibility of insulin 

injections and lowers the risk abov the optimal basal/bolus lower bound by 22%. 
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Chapter 5: Controller Results and Discussion 

In this chapter we look at the performance of a controller that includes both the 

contributions from Chapter 3 and 4. Specifically, we compare to a published MPC 

controller that is independent in prediction and control law. We also look at the special 

case where the patient forgets to eat dinner and the evening snack, but the controller is 

not told. 

5.1. Controller Comparison 

In chapter 4 we compared the performance of a controller to a published PID 

controller. This controller included the contributions from Chapters 3 and 4. Here we 

also compare that same controller to a completely independent published MPC 

controller[23]. 

Few published MPC controllers compare against the clinical risk, save that by 

Magni et al[23]. While they compare against the blood glucose risk index, a measure 

of clinical risk, they redefine it. Specifically, they make hypoglycaemia most costly 

relative to hyperglycemia. They do this to “better suit control performance results”. 
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Figure 22: Comparison of Published Risk Profiles 

The control law from Chapter 4 was revised to use an approximation of this 

revised risk function. The approximation does not become infinite at zero and is 

simpler mathematically. 

We also modify (25) to consider different offsets from the mean prediction: 
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  (28) 

These offsets are chosen so that they divide the probability distribution function 

into five equally probably chunks. This gives them equal weights, further simplifying 

computation. A graphical depiction of this is shown in Figure 23. Regions are divided 

at the half way point between the adjoining centers. 

There were no other training parameters to tune. 
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To get an assessment of the baseline risk level, we again optimized the Basal/Bolus controller for 

this clinical risk function. The results are shown in Table 8 and  

Table 9. 

 

 

Figure 23: Graphical Explanation of Offset Choices. Each colored section corresponds to a cumulative 
probability of 20%. 

Table 8: Indirect Performance Measures for Complete Controller Comparison 

Algorithm Alternate 
Average 

Risk 

Alternate 
Blood 

Glucose 
Risk 
Index 

Inter-
quartile 
Range 

(mg/dL)

Rate of 
Change 

Std. Dev. 
(mg/dL/min)

Low 
Blood 

Glucose 
Index 

High 
Blood 

Glucose 
Index 

Basic PID 32.9 NA 73.5 0.68 NA 0.85 
Magni et al. NA 4.10 NA NA NA NA 
MPC-F 6.86 3.36 45.1 0.71 1.94 1.42 
Basal/Bolus 3.31 1.66 35.5 0.52 0.48 1.18 
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Table 9: Direct Performance Measures for Complete Controller Comparison 

Algorithm Mean 
BG 

(mg/dL) 

% BG 
<50 

mg/dL

% BG 
50-70 
mg/dL

% BG 
70-
180 

mg/dL

% BG 
>250 

mg/dL

Mean 
pre-meal 

BG 
(mg/dL) 

Mean 
post-meal 

BG 
(mg/dL) 

Basic PID 118 8.62 7.97 73.9 0.19 118 165 
Magni et al. NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
MPC-F 145 0.30 1.65 83.2 0.20 135 187 
Basal/Bolus 143 0 0 89.9 1.14 127 162 

 

These tables show that optimizing the alternate clinical risk function primarily 

shifts all of the blood glucose levels up. It does not change the clinical risk level 

associated with the optimized Basal/Bolus controller, which again serves as a lower 

bound. We denote the risk above the Basal/Bolus baseline as “avoidable risk”.  With 

this nomenclature the MPC-F controller reduces the avoidable risk by 30%.  

At this point it should be noted that the MPC controller by Magni et al.[23] was 

developed for all 100 adult patients in the UVa/Padova Metabolic Simulator, as 

opposed to the 10 publicly available adult patients. 

Their MPC controller also enjoys several privileges. First, it tunes the 

aggressiveness of the controller specifically for each patient. This should improve the 

tightness of control for each patient, lowering risk. Second, it uses a simplified, 

linearized version of the simulator model with the actual patient demographics. This 

should cause the controller model to match better with the simulated values, 
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improving prediction. We chose not to use a simplified version of the simulator model, 

to maintain the simulator as an independent validation. We instead developed a 

controller model independently. This maintains the independence of the simulator at 

the expense of poorer predictions and thus poorer performance. Third, the presentation 

of risk used box plots that allow exclusion of outliers. All of the outliers have higher 

than average risk levels. 

These results show that the contributions from Chapters 3 and 4 enable a 30% 

reduction in avoidable risk by comparison to a published controller with privileged 

information. 

5.2. Control around Missed Meals 

The prediction algorithm developed in Chapter 3 anticipates the next meal using 

prior probabilities. By anticipating the next meal a controller using this algorithm can 

give insulin pre-emptively to compensate for future glucose appearance caused by the 

future meal. This induces a potential risk, that the next meal won’t happen and the pre-

emptive insulin will drive the patient hypoglycaemic. 

We examine this using the MPC-F controller from the previous section, and 

simulating it using a scenario that omits the dinner and the evening snack. This creates 

a fasting period from 1 PM to 10 PM where the meal prior probabilities from the 

prediction algorithm are active, but no meal exists. We simulated two patients. The 

results for these two patients are depicted in Figure 24 and Figure 25. For both of them 

the absence of dinner and the evening snack caused the blood glucose to drop below 

100. In neither case does the blood glucose level drop to hypoglemic levels. The 
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lowest values were 80 mg/dL for patient 1 and 84 mg/dL for patient 2. For the 

alternate risk function that was used here the risk levels for these glucose values 

correspond to the risk levels for 244 mg/dL and 232 mg/dL respectively. 

Missed meals do not incur a substantial risk of hypoglycaemia when using the 

MPC-F controller. 

 

Figure 24: Simulated Adult Patient 1 Without Dinner. The top graph shows data from the blood 
glucose (black) and continuous glucose monitor (blue). The middle graph shows the insulin boluses 
commanded by the controller. The bottome graph shows the scenario provided meals. The meals 
were not announced. 
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Figure 25: Simulated Adult Patient 2 Without Dinner. The top graph shows data from the blood 
glucose (black) and continuous glucose monitor (blue). The middle graph shows the insulin boluses 
commanded by the controller. The bottom graph shows the scenario provided meals. The meals 
were not announced.   
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 

In this chapter we summarize the contributions of this work and provide an 

indication of potential future work that pertains to the control methodology as a whole. 

The future work specific to the prediction and control law components can be found in 

the relevant chapters. 

6.1. Conclusions 

We provide conclusions for the prediction and control law components separately 

and together. 

6.1.1. Prediction 

We developed a novel Bayesian framework for meal detection and estimation. The 

framework detects meals significantly faster than existing approaches at similar error 

rates, provides significant improvements over existing prediction methods for longer 

prediction horizons, and improves robustness around meals relative to a model without 

meal detection. 

The Bayesian framework includes the novel characteristic of estimating prediction 

uncertainties, and proved its accuracy and robustness through a series of tests on 

confidence bounds generated from the estimates.  

We developed a novel formulation for meal prior probabilities that depend 

primarily upon patient physiology rather than behavioural patterns. Specifically, the 
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meal priors adapt to the actual eating/sleeping behaviour of the patient. These priors 

are shown to match existing real-life data from a German study. 

In the process of detecting and estimating meals we extended the existing fault 

detection and multiple model adaptive control theory to handle an infinite set of meal 

possibilities in a fashion that limits computational complexity while still paying 

attention to the most relevant meal possibilities. We did this by recognizing the time-

limited effect of meals on the glucose dynamics. This allowed us to collapse future 

and past meal probabilities into a finite number of models. The number of models was 

further collapsed by weeding out the low probability models. 

We also extended multiple model adaptive control theory to explicitly estimate the 

uncertainty, reflecting the added uncertainty from meal disturbances. We verified the 

accuracy of these estimated uncertainties against historical data and showed that they 

were accurate and robust to the presence of meals. 

6.1.2. Control Law 

We then adapted the model predictive control framework to explicitly minimize 

the expected clinical risk. We showed that this approach reduced the blood glucose 

risk index by 25% towards a rough lower bound relative to the standard MPC 

formulation. 

When we further extended this to consider the future sensor measurements the 

results were better. We reduced the risk above the lower bound by 30% with respect to 

an MPC formulation. 
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6.1.3. Combined 

When we compare the prediction algorithm and control algorithm against a 

published PID[41] and MPC[23] algorithm  we see decreased average clinical risk. 

For the PID controller, a sample simulated patient went below physiologic levels, 

causing an infinite average risk. Excluding that patient the reduction in risk is 88% 

relative to the lower bound. For the MPC controller the avoidable risk reduction is 

49% across all patients. This indicates that both the prediction algorithm and control 

algorithm improve the performance results.  

This entire controller requires only a measure of the average insulin sensitivity and 

the nominal basal rate to start. Most diabetics use estimates of these parameters daily, 

and so have them readily available. Thus, this algorithm can be easily tailored to 

specific patients without extensive seed data. 

6.2. Future Work 

We have already discussed future work for the prediction and control algorithms in 

their relevant chapters. Consequently, we present here on the work that pertains to the 

controller as a whole. 

To be used this controller needs to be used in clinical trials. A previous version is 

under review by the FDA. It is likely that future clinical trials could use this updated 

controller. It is also likely that testing of the previous version will illuminate flaws in 

this controller design that can be fixed. 
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A potential drawback of this entire formulation is computational complexity. At 

the moment this control algorithm runs at 75 times faster than real-time in Matlab on a 

powerful computer. While this likely indicates that this algorithm is practical on a 

personal digital assistant, it would be still more practical if it took an even smaller 

fraction of time. One possible way to streamline this algorithm is to run portions of it 

in parallel. 

Meals are significant, but they are not the only sizeable, consistent disturbance to 

the blood glucose level. The dawn phenomenon [92], where the patient regularly 

becomes insulin resistant prior to waking up, exercise[93], and sleep are all important. 

These could potentially be detected easily using additional sensors, such as 

accelerometers. There exist sensor packages out there that can accurately detect 

energy expenditure[94] and sleep[95]. Potentially the dawn phenomenon causes 

differences in the sleep pattern that could be detected. It is even possible that specific 

characteristics of the accelerometer and heart rate signals could help illuminate when 

the patient eats. 
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Appendix A: Statistical Hypoglycemia 

Prediction 

A.1. Abstract 

Background 

Hypoglycemia presents a significant risk for patients with Insulin Dependent 

Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM). We propose a predictive hypoglycemia detection 

algorithm that uses continuous glucose monitor (CGM) data with explicit certainty 

measures to enable early corrective action. 

Method 

The algorithm uses multiple statistical linear predictions with regression windows 

between 5 and 75 minutes and prediction horizons of 0 to 20 minutes. The regressions 

provide standard deviations, which are mapped to predictive error distributions using 
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their averaged statistical correlation. These error distributions give confidence levels 

that the CGM reading will drop below a hypoglycemic threshold. An alarm is 

generated if the resultant probability of hypoglycemia from our predictions rises above 

an appropriate, user-settable value. This level trades off the positive predictive value 

against lead-time and missed events. 

Results 

The algorithm was evaluated using data from 26 inpatient admissions of 

Navigator® 1 minute readings obtained as part of a DirecNet study. CGM readings 

were post processed to remove dropouts and calibrate against finger stick 

measurements. With the confidence threshold set for a 60% valid alarm rate (positive 

predictive value), we obtained a 23-minute mean lead-time with false positives 

averaging a lowest blood glucose value of 97 mg/dL while missing no hypoglycemic 

events as defined by CGM readings. Using linearly interpolated Freestyle capillary 

glucose readings to define hypoglycemic events, the lead-time was 17 minutes, the 

lowest mean glucose with false alarms was 100 mg/dL and no hypoglycemic events 

were missed. 

Conclusion 

Statistical linear prediction gives significant lead-time before hypoglycemic events 

with an explicit, tunable trade-off between longer lead-times and fewer missed events 

versus higher valid alarm rates. 
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A.2. Introduction 

The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) [4] showed that glycemic 

control is critical in decreasing the severity of diabetic retinopathy, nephropathy, and 

neuropathy. However, the intensively treated group had a much higher incidence of 

severe hypoglycemia. Gabriely et al. [96] concludes that improper insulin doses 

leading to hypoglycemic episodes increase the risk of severe morbidity or even death 

and may lead to the degradation of hypoglycemic awareness and responsiveness to 

future hypoglycemic episodes. Insulin therapy trades off the chronic high blood 

glucose consequences for the immediate dangers of hypoglycemia. 

The dangers of hypoglycemia and the advent of continuous glucose monitors 

(CGMs) allow prediction/detection of hypoglycemia through CGM trend analysis, 

which could reduce the duration and severity of hypoglycemic episodes. 

Biology-based patient models of diabetes can facilitate prediction by enabling 

simulation of blood glucose behaviour from components such as insulin absorption, 

food ingestion, exercise, and patient specific parameters [46,97,98,99,100]. We 

instead focus on simple statistical methods using only CGM data to predict/detect 

hypoglycemia. These methods require minimal sensors and patient input, making them 

more robust and potentially easy to implement commercially.  

Early work on hypoglycemia prediction/detection analyzed daily patterns to 

identify high-risk times for hypoglycemia [101]. Nguyen et al. [102] and Iaione et al. 

[103] detected hypoglycemia using ECG and skin impedance. Palerm et al. [61] and 

DirecNet [104] not only detected, but also predicted hypoglycemia from CGM data 
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using optimal estimation and CGM built-in alarms, respectively. Choleau et al. [105] 

took this further and implemented a simple prediction algorithm and food intervention 

to prevent hypoglycemia in rats. More recently, Sparacino et al. [54] adapted this work 

to real blood glucose sensor data and used both linear and autoregressive models to 

state that hypoglycemia can be predicted 20-25 min in advance. 

In this work, we extend the efforts of Sparacino et al. [54]through the use of 1-

minute data and by generating a hypoglycemic event-based predictive alarm. This 

alarm is intended to automatically shut-off the insulin pump, thereby alleviating or 

avoiding the hypoglycemic event.  

The use of statistical methods provides explicit certainty measures and enables a 

trade-off between lead-time and positive predictive value. For example, when the 

alarm was set for an average of 26 minutes of lead-time for hypoglycemic events it 

missed no hypoglycemic events, and generated false alarms only 30% of the time. 

Recent research by Buckingham et al. [60] indicates that about 30 minutes of lead-

time is required to completely avert hypoglycemia. Less warning, is less desirable, but 

still beneficial. 

A.3. CGM Data 

The observational data comprises 26 datasets of 24 hours of 1-minute CGM 

readings from children with type 1 diabetes between 3 and 18 years old participating 

in a DirecNet study [81]. The unfiltered, temperature-compensated, Navigator® data 

is accompanied by Freestyle measurements, event logs, meal times and carbohydrate 

content. The patients were admitted to Clinical Research Centers after signing an 
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informed consent.  Some patients exercised for an hour on a treadmill in the afternoon 

and/or had their breakfast insulin bolus delayed for an hour. The data includes 38,300 

CGM measurements and 1347 finger stick measurements. It shows 21 hypoglycemic 

events (one or more successive glucose readings below 70 mg/dL) determined by the 

sensor and 27 as determined by capillary glucose. Since the Navigator’s® 1-minute 

readings are not calibrated we calibrated the raw 1-minute sensor readings in each 

dataset using a non-causal affine fit to the finger stick values. 

 

Figure 26: Sample 24 Hour Patient Data Set. 

Figure 1 shows an example patient data set that illustrates the quality of the data 

available, and of the calibration. 
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A.4. Metrics 

We define our metrics in this section to explain how we quantify the performance 

of hypoglycemia prediction/detection algorithms. 

Different definitions of hypoglycemia have been proposed: Palerm et al. [61] use a 

threshold of 70 mg/dL; Nguyen [102] uses a threshold of 60 mg/dL; Gabriely et al. 

[96] defines mild hypoglycemia as an episode that the patient can self-treat or a 

reading below 60 mg/dL; Miller et al. [106] includes cases where the patients reported 

typical symptoms; and the American Diabetes Association (ADA) working group on 

hypoglycemia in 2005 recommended a threshold of 70 mg/dL [2]. We adhere to the 

ADA recommendations and declare readings below 70 mg/dL as hypoglycemic. The 

CGM data and interpolated finger stick values provide two different reference 

measures of hypoglycemia. 

Researchers assess predictive accuracy in different ways: Palerm et al. [61] uses 

sensitivity and specificity on a minute-by-minute basis, while the DirecNet study 

group [107] defined an alarm to be accurate if it occurs within ± 30 minutes of 

hypoglycemia. Since the blood glucose readings and the affects of corrective actions 

are interdependent on a minute-by-minute basis, we follow DirecNet [107] by using 

event-based metrics. 

A.4.1. Event Definitions 

Corresponding to DirecNet’s predictive accuracy assessment, we define a 

hypoglycemic event as successive hypoglycemic reference measure readings below 

the hypoglycemic threshold (70 mg/dL). To prevent spurious hypoglycemic events, 
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we require the reference value to rise above 75 mg/dL before we consider any 

subsequent events. 

We define an alarm event as an alarm raised by a hypoglycemic prediction 

algorithm and the subsequent 120 minutes. This duration acknowledges the intended 

corrective action of turning the insulin infusion pump off for 90 to 120 minutes. Note 

that this treatment strategy remains to be tested in clinical studies. Additional alarms 

during the 120 minutes are ignored since they would be ignored in our proposed 

closed loop system. 

A.4.2. Alarm Classification 

Figure 2 shows how we classify alarm events as true, mitigated or false by when 

they occur relative to events.  True alarm events occur during or up to 60 minutes 

before a hypoglycemic event. 

These metrics ignore non-true alarm events when there is one of three types of 

mitigating factors. False alarm events within 80 minutes of the start of the data set, or 

within 60 minutes of the end of the data set, are ignored. If the minimum glucose is 

within 5 mg/dl of the hypoglycemic threshold, we do not consider this a true event or a 

false event since it is within the glucose measurement error (this has been labeled as a 

type A mitigation in Figure 2). Alarm events where food intake or sensor failure 

occurred up to 60 minutes before or 20 minutes after the start of the alarm event are 

also considered inconclusive, labeled as type B mitigation in Figure 27. 

False alarm events are all alarm events that are neither true nor mitigated. 
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Figure 27: Example of true/false and mitigated temporal regions and alarm events. True alarm 

events start either during or up to 60 min. before a hypoglycemic event. Type A‐mitigated alarm 

events start where the lowest blood glucose reading in the next 60 min. is above the hypoglycemic 

threshold but within 5 mg/dL. Type B‐mitigated alarm events start up to 60 min. before or 20 min. 

after a meal. All alarm events that are not true or mitigated are false alarm events. The alarm events 

shown consist of a series of hypoglycemic alarms (vertical black lines), and a stretch of continuous 

alarming (thick, solid blue line) that links the hypoglycemic alarms. The continuous alarming 

connects consecutive hypoglycemic alarms that have no gaps larger than 15 min. The lead‐time for 

the true alarm event is the time difference between the start of the continuous alarming and the 

start of the hypoglycemic event. The false positive minimum for the false alarm event is the lowest 

reference glucose value within 60 min. of the start of the false alarm event. 
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A.4.3. Measured Quantities 

The “true positive ratio” (TP ratio) is the ratio of true alarm events to the total 

number of non-mitigated alarm events. 

The ”false positive minimum” measures the lowest glucose values up to 60 

minutes after each false alarm event, i.e., how close the alarm was to being valid. 

The “missed alarm ratio” is the percentage of hypoglycemic events that have no 

alarm events that overlap with them.  

These metrics also report the "average lead-time" between the start of continuous 

alarming and the start of hypoglycemic events. Here, continuous alarming refers to a 

stream of alarms where the maximum gap between alarms is less than 15 minutes.  
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Table 10: Definitions Summary 

Events Hypoglycemic 
Event 

Consecutive reference measure readings below 70 
mg/dL 

Alarm Event The time at which an alarm is raised by a 
hypoglycemic prediction algorithm and the next 
120 min. The starting alarm must not be in the 
120-min. extension of a previous alarm event. 

Alarm Event 

Classificatio
n Regions 

True The start is during or up to 60 min. before a 
hypoglycemic event 

Mitigated Not true, but the start is: 

up to 60 min. before a reading below 75 mg/dL 
(type A) 

OR up to 60 min. before or 20 min. after a 
mitigating event (type B)

False All non-true, non-mitigated regions 

Metrics True Positive 
Ratio 

# of true alarm events over # of non-mitigated 
alarm events 

False Positive 
Average 
Minimum 

The minimum value within 60 min. of a false 
alarm event 

Lead-time The time between the threshold crossing and the 
start of the continuous alarming that overlap with a 
hypoglycemic event. 

Missed Event 
Ratio 

The number of hypoglycemic events with no 
associated true or false alarm events relative to the 
number of hypoglycemic events 
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A.5. Methods & Equations 

 

Figure  28:  Flow  chart  for  Statistical  Hypoglycemia  Algorithm.  The  process  is  divided  into  three 

sections. Online Prediction – These steps are performed on real‐time data to get predictions of the 

future blood glucose values and estimates of the predictive accuracy. Online Alarming – These steps 

convert the results of online prediction into a hypoglycemic alarm. Offline Prediction – Training data 

is used to generate the empirical, statistical information used in the online steps  

Figure 28 shows the steps in the Statistical Hypoglycemia Algorithm. The steps 

are divided into three distinct sections. The Online Prediction steps transform the real-

time data into predictions of the future blood glucose values and estimates of the 

predictive accuracy. The Online Alarming steps convert the results of online 

prediction into a hypoglycemic alarm. The Offline Prediction steps generate the 

empirical, statistical information used in the online steps from the training data. We 

implemented this algorithm with discrete 1-minute time steps. 

Below we describe the equations and methodology for the steps outlined above. 
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A.5.1. Online Prediction 

The input to the Online Prediction step is a history of real-time blood glucose data 

and empirical, statistical data from offline training. Looking back several distances in 

time, we use lines fitted to the real-time blood glucose data to generate one prediction 

of the future blood glucose trajectory for each distance. The distances we look back 

are referred to as observational window lengths (OWLS, mathematically denoted as 

); the distances forward that we predict are called prediction lengths (PLs, denoted 

mathematically as ).  

 

Figure 29: An example observational window length (OWL) and prediction length (PL) with 

associated linear regression and linear prediction. The OWL is the time horizon back from now over 

which the regression is formed. The PL is the time horizon between now and the prediction. 

The remaining steps use the empirical, statistical data from the Offline Prediction 

steps to remove prediction bias and harness extra information. Step 2 in Figure 28, 

Observational 

Window Prediction 

Length 
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improves the accuracy of all predictions for each PL and OWL, first by removing 

prediction bias against PL, OWL, and the standard deviation (SD) of the regression 

residuals, and second by harnessing the correlation between past, known residuals and 

the future, unknown prediction. Step 3 estimates the predictive accuracy for each PL 

and OWL using the PL, OWL, and the SD of the regression residuals. Step 4 removes 

prediction bias versus OWL and PL, combines the predictions from different OWLs 

into one prediction per PL, and then removes any remaining prediction bias versus PL. 

Linear Regression 

We extrapolate lines fitted to current and past CGM values over the observational 

windows, , to estimate blood glucose trajectories, . The 

exponents,  and , indicate that the estimated trajectories are calculated specifically 

for this time step, , and this observational window length, .   denotes that this 

quantity is a smooth function of time and is evaluated at time . The line is fitted to the 

recent glucose values by choosing the least squares fit of an affine function in time. 

  (29) 

  (30) 

   (31) 

  (32) 
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We then use the time step and OWL specific slope, , to estimate glucose values 

at PLs, , in the future. 

   (33) 

The result is a blood glucose prediction for each PL, , OWL, , and time step, , 

where there were no sensor dropouts in the observational window. 

Accuracy Improvement 

The linear assumption does not reflect the true complexity of the blood glucose 

signal.  For now, we mitigate this in two ways for each prediction. First, we use the 

training data to remove the prediction residual bias versus PL, OWL, and the standard 

deviation of the regression residual. Second, we use the known, past residuals and 

their off-line estimated covariance with the future prediction residual. 

To use the off-line information, we first calculate the SD, , of the regression 

residuals, , for the current linear fits. 

  (34) 

 (35) 

We previously calculated the SDs for all possible line fits on the training data. 

These SDs were sorted and grouped into ten quality levels, . The mean SD for each 

quality level is denoted . For each quality level, we calculated the mean 

prediction residual bias for each PL, , as well as the correlation coefficients 
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between past and future prediction residuals, . Using these, we can calculate a 

prediction improvement, , based on the PL, , and OWL.  

 (36) 

The first term removes the prediction residual bias, while the second term uses the 

correlation between the known regression residuals and the future prediction residual. 

In practice,  will fall between two quality levels, , and , such that   

. We consider  a linear interpolation between the two 

means, with weights  and .  

 (37) 

The improved prediction, , is then the old prediction, , plus 

the weighted improvements. 

 (38) 

Should  fall outside the available means, , we use the improvement 

corresponding to the nearest one. 

Error Estimation 

For each quality level, we also calculate , the estimated SD for each PL, 

taking into account our knowledge of the regression residuals. 

 (39) 
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We use the same weights as in Accuracy Improvement to get the standard 

deviation estimate for the specific . 

 (40) 

Prediction Combination + Correction 

At this stage, we have calculated a prediction,  and SD, , for 

each PL, time step, and sensor dropout free OWL. We combine these into a single 

prediction, , and estimated SD, , per PL using estimated 

covariance matrices, , and means, , across all available OWLs.  

The covariance matrix, , and mean prediction bias, , were calculated off-

line for each PL using prediction residuals across OWLs normalized by their 

corresponding . To recover  and  for the current time, we 

scale the elements of  and  by the current  for each corresponding 

OWL. 

 (41) 

We then remove the prediction bias, , from  for each OWL and 

combine the result according to  to get .  

 (42) 
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Here,  is a column vector of ones. The resultant uncertainty, , 

becomes: 

 (43) 

These equations provide more certainty when there are more sensor dropout-free 

OWLs available. Consequently, after a single sensor dropout, it takes as long as the 

shortest OWL to start predicting, and as long as the longest OWL to regain complete 

predictive power. 

Lastly, we use the training data to remove prediction biases for each PL and to 

calibrate the estimated SDs. We calibrate the resultant estimated SDs, , to 

be exact at the 75% confidence level. The 75% confidence level is midway between 

the two singularities of 50% and 100% confidence.  

Similar to  and , the prediction bias, , and SD scale factor, 

, were calculated using residuals normalized by .  The corrected 

prediction, , and estimated SD, , are: 

 (44) 

A.5.2. Online Alarming 

The alarming steps convert the predictions and error bounds into hypoglycemic 

alarms. We first generate probabilities of hypoglycemia, step 5 in Figure 28, and then 

threshold those probabilities and alarm, step 6. 
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Confidence Finding 

To relate the interdependent predictions and find an overall probability of 

hypoglycemia at any time during the total prediction horizon, we model the blood 

glucose behaviour as a process, adding Gaussian noise between PLs. 

 (45) 

The Gaussian noise means and SDs are chosen so that the expected mean and SD 

match the predictions, , and estimated SDs, . Using this model, 

we cannot analytically calculate the probability of hypoglycemia, so we simulate 500 

trajectories. The ratio between the number of hypoglycemic trajectories and the total 

number of trajectories is then an estimate of the probability that the real trajectory will 

go hypoglycemic. 

  (46) 

Confidence Thresholding 

We introduce a user-settable confidence threshold which allows real-time 

adjustment of the aggressiveness of the alarm. An alarm is triggered if the probability 

of hypoglycemia exceeds the confidence threshold.  

A.5.3. Offline Training 

The algorithm harnesses the statistical properties of the various predictions to 

improve performance. These statistical properties are collected off-line using training 

data. They are calculated in 3 distinct steps matching the online procedure. From 
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Linear Regression we model the bias of our predictions. From Error Estimation we 

model the relation between predictions from different OWLs. From Prediction 

Combination we model the bias and error of the whole process. 

Bias Modeling 

We assess the accuracy of the linear regression-based predictions on the training 

data.. With this information we first assign each regression to a quality level, , 

according to its SD. Here, each quality level has a mean SD of  and contains a 

tenth of the training data.  

 

Second, for the regressions in each quality level we calculate the mean, , and 

covariance, , of the past and future residuals, . 

 (47) 

The logical expressions on the right of first two equations simply select cases 

matching the desired quality level. 

OWL Correlation 

To facilitate combining predictions for different OWLs, we use the training data to 

determine the accuracy and correlation of results across OWLs. Since we already have 

estimated SDs, , we normalize the residuals by them before collecting 

them into covariance matrices, , and mean vectors, : 
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 (48) 

Output Calibration 

As a final correction we use the training data to remove any remaining bias and 

mis-scaling of the estimated SDs. To find the prediction bias and corrective scale 

factor for  and  we normalize the prediction residuals by 

. The mean prediction bias, , is then: 

 (49) 

For the correction factor, , we use the 75th percentile of the normalized 

residual, correcting the 75% confidence level.  

(50) 

A.6. Results 

The results shown here are trained on 13 of the insertions and validated on the 

other 13 insertions. We have chosen a representative split of the data sets. 

The alarm signal is generated using PLs of between 0 and 20 minutes, and OWLs 

between 5 and 75 minutes. For PLs of 5, 10, 15, and 20 min. the 95% confidence 

bounds all contained 93%, 94%, 94%, and 94% respectively of the CGM readings. 

Interestingly, lead-times far exceed the maximum prediction length of 20 min. 

This occurs because the prediction algorithm is trained over the full range of blood 

glucose values and does not model the autonomic response or user interventions that 
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occur at low blood glucose values. As a result, the predictions during descending, low 

blood sugar are consistently below the true values. See Figure 30 for examples. This in 

turn causes the hypoglycemic alarm to trigger early. We expect to further improve 

results with more selective training and superior models in future research. 

 

 

Figure 30: The actual CGM readings and the 95% confidence bounds on a 20 minute prediction for a 

sample patient admission. For the validation data the 95% confidence bounds contained 93% of the 

CGM readings. 

This algorithm has a tunable confidence threshold that determines how confident 

we need to be before triggering an alarm. We show result plots for two different 
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reference glucose values, finger stick and CGM measurements (Figure 6 and Figure 

32).  

The plots in Figure 6 and 7 show two expected trends. First, with increasing 

confidence level, there is a rise in the TP ratio and missed event ratio, with a 

concomitant drop in lead-time, and FP minimum. This is consistent with what we 

expect since the higher the required confidence level, the more conservative the alarm 

algorithm. Since the alarm is more conservative, it both is less likely to alarm for dips 

that won’t actually go hypoglycemic, and will wait longer on real hypoglycemic 

events, thereby reducing the lead-time.  

Second, by using finger stick instead of CGM data as the reference measure, we 

see more missed alarms, and lower maximum TP ratios for given lead-times. This 

trend is due to the disagreement between the finger stick and CGM measurements. 

The finger stick measurements lead the CGM measurements, causing them to dip 

further down and earlier during hypoglycemia, which both reduces lead-time and 

potentially allows hypoglycemia to occur according to the finger stick values and not 

due to the CGM measurements. Also, the finger stick readings are infrequent and 

potentially miss hypoglycemic events.  

The standard deviation of the lead-time in Figure 6 is nearly as large as the average 

lead-time itself. This is because some hypoglycemic events are characterized by a 

slow steady fall in blood glucose that makes them easy to predict, while others have 

sharp, quick drops that make them hard to predict. The lead-times vary according to 

the difficulty of predicting the hypoglycemic event, giving a large lead-time variance. 
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The average lead-time for the finger stick reference values was omitted because the 

errors in calibration overly distorted this metric. 

 

 

Figure 31: Performance metrics vs. confidence level threshold using Continuous Glucose Monitor 

readings as the reference blood glucose measure for determining when hypoglycemic events have 

occurred.  There were no hypoglycemic events that were missed. 
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Figure 32: Performance metrics vs. confidence level threshold using capillary glucose values as the 

reference blood glucose measure for determining when hypoglycemic events have occurred. 

Table 2 shows a small sample of the results from Figure 6 and Figure 32 that we 

believe are representative values 
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Table 11: Results Summary. 

Confidence 
Level (%) 

Reference 
Measure 

TP Ratio 
(%) 

Mean Lead-
time (min) 

FP Minimum 
(mg/dL) 

Missed Alarm 
Event Ratio (%)

64 Sensor 60 23 97 0 

65 Sensor 70 23 100 0 

93 Sensor 80 8.3 78 0 

35 Finger Stick 60 17 100 0 

63 Finger Stick 70 11 105 17 

93 Finger Stick 78 -9.3 77 33 

A.7. Conclusion 

Predictive alarming has the potential to allow corrective actions to mitigate and/or 

avoid hypoglycemia. We have shown a statistical algorithm that uses only blood 

glucose readings to predict and alarm before hypoglycemia occurs. Along with the 

algorithm, we have described a set of event-based metrics pertinent to hypoglycemic 

alarming. 

The algorithm uses statistical methods to create predictions with error and 

confidence information. The statistical information obtained from the training data 

improves the accuracy and removes residual bias. A user-settable minimum 

confidence level for the alarms provides a trade-off between true positive ratio vs. 

lead-time and missed events. This trade-off can be adjusted to match changing needs, 

such as greater lead during the day and more confidence during the evening. 

Future work may allow for an improved training process by incorporating more 

complete models involving insulin, food, or exercise. We also plan to extend the 
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algorithm to predict the severity of hypoglycemic events and predict more accurately 

in the presence of sensor dropouts. Using the existing model, our algorithm provides 

about a 23-minute lead-time prior to a hypoglycemic event with a 70% TP ratio. We 

believe that this lead-time can significantly benefit people with diabetes and help 

prevent dangerous hypoglycemic episodes.   
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Appendix B: Controller Matlab Code 

This appendix provides the code to run the controller described in chapters 1 

through 6.If it organized into Matlab functions.These Matlab functions can be divided 

into control law and prediction functions. The prediction functions can be further 

divided according to the classes that they implement Model Bank, Bundle, 

Assumptions. The included files are 

Control Law: simToAPS 

Prediction: PREDICTOR 

Model Bank: modelBank, getCurTimeStep, getDebugInfo, predict, 

processReadings 

Bundle: bundle, collapse, equals, getAssumptions, getCurState, 

getCurTimeStep, getDebugInfo, getExpandedAssumptions, predict, processReadings 

Assumptions: assumptions, calcRelProb, collapse, equals, getDebugInfo, 

getDefaultState, getExpandedAssumptions, getExpectedDisturbance, getModel, 

getMutableValues, loadMealShapes 

function [bolusPMolPMin]=simToAPS(input) 
  
    % this file interfaces between the simulator and the Controller.m file that  
    % receives inputs according to what the APS provides. 
  
    %% Inputs: 
    % 1 - The last CGM reading (mg/dL) 
    % 2 - The last subQ insulin injection (pmol/min) 
    % 3 - Patient ID (2000's for adolescents, 3000's for adults) 
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    % 4 - The patient's total daily insulin value (U) 
    % 5 - The patient's basal rate (preset) (U/hr) 
    % 6 - Time of Day (min) 
    % 7 - weight (kg) 
  
    %% output: the insulin to inject into the patient now (pmol/min) 
  
    %% APS Input Formulation: 
    % This function will be called every CLI minutes by the controller timer 
    % with % the following arguments:  
    % glucose_time: Vector of times of the glucose sensor in datenum format  
    % glucose: Vector with history of glucose values (in mg/dL)  
    % insulin_rate_time: Vector of times of the infusion rate in datenum format  
    % insulin_rate: Vector with infusion rate history (in U/h)  
    % insulin_bolus_time: Vector of times of insulin bolus in datenum format  
    % insulin_bolus: Vector with insulin bolus history (in U)  
    % meal: A flag which indicates if a meal has been detected within the last  
    % CLI (1), otherwise 0 for no meal detected 
    % Subject is a struc array with the following entries % ID: Subject ID % 
    % Age in years  
    % Sex  
    % Height in cm  
    % Weight in kg  
    % TDD: total daily dose in U  
    % IC: insulin to CHO in U/g-CHO  
    % CF: correction factor in U/mg/dL  
    % Default Basal in U/h  
    % APS_Data a cell array with of glucose and insulin values with date and  
    % time, each row denote new time the columns of each row are as follows:  
    % a. Date [DD-MMM-YYYY]  
    % b. Time: [HH:MM]  
    % c. Reference Glucose value in [mg/dL] , default 0 if no value  
    % d. Sensor 1 glucose value in [mg/dL], default 0 if no value  
    % e. Sensor 2 glucose value in [mg/dL], default 0 if no value  
    % f. Infusion rate by controller in [U/h], default -1 if no value  
    % g. Physician overide rate command / Manual rate in [U/h] default -1 if no value  
    % h. Bolus amount by controller in [U], default -1 if no value  
    % i. Physician overide Bolus [U], default -1 if no value  
    % j. Total U by controller – Internal use for display, default -1 if no value  
    % k. Total U by Physician – Internal use for display, default -1 if no value  
  
    % e.g. % '17-Dec-2008' '03:42' [0] [128] [0] [-1] [ -1] [ -1] [-1] [ -1] [ -1]  
    % Last entry in each vector corresponds to the latest measurement/recorded.  
  
    % NOTE: The time vectors are also provided, as there is no guarantee that  
    % all of these will be at the controller's sampling time  
    % If no infusion rate has been set manually, then the first call to this  
    % function will have a zero for the insulin_rate vector.  
    % If no bolus has been set manually, then the first call to this  
    % function will have a zero for the insulin_bolus vector. 
  
    controlType=4; 
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    % the enumerated values for the parameter vector to the algorithm 
    ASS_INPUT_OFFSET1=1; 
    ASS_MODEL_PERIOD=2; 
    ASS_GAMMA=3; 
    ASS_T=4; 
    ASS_TAU=5; 
    ASS_SLOPE_NOISE=6; 
    ASS_SLOPE_DECAY=7; 
    ASS_INS_SENS=8; 
    ASS_DAY_START=9; 
    ASS_DAY_END=10; 
    ASS_MIN_PROB=11; 
    ASS_MEAL_SIZE_PRIOR=12; 
    ASS_MEAL_SIG_PRIOR=13; 
    ASS_MAX_NUM_MEALS=14; 
    ASS_ALLOWED_MEALS1=15; 
    ASS_ALLOWED_MEALS2=16; 
    ASS_ALLOWED_MEALS3=17; 
    ASS_ALLOWED_MEALS4=18; 
  
    %% declare persistents to store the APS inputs: 
    persistent glucose_time; 
    persistent glucose; 
    persistent insulin_rate_time; 
    persistent insulin_rate; 
    persistent insulin_bolus_time; 
    persistent insulin_bolus; 
    persistent randomInt15; 
    persistent day; 
    persistent ITAP; 
    persistent insImpulseDelta; 
    persistent AssumpParams; 
    persistent storeSol; 
    global ToD; 
    ToD=input(6); 
    if (input(3)==0)&&(input(4)==0)&&(input(5)==0) 
        % This is the reset signal to the controller. So reset the interface 
        % function 
        glucose_time=[]; 
        glucose=[]; 
        insulin_rate_time=[]; 
        insulin_rate=[]; 
        insulin_bolus_time=[]; 
        insulin_bolus=[]; 
        day=0; 
  
        bolusPMolPMin=0; 
        randomInt15=round(rand(1)*5-.4999999); 
        ITAP=[]; 
        insImpulseDelta=[]; 
        AssumpParams=[]; 
        return; 
    end 
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    if isempty(ITAP) 
        a=1.9835; 
        b=-0.983635; 
        g=(1-a-b);% the gain required to make the ITAP sum to one 
        c=0.98; 
        d=0.9792; 
        IS=-1800/input(4); 
  
        A=[1,1,IS,0,0; 
           0,c,0,0,0; 
           0,0,a,b,0; 
           0,0,1,0,0; 
           0,0,0,0,d]; 
        B=[0,0,g,0,0]'; 
        C=[1,0,0,0,1]; 
  
        insImpulseDelta=5; % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
        % the insulin impulse length, as a funstion of the effective length of the 
        % insulin impulse response. 
        InsImpulseLength=1000; % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
        % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
        ITAP=zeros(1,InsImpulseLength/insImpulseDelta); 
        % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
        % use a zero initial state to calculate the impulse response 
        % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
        x=zeros(size(A),1); 
        % simulate the first model forward in time 
        % the input is non-zero for only the first time step. 
        % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
        x=A*x+B*1; 
        for i=2:1:InsImpulseLength 
        % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
            % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
            x=A*x; 
            % if we are at our subsampling period, then save the result 
            % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
            if mod(i,insImpulseDelta)==0 
                % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
                ITAP(i/insImpulseDelta)=x(1); % * DO NOT CHANGE * 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    %% the input is valid, so convert inputs to the APS input format 
    if input(6)==0 
        day=day+1; 
    end 
  
    time=input(6)+1440*day;%datenum([2000,1,1+day,floor(input(6)/60),mod(input(6),60),0]); 
    %if (~isnan(input(1)))&&input(1) 
    %if mod(round(time*1440),5)==randomInt15 
        glucose_time(end+1)=time;%datenum([2000,1,1+day,floor(input(6)/60),mod(input(6),60),0]); 
        glucose(end+1)=input(1); 
    %end 
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    insulin_rate_time=[]; 
    insulin_rate=[]; 
    if (~isnan(input(2)))&&input(2) 
        insulin_bolus_time(end+1)=time;%datenum([2000,1,1+day,floor((input(6)-1)/60),mod(input(6)-
1,60),0]); 
        insulin_bolus(end+1)=input(2)/6000; 
    end 
  
    meal=[]; 
  
    Subject=[]; 
    Subject.TDD=input(4); 
    Subject.Default_Basal=input(5); 
    Subject.ID=num2str(input(3)); 
  
    APS_DATA=[]; 
  
    if 0&&isempty(AssumpParams) 
        AssumpParams(ASS_MODEL_PERIOD)=1; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_T)=5; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_GAMMA)=.031; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_TAU)=128; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_MIN_PROB)=.01; 
  
        AssumpParams(ASS_ALLOWED_MEALS1)=1; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_ALLOWED_MEALS2)=0; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_ALLOWED_MEALS3)=0; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_ALLOWED_MEALS4)=0; 
  
        AssumpParams(ASS_INS_SENS)=-1800/input(4); 
        AssumpParams(ASS_INPUT_OFFSET1)=input(5)/60; 
  
        AssumpParams(ASS_MEAL_SIZE_PRIOR)=240; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_MEAL_SIG_PRIOR)=90; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_MAX_NUM_MEALS)=100; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_SLOPE_NOISE)=.1; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_SLOPE_DECAY)=.98; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_DAY_START)=6*60; 
        AssumpParams(ASS_DAY_END)=22*60; 
    elseif 1&&isempty(AssumpParams) 
        global assumpParams; 
        assumpParams.gammad=.031; 
        assumpParams.T=5; 
        assumpParams.tau=128; 
        assumpParams.minProb=.01; 
  
        if controlType==2 
            assumpParams.allowedMeals=[]; 
            assumpParams.numMeals=0;%inf; 
        else 
            assumpParams.allowedMeals=1; 
            assumpParams.numMeals=inf; 
        end             
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        assumpParams.insulinSensitivity=-1800/input(4); 
        assumpParams.inputOffset=input(5)/60; 
                 
%        assumpParams.mealSizePrior=240; 
%        assumpParams.mealSigPrior=90; 
        assumpParams.mealSizePrior=240; 
        assumpParams.mealSigPrior=90; 
        assumpParams.slopeNoise=.1; 
        assumpParams.slopeDecay=.92; 
        DirecNetDayStart=6*60; 
        DirecNetDayEnd=22*60; 
        assumpParams.dayEnd=DirecNetDayEnd; 
        assumpParams.dayStart=DirecNetDayStart; 
    end 
    persistent bolus; 
     
    %% now call Controller.m with these inputs 
    disp(['Time: ',num2str(time),' Patient: ',Subject.ID,' Controller: ',num2str(controlType)]);  
    if mod(time,5)==1 
        if (controlType==1) 
            [bolus]=PID([glucose(end);glucose(end-
1)],Subject.Default_Basal/60,Subject.TDD,time,length(glucose)<=5,input(7)); 
            bolusPMolPMin=(0*5/60+bolus)*6000; 
            return; 
        end 
        if time==1000 
            time; 
        end 
        P=addpath('..\simulator Jul08 distrib\results\Journal2'); 
    [rate, bolus,MB]=PREDICTOR(glucose_time/1440,glucose,insulin_rate_time/1440,... 
        insulin_rate,insulin_bolus_time/1440,insulin_bolus,meal,Subject,APS_DATA,time/1440); 
%    PMMPC('control',glucose_time',glucose',insulin_rate_time',... 
%            insulin_rate',insulin_bolus_time',insulin_bolus',Subject,time,AssumpParams); 
        if controlType==1 
            horizon=10; 
        else 
            horizon=300; 
        end 
 %       debugInfo=PMMPC('analysis',horizon,zeros(1,horizon)); 
        [timeSteps,predVal,predSig]=MB.predict(300,zeros(1,300)); 
        debugInfo=MB.getDebugInfo(); 
        % make this fit into the previous format 
        debugInfo.bundles=debugInfo; 
        debugInfo.predVals=predVal'; 
        debugInfo.predUncert=predSig'; 
        for i=1:1:length(debugInfo.bundles) 
            debugInfo.bundles{i}.prior=1; 
            debugInfo.bundles{i}.Assumps=debugInfo.bundles{i}.assumpMatrix; 
        end 
        if 1 
            figure(2); clf; 
        %                        set(gcf,'position',[20 47 1876 948]); 
            H1=subplot(3,1,1); hold on; grid on; 
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            H2=subplot(3,1,2); hold on; grid on; 
            H3=subplot(3,1,3); hold on; grid on; 
            set(H1,'position',[.047,.564,.938,.361]); 
            set(H2,'position',[.047,.252,.938,.265]); 
            set(H3,'position',[.047,.052,.938,.154]); 
  
            predVal=debugInfo.predVals'; 
            predSig=debugInfo.predUncert'; 
  
            subplot(H1); hold on; 
            startTime=glucose_time(1)-mod(glucose_time(1),1); 
            plot(glucose_time,glucose,'k-'); 
            plot(time+(1:1:horizon),predVal(:,2),'b-'); 
            ylim([0,400]); 
            plot(time+(1:1:horizon),predVal(:,2)+predSig(:,2),'b-.'); 
            plot(time+(1:1:horizon),predVal(:,2)-predSig(:,2),'b-.'); 
%            for j=1:1:length(mealTimes{i}) 
%                text(mealTimes{i}(j),100,'meal','rotation',90); 
%            end 
            ylabel('Magnitude'); 
            legend('CGM Measurements','Predicted Value +-1 SD','Meal Size Estimate'); 
            title(['Controller ',num2str(controlType),' on Patient ',Subject.ID]); 
        %                        X=[360,780]; 
        %                        xlim(X); 
            X=xlim(); 
  
            subplot(H2); hold on; 
            totalProb=0; 
            minPData=inf; 
            minPrior=inf; 
            for debugInd=1:1:length(debugInfo.bundles) 
                totalProb=totalProb+debugInfo.bundles{debugInd}.prob; 
                
minPData=min(minPData,debugInfo.bundles{debugInd}.prob/debugInfo.bundles{debugInd}.prior); 
                minPrior=min(minPrior,debugInfo.bundles{debugInd}.prior); 
            end 
%            startTime=0; 
            modelPeriod=1; 
            mealTime=zeros(0,2); 
            for debugInd=1:1:length(debugInfo.bundles) 
                ind=find(debugInfo.bundles{debugInd}.Assumps(:,2)>0); 
                
mealTime=[mealTime;debugInfo.bundles{debugInd}.Assumps(ind,1)*modelPeriod,ones(size(ind))*de
bugInfo.bundles{debugInd}.prob/totalProb]; 
            end 
            mealProbs=zeros(length(debugInfo.bundles{1}.Assumps(:,1)),1); 
            for j=1:1:length(mealProbs) 
                mealProbs(j)=sum(mealTime(find(abs(mealTime(:,1)-
(debugInfo.bundles{1}.Assumps(j,1)*modelPeriod))<30),2)); 
            end 
            plot(debugInfo.bundles{1}.Assumps(:,1)*modelPeriod,mealProbs,'k-'); 
            for debugInd=1:1:length(debugInfo.bundles) 
                ind=find(debugInfo.bundles{debugInd}.Assumps(:,2)>0); 
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plot(debugInfo.bundles{debugInd}.Assumps(ind,1)*modelPeriod,ones(size(ind))*debugInfo.bundles{d
ebugInd}.prob/totalProb,'-kx'); 
            end 
            xlim(X); 
            ylim([0,1]); 
            legend('Meal Prob +-30 min','Individual Bundle'); 
            ylabel('Probability (%)'); 
  
            subplot(H3); hold on; 
            stem(insulin_bolus_time,insulin_bolus,'k-'); 
            xlim(X); 
            xlabel('Time (min)'); 
            ylabel('Insulin (U)'); 
        end 
        preds=debugInfo.predVals(1,insImpulseDelta:insImpulseDelta:end)'; 
        uncerts=debugInfo.predUncert(1,insImpulseDelta:insImpulseDelta:end)'; 
        % insert controller code 
%         if (mod(time,50)==1)&&(input(3)~=3009) 
%             storeSol(end+1,length(preds))=0; 
%             for i=length(preds):-1:3 
%                 storeSol(end,i)=partRiskReg2(preds(1:i),uncerts(1:i),ITAP(1:i),bolus); 
%                 if (i==length(preds))&&((storeSol(end,i)==0)||(storeSol(end,i)==6)) 
%                     storeSol(end,:)=[]; 
%                     break; 
%                 end 
%             end 
%             save storeSolutionsPRCL.mat storeSol 
%         end 
        if controlType==1 
            [bolus]=PID([glucose(end);glucose(end-
1)],Subject.Default_Basal/60,Subject.TDD,time,length(glucose)<=5,input(7)); 
        elseif controlType==2 
            if isempty(bolus) 
                bolus=0; 
            end 
            [bolus]=MPC(preds,uncerts,ITAP(1:length(preds)),bolus); 
        elseif controlType==3 
            if isempty(bolus) 
                bolus=0; 
            end 
            [bolus]=partRiskReg(preds,uncerts,ITAP(1:length(preds)),bolus); 
        elseif controlType==4 
            [bolus]=partRiskReg2(preds,uncerts,ITAP(1:length(preds)),bolus); 
        end 
        rate=0; 
        Path(P); 
    else 
        % put in safe values 
        rate=0; 
        bolus=0; 
    end 
  
    %% CONTROLLER.m Outputs: 
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    % 1. rate: Infusion rate (in U/h). 
    % 2. bolus: Discrete bolus (in Units). 
    bolusPMolPMin=(rate*5/60+bolus)*6000; 
end 
  
function [bolus]=MPC(preds,uncerts,ITAP,bolus) 
    setPoint=100; 
    % set the weight of setpoint error vs. input 
    % a lower value reduces the inputs 
    J=0; 
     
    if preds(1)<50 
        J; 
    end 
    % implement the setpoint portions of A,b in A*x=b 
    offsets=[1:100]; 
    offsets(find(offsets>length(preds)))=[]; 
    numBolus=length(offsets); 
  
    A=zeros(length(ITAP),length(ITAP)); 
    for i=1:1:size(A,2) 
        A(i:end,i)=ITAP(1:size(A,1)-i+1)'; 
    end 
    for i=1:1:length(offsets)-1 
        A(:,i)=sum(A(:,offsets(i):offsets(i+1)-1),2); 
    end 
    A(:,length(offsets))=sum(A(:,offsets(end):end),2); 
    A(:,length(offsets)+1:end)=[]; 
     
    b=setPoint-preds; 
    % now implement the input portions of A,b in A*x=b 
    if J>0 
        for i=1:1:size(A,2) 
            if (i==1) 
                b=[b;J*bolus]; 
                A=[A;J*[1,zeros(1,size(A,2)-i)]]; 
            else 
                b=[b;J*0]; 
                A=[A;J*[zeros(1,i-2),-1,1,zeros(1,size(A,2)-i)]]; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
%   X = QUADPROG(H,f,A,b,Aeq,beq,LB,UB)     
%    min 0.5*x'*H*x + f'*x   subject to:  A*x <= b 
%     x     
    options=optimset('TolFun',1E-12); 
%    [x,resnorm,residual,exitFlag]=lsqlin(A,b',[],[],[],[],zeros(size(A,2),1)',6*ones(size(A,2),1)'); 
    [x,fVal,exitFlag]=quadprog(A'*A,-b'*A,[],[],[],[],zeros(size(A,2),1),6*ones(size(A,2),1),[],options); 
    if exitFlag<1 
        disp('exitFlag less than 1'); 
    end 
    bolus=x(1); 
end 
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function [bolus]=MPCWeighted(preds,uncerts,ITAP,bolus) 
    setPoint=112.5; 
    % set the weight of setpoint error vs. input 
    % a lower value reduces the inputs 
    J=6; 
     
    % implement the setpoint portions of A,b in A*x=b 
%    offsets=[1:11,13,16,20,25,32,40,50,63,79]; 
    offsets=[1:length(preds)]; 
    %    offsets=[1:1:100]; 
    numBolus=length(offsets); 
  
    A=zeros(length(ITAP),length(ITAP)); 
    for i=1:1:size(A,2) 
        A(i:end,i)=ITAP(1:size(A,1)-i+1)'; 
    end 
    for i=1:1:length(offsets)-1 
        A(:,i)=sum(A(:,offsets(i):offsets(i+1)-1),2); 
    end 
    A(:,length(offsets))=sum(A(:,offsets(end):end),2); 
    A(:,length(offsets)+1:end)=[]; 
    b=setPoint-preds; 
    % scale each portion by the inverse of the uncertainty 
    A=diag(1./uncerts)*A; 
    b=diag(1./uncerts)*b; 
    % now implement the input portions of A,b in A*x=b 
    % now implement the input portions of A,b in A*x=b 
    for i=1:1:size(A,2) 
        if (i==1) 
            b=[b;J*bolus]; 
            A=[A;J*[1,zeros(1,size(A,2)-i)]]; 
        else 
            b=[b;J*0]; 
            A=[A;J*[zeros(1,i-2),-1,1,zeros(1,size(A,2)-i)]]; 
        end 
    end 
%   X = QUADPROG(H,f,A,b,Aeq,beq,LB,UB)     
%    min 0.5*x'*H*x + f'*x   subject to:  A*x <= b 
%     x     
    options=optimset('TolFun',1E-12); 
    [x,fVal,exitFlag]=quadprog(A'*A,-b'*A,[],[],[],[],zeros(size(A,2),1),6*ones(size(A,2),1),[],options); 
    if exitFlag<1 
        [x,resnorm,residual,exitFlag]=lsqlin(A,b',[],[],[],[],zeros(size(A,2),1)',6*ones(size(A,2),1)'); 
        if exitFlag<1 
            x(1)=0; 
            disp('exitFlag less than 1'); 
        end 
    end 
    bolus=x(1); 
end 
  
function [bolus]=PID(preds,basal,TDD,ToD,reset,weight) 
    
    persistent setDay; 
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    persistent setNight 
    persistent PWeight 
    persistent IWeight 
    persistent DWeight 
    persistent I; 
    if reset 
        setDay=100; 
        setNight=120; 
        PWeight=TDD/weight/135; 
        IWeight=PWeight/450; 
        DWeight=PWeight*90; 
        I=basal/IWeight; 
    end 
  
    night=(mod(ToD,1440)>22*60)+(mod(ToD,1440)<6*60); 
  
    IWeight=PWeight/((~night)*450+night*150); 
    DWeight=PWeight*((~night)*90+night*60); 
     
    P=preds(1)-night*setNight-~night*setDay; 
    I=min(max(I+preds(1)-night*setNight-~night*setDay,0),2.4*weight*PWeight/IWeight); 
    D=(preds(1)-preds(2))/5; 
     
    bolus=PWeight*P+IWeight*I+DWeight*D; 
    bolus=min(max(bolus,0),6); 
end 
  
function [bolus]=partRiskReg(preds,uncerts,ITAP,lastBolus) 
    persistent initial; 
    global initBolus; 
    initBolus=lastBolus; 
     
    offsets=[1:1:200]; 
    offsets(find(offsets>length(preds)))=[]; 
     
    numBolus=length(offsets); 
    global A; 
    A=zeros(length(ITAP),length(ITAP)); 
    for i=1:1:size(A,2) 
        A(i:end,i)=ITAP(1:size(A,1)-i+1)'; 
    end 
    for i=1:1:length(offsets)-1 
        A(:,i)=sum(A(:,offsets(i):offsets(i+1)-1),2); 
    end 
    A(:,length(offsets))=sum(A(:,offsets(end):end),2); 
    A(:,length(offsets)+1:end)=[]; 
%     [U,S,V]=svd(A,0); 
%     S=diag(S); 
%     S(21:end)=0; 
%     A=U*diag(S)*V'; 
     
     
%     global C; 
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%     global d; 
%     % now implement the input portions of A,b in A*x=b 
%     C=[]; 
%     d=[]; 
%     for i=1:1:numBolus 
%         if (i==1) 
%             d=J*bolus; 
%             C=[1,zeros(1,numBolus-i)]; 
%         else 
%             d=[d;J*0]; 
%             C=[C;J*[zeros(1,i-2),-1,1,zeros(1,numBolus-i)]]; 
%         end 
%     end 
     
    if isempty(initial) 
        initial=ones(numBolus,1); 
    end 
  
    global predsIn; 
    global uncertsIn; 
    predsIn=preds; 
    uncertsIn=uncerts; 
     
    persistent t; 
    if isempty(t) 
        t=0; 
    end 
    tic; 
    if 0  
        cvx_begin 
            variable bolus(numBolus); 
            minimize(part_fun(bolus)); 
            subject to 
                bolus>=0; 
                bolus<=6; 
        cvx_end 
    end 
    if 1 
        
options=optimset('Display','off','Jacobian','on','GradObj','on','Hessian','on','DerivativeCheck','off','Diagn
ostics','off','maxIter',1E6,'maxFunEvals',1E9); 
  
        [bolus,resnorm,exitFlag]=fmincon(@part_fun3,ones(numBolus,1),[],[],[],[],... 
            0*ones(numBolus,1),6*ones(numBolus,1),[],options); 
        if exitFlag<1 
            bolus=-1; % mark this as bad 
            disp('exitFlag less than 1'); 
        end 
    end 
    t1=toc 
    t=max(t,t1); 
    figure(1); 
    subplot(2,1,1); cla; hold on; 
    plot(5:5:5*length(preds),preds+A*bolus); 
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    plot(5:5:5*length(preds),preds+A*bolus+uncerts); 
    plot(5:5:5*length(preds),preds+A*bolus-uncerts); 
    subplot(2,1,2); cla; 
    plot(5:5:5*length(offsets),bolus); 
    ylim([0,6]); 
     initial=[bolus(2:end);0]; 
    bolus=bolus(1); 
end 
  
function [F,J,H]=part_fun3(bolus) 
    global A; 
    global predsIn; 
    global uncertsIn; 
    global initBolus; 
     
    persistent pdfWeights; 
    persistent a; 
    persistent b; 
    persistent s; 
    persistent c; 
    persistent W; 
    persistent fudge; 
     
    if isempty(pdfWeights) 
        pdfWeights=normpdf([-2,-1,0,1,2]); 
        pdfWeights=pdfWeights/sum(pdfWeights); 
        s=146.820; 
        a=102.2/(600-112.5); 
        b=.00006; 
        c=-26; 
        W=0; 
        fudge=1.4; 
    end 
    
    F=0;%zeros(length(bolus),1); 
    J=zeros(length(bolus),1); 
    H=zeros(length(bolus)); 
    for i=1:1:5 
        BG=predsIn+A*bolus+(i-3)*uncertsIn*fudge; 
  
%        ind=find(BG<s); 
%        risk1=a*BG+c; 
        risk=a*BG+c+b*max(s-BG,0).^3; 
        obj=sum(risk);%+W*sum((bolus-[initBolus;bolus(1:end-1)]).^2); 
%        risk(ind)=risk(ind)+b*(BG(ind)-s).^2; 
%        risk=sum(max([risk1';risk2'])); 
        F=F+pdfWeights(i)*obj; 
        if nargout()>1 
            dRisk=a-3*b*max(s-BG,0).^2; 
            dRisk=sum(diag(dRisk)*A,1)'; 
            J=J+pdfWeights(i)*dRisk; 
        end 
        if nargout>2 
            H=H+pdfWeights(i)*A'*diag(6*b*max(s-BG,0))*A; 
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        end 
    end 
end 
  
function [F,J,H]=part_fun4(bolus) 
    global A; 
    global predsIn; 
    global uncertsIn; 
    global initBolus; 
     
    persistent pdfWeights; 
    persistent a; 
    persistent b; 
    persistent s; 
    persistent c; 
    persistent W; 
    persistent fudge; 
    persistent offset; 
     
    if isempty(pdfWeights) 
        pdfWeights=normpdf([-2,-1,0,1,2],0,1); 
        pdfWeights=pdfWeights/sum(pdfWeights); 
        s=146.820; 
        a=102.2/(600-112.5); 
        b=.00006; 
        c=-26; 
        W=0; 
        fudge=1; 
        offset=-1; 
    end 
    
    F=0;%zeros(length(bolus),1); 
    J=zeros(length(bolus),1); 
    H=zeros(length(bolus)); 
    for i=1:1:5 
        BG=predsIn+A*bolus+(i-3+offset)*uncertsIn*fudge; 
  
%        ind=find(BG<s); 
%        risk1=a*BG+c; 
        risk=a*BG+c+b*max(s-BG,0).^3; 
        obj=sum(risk);%+W*sum((bolus-[initBolus;bolus(1:end-1)]).^2); 
%        risk(ind)=risk(ind)+b*(BG(ind)-s).^2; 
%        risk=sum(max([risk1';risk2'])); 
        F=F+pdfWeights(i)*obj; 
        if nargout()>1 
            dRisk=a-3*b*max(s-BG,0).^2; 
            dRisk=sum(diag(dRisk)*A,1)'; 
            J=J+pdfWeights(i)*dRisk; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
function [bolus]=partRiskReg2(preds,uncerts,ITAP,lastBolus) 
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    persistent initial; 
    global initBolus; 
    initBolus=lastBolus; 
     
    offsets=[1:1:200]; 
    offsets(find(offsets>length(preds)))=[]; 
     
    numBolus=length(offsets); 
    global A; 
    global B; 
    A=zeros(length(ITAP),length(ITAP)); 
    for i=1:1:size(A,2) 
        A(i:end,i)=ITAP(1:size(A,1)-i+1)'; 
    end 
    for i=1:1:length(offsets)-1 
        A(:,i)=sum(A(:,offsets(i):offsets(i+1)-1),2); 
    end 
    A(:,length(offsets))=sum(A(:,offsets(end):end),2); 
    A(:,length(offsets)+1:end)=[]; 
    B=A(2:end,2:end-1); 
     
%     global C; 
%     global d; 
%     % now implement the input portions of A,b in A*x=b 
%     C=[]; 
%     d=[]; 
%     for i=1:1:numBolus 
%         if (i==1) 
%             d=J*bolus; 
%             C=[1,zeros(1,numBolus-i)]; 
%         else 
%             d=[d;J*0]; 
%             C=[C;J*[zeros(1,i-2),-1,1,zeros(1,numBolus-i)]]; 
%         end 
%     end 
     
    if isempty(initial) 
        initial=1; 
    end 
  
    global predsIn; 
    global uncertsIn; 
    predsIn=preds; 
    uncertsIn=uncerts; 
     
    tic; 
    global count; 
    count=0; 
    if 1 
        options=optimset('Display','off','TolX',.05,'DiffMinChange',.05,'DiffMaxChange',.051); 
        [bolus,fval,exitflag]=fmincon(@part_fun6,initial,[],[],[],[],0,6,[],options); 
%        [bolus,resnorm,exitflag]=fminbnd(@part_fun6,0,6,options); 
        if bolus<.07 
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            bolus=0; 
        end 
        initial=bolus; 
        if exitflag<1 
            bolus=-1; % mark this as bad 
            disp('exitFlag less than 1'); 
        end 
    end 
    toc; 
%     figure(1); 
%     subplot(2,1,1); cla; hold on; 
%     plot(5:5:5*length(preds),preds+A(:,1)*bolus); 
%     plot(5:5:5*length(preds),preds+A(:,1)*bolus+uncerts); 
%     plot(5:5:5*length(preds),preds+A(:,1)*bolus-uncerts); 
%     subplot(2,1,2); cla; 
%     stem(5:5:5*length(bolus),bolus); 
%     ylim([0,6]); 
%     initial=[bolus(2:end);0]; 
    bolus=bolus(1); 
end 
  
function [F]=part_fun6(bolus) 
    global A; 
    global predsIn; 
    global uncertsIn; 
    global predsInSub; 
     
    if size(A,2)==60 
        A=[A(:,1:6),... % step by 1 
           sum(A(:,7:8),2),... % step by 2 
           sum(A(:,9:10),2),... % step by 2 
           sum(A(:,11:12),2),... % step by 2 
           sum(A(:,13:15),2),... % step by 3 
           sum(A(:,16:18),2),... % step by 3 
           sum(A(:,19:25),2),... % step by 6 
           sum(A(:,26:31),2),... % step by 6 
           sum(A(:,32:43),2),... % step by 12 
           sum(A(:,44:60),2)]; % step by 17 
       global B; 
        B=[B(:,1:5),... % step by 1 
           sum(B(:,6:7),2),... % step by 2 
           sum(B(:,8:9),2),... % step by 2 
           sum(B(:,10:11),2),... % step by 2 
           sum(B(:,12:14),2),... % step by 3 
           sum(B(:,15:17),2),... % step by 3 
           sum(B(:,18:24),2),... % step by 6 
           sum(B(:,25:30),2),... % step by 6 
           sum(B(:,31:42),2),... % step by 12 
           sum(B(:,43:58),2)]; % step by 16 
    end 
    persistent pdfWeights; 
    persistent pdfOffsets; 
    persistent fudge; 
    global count; 
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    persistent initial; 
     
    if isempty(pdfWeights) 
        pdfOffsets=norminv([.1,.3,.5,.7,.9],0,1); 
        pdfWeights=.2*(0*pdfOffsets+1); 
        %normpdf([-2,-1,0,1,2],0,1); 
        pdfWeights=pdfWeights/sum(pdfWeights); 
        fudge=1; 
        count=0; 
%        offset=0; 
    end 
%    count=count+1; 
%    disp(count); 
     
    if size(A,2)~=size(initial,1)+2 
%        initial=zeros(size(A,2)-2,5); 
        initial=zeros(size(A,2)-1,5); 
    end 
    
    F=0; 
  
    for i=1:1:5 
        predsInSub=predsIn+A(:,1)*bolus+pdfOffsets(i)*uncertsIn*fudge; 
        predsInSub(1)=[]; 
        
options=optimset('Display','off','Jacobian','off','GradObj','off','Hessian','off','DerivativeCheck','off','Diag
nostics','off','maxIter',1E6,'maxFunEvals',1E9,'TolX',.01); 
        [bolusComp,fVal,exitFlag]=fmincon(@part_fun7,initial(:,i),[],[],[],[],zeros(size(A,2)-
1,1),6*ones(size(A,2)-1,1),[],options); 
%        [bolusComp,fVal,exitFlag]=fmincon(@part_fun7,initial(:,i),[],[],[],[],zeros(size(A,2)-
2,1),6*ones(size(A,2)-2,1),[],options); 
        initial(:,i)=bolusComp; 
        if exitFlag<1 
            disp('lsqlin issue'); 
        end 
  
        F=F+pdfWeights(i)*fVal; 
    end 
  
    figure(1); 
    subplot(2,1,1); cla; hold on; grid on; 
    for i=1:1:5 
        if i==1||i==5 
            lineString='-.'; 
        elseif i==2||i==4 
            lineString='--'; 
        else 
            lineString='-'; 
        end 
%        plot(5:5:5*length(predsIn),predsIn+A(:,1)*bolus+(i-3)*uncertsIn*fudge+A(:,2:end-
1)*initial(:,i),['b',lineString]); 
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plot(5:5:5*length(predsIn),predsIn+A(:,1)*bolus+pdfOffsets(i)*uncertsIn*fudge+A(:,2:end)*initial(:,i),
['b',lineString]); 
    end 
    ylim([0,400]); 
    subplot(2,1,2); cla; hold on; grid on; 
    for i=1:1:5 
        if i==1||i==5 
            lineString='-.'; 
        elseif i==2||i==4 
            lineString='--'; 
        else 
            lineString='-'; 
        end 
        plot(5:5:5*(size(initial,1)+1),[bolus;initial(:,i)],['b',lineString]); 
    end 
    plot(5,bolus,'ko','markerfacecolor','k'); 
    ylim([-1,7]); 
    xlim([0,5*(size(initial,1)+2)]); 
%    global ToD; 
%    persistent storeInfo; 
%    storeInfo=[storeInfo;ToD,bolus,(predsIn+A(:,1)*bolus+(1-
3)*uncertsIn*fudge+A(:,2:end)*initial(:,1))',(predsIn+A(:,1)*bolus+(3-
3)*uncertsIn*fudge+A(:,2:end)*initial(:,3))',(predsIn+A(:,1)*bolus+(5-
3)*uncertsIn*fudge+A(:,2:end)*initial(:,i))']; 
%    save storeInfo.mat storeInfo; 
end 
  
function [F,J,H]=part_fun7(bolus) 
    global B; 
    global predsInSub; 
  
    persistent a; 
    persistent b; 
    persistent s; 
    persistent c; 
     
    if isempty(a) 
%        s=146.820; 
%        a=102.2/(600-112.5); 
%        b=.00006; 
%        c=-26; 
        % for the modified BGRI 
        s=177; 
        a=80/(600-280)-.013; 
        b=.00006; 
        c=-36.21; 
    end 
  
    BG=predsInSub+B*bolus; 
  
    F=sum(a*BG+c+b*max(s-BG,0).^3); 
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    if nargout()>1 
        J=sum(diag(a-3*b*max(s-BG,0).^2)*B,1)'; 
    end 
     
    if nargout()>2 
        H=B'*diag(6*b*max(s-BG,0))*B; 
    end 
end 
 
End of simToAPS.m 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
function [rate, 
bolus,MBout]=PREDICTOR(glucose_time,glucose,insulin_rate_time,insulin_rate,insulin_bolus_time,i
nsulin_bolus,meal,Subject,APS_DATA,time) 
% This file ASSUMES: 
% 1. that the APS puts the computer time stamp on any reading when it 
% receives it. 
% 2. the APS pump, sensor query, and CONTROLLER.m are on a single thread. 
% 3. That we get a decent snapshot of the past insulin delivery to get a 
% good estimate of the insulin on board. 
% 4. that we are not given a long history of glucose measurements that 
% include meals. 
  
% this is the top level file for the Multiple Model Probabilistic  
% Predictive Controller 
  
%% APS Input Formulation 
% This function will be called every CLI minutes by the controller timer  
% with the following arguments: 
% glucose_time: Vector of times of the glucose sensor in datenum format 
% glucose: Vector with history of glucose values (in mg/dL) 
% insulin_rate_time: Vector of times of the infusion rate in datenum format 
% insulin_rate: Vector with infusion rate history (in U/h) 
% insulin_bolus_time: Vector of times of insulin bolus in datenum format 
% insulin_bolus: Vector with insulin bolus history (in U) 
% meal: A flag which indicates if a meal has been detected within the last 
% CLI (1), otherwise 0 for no meal detected 
% Subject is a struc array with the following entries  
% ID: Subject ID 
% Age in years 
% Sex 
% Height in cm 
% Weight in kg 
% TDD: total daily dose in U 
% IC: insulin to CHO in U/g-CHO 
% CF: correction factor in U/mg/dL  
% Default Basal in U/h 
% APS_Data a cell array with of glucose and insulin values with date and time, each row denote new 
time the columns of each row are as follows: 
% a.    Date [DD-MMM-YYYY] 
% b.    Time: [HH:MM] 
% c.    Reference Glucose value in [mg/dL] , default 0 if no value  
% d.    Sensor 1 glucose value in [mg/dL], default 0 if no value 
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% e.    Sensor 2 glucose value in [mg/dL], default 0 if no value 
% f.    Infusion rate by controller in  [U/h], default -1 if no value 
% g.    Physician overide rate command / Manual rate in  [U/h] default -1 if no value 
% h.    Bolus amount by controller in [U], default -1 if no value 
% i.    Physician overide Bolus [U], default -1 if no value 
% j.    Total U by controller – Internal use for display, default -1 if no value 
% k.    Total U by Physician – Internal use for display, default -1 if no value 
% e.g.   %  '17-Dec-2008'    '03:42'    [0]    [128]    [0]    [-1]    [ -1]    [ -1]    [-1]    [  -1]    [ -1] 
  
% we do not use APS_Data, and many fields in Subject 
  
if nargin()<10 
    % if we are on the simulator then we will get the time argument. If we 
    % are using the APS we won't. Thankfully we can replace the time 
    % argument with the current time. 
    time=round(now*1440)/1440; 
end 
  
% convert the input glucose and insulin times to minute rounded values 
time=round(time*1440); 
glucose_time=round(glucose_time*1440); 
insulin_rate_time=round(insulin_rate_time*1440); 
insulin_bolus_time=round(insulin_bolus_time*1440); 
  
% sort the time and value vectors into ascending time. 
[glucose_time,I]=sort(glucose_time,'ascend'); 
glucose=glucose(I); 
[insulin_rate_time,I]=sort(insulin_rate_time,'ascend'); 
insulin_rate=insulin_rate(I); 
[insulin_bolus_time,I]=sort(insulin_bolus_time,'ascend'); 
insulin_bolus=insulin_bolus(I); 
clear I; 
  
% convert the input insulin information into a  
%% Declare the curState Variable 
persistent MB; 
  
persistent glucUsed; 
%% Declare the persistent variables 
persistent countDown; 
modelPeriod=1; 
%% handle initialization of curState 
if isempty(MB)||isnumeric(MB)||(~strcmp(Subject.ID,MB.m_ID)) 
    % make sure that we cary nothing of curState over from a previous 
    % patient 
    % figure out when to start the model bank to make use of the available 
    % information. so choose the earliest insulin feedback time. 
    startTime=round(min([time,min(insulin_rate_time),min(insulin_bolus_time)])); 
    % initialize 
    MB=[]; 
    MB=modelBank(startTime/modelPeriod,Subject.ID); 
    % state that none of the glucose measurements have yet been used 
    glucUsed=zeros(size(glucose_time)); 
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    estGluc=[]; % debug 
    countDown=inf; 
end 
  
%% extend the vector that states which measurements have been used. 
% zero means that the measurement hasn't been used 
if length(glucUsed)<length(glucose_time) 
    glucUsed(length(glucose_time))=0; 
end 
  
%% make sure that we don't have two unused CGM measurements at the same minute 
if (length(glucose_time)>1)&&(any((abs(glucose_time(2:end)-glucose_time(1:end-1))<1E-
5).*~glucUsed(2:end))) 
    ind=find((abs(glucose_time(2:end)-glucose_time(1:end-1))<1E-5).*~glucUsed(2:end)); 
    glucose_time(ind+1)=glucose_time(ind+1)+1/1440; 
end 
  
%% calculate the insulin delivery from the inputs 
curTime=MB.getCurTimeStep*modelPeriod; 
% declare the variable to store the calculated insulin inputs 
insulinInputs=zeros(round(time-curTime+1),1); 
% incorporate the basal rate 
for i=find(insulin_rate_time<=curTime,1,'last'):1:length(insulin_rate_time) 
    if i==length(insulin_rate_time) 
        inds=1:time-curTime+1; 
    elseif insulin_rate_time(i)<curTime 
        inds=1:1:insulin_rate_time(i+1)-curTime+1; 
    else  
        inds=insulin_rate_time(i)-curTime:1:insulin_rate_time(i+1)-curTime+1; 
    end 
    insulinInputs(inds)=insulinInputs(inds)+insulin_rate(i)/60; 
end 
clear i inds; 
  
% incorporate the boluses 
for i=find(insulin_bolus_time>=curTime,1,'first'):1:length(insulin_bolus_time) 
    ind=insulin_bolus_time(i)-curTime+1; 
    insulinInputs(ind)=insulinInputs(ind)+insulin_bolus(i); 
end 
clear i ind; 
  
if length(glucose_time)>800 
    time; 
end 
if length(glucose_time)>1000 
    time; 
end 
if length(glucose_time)>1200 
    time; 
end 
  
% while we need to, update the time and models  
while (time-MB.getCurTimeStep*modelPeriod)>=0 
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    curTime=MB.getCurTimeStep*modelPeriod; 
    % get the new CGM measurement index if there is one 
    BGInd=find(abs(glucose_time-curTime)<.5/1440); 
    % don't reuse a glucose measurement, or remember that we used it. 
    for i=1:1:length(BGInd) 
        if glucUsed(BGInd(i))==0 
            glucUsed(BGInd(i))=1; 
        else 
            BGInd(i)=[]; 
        end 
    end 
    % get the new insulin dose, if there is one. 
    insInd=round(length(insulinInputs)-(time-curTime)); 
    % don't used the current insulin history element, it could change. 
    if insInd==length(insulinInputs) 
        insInd=[]; 
    end 
    % peform the time and measurement update step on all of the models in the model bank 
    if isempty(BGInd) 
        glucInput=[NaN;NaN]; 
    else 
        glucInput=[glucose(BGInd);NaN]; 
    end 
    if isempty(insInd) 
        insInput=NaN; 
    else 
        insInput=insulinInputs(insInd); 
    end 
     
    MB.processReadings(curTime,glucInput,insInput); 
  
    if isempty(insInd) 
        % we didn't perform a time update, so stop. 
        break; 
    end 
end 
  
if countDown<1 
%    pack; 
    countDown=100; 
    % debug 
    debugInfo=MB.getDebugInfo(); 
    startTime=floor(min(glucose_time)/1440)*1440; 
    if ~isempty(startTime) 
        for i=1:1:length(debugInfo) 
            ind=find(debugInfo{i}.assumpMatrix(:,2)>0); 
            disp([i,debugInfo{i}.prob,(debugInfo{i}.assumpMatrix(ind,1)'-startTime)/10]); 
        end 
  
        [timeSteps,predVal,predSig,InputToe]=MB.predict(500/modelPeriod,[]); 
        figure(1); clf; 
        subplot(2,1,1); hold on; 
        plot(time-startTime+(1:1:500),predVal(:,2),'b-'); 
        plot(time-startTime+(1:1:500),predVal(:,2)+predSig(:,2),'b-.'); 
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        plot(time-startTime+(1:1:500),predVal(:,2)-predSig(:,2),'b-.'); 
        plot(glucose_time-startTime,glucose,'k+'); 
        X=xlim(); 
        ylabel('Glucose (mg/dL)'); 
  
        subplot(2,1,2); cla; hold all; 
        totalProb=0; 
 %       minPData=inf; 
 %       minPrior=inf; 
        for i=1:1:length(debugInfo) 
            totalProb=totalProb+debugInfo{i}.prob; 
%            minPData=min(minPData,debugInfo{i}.pData); 
%            minPrior=min(minPrior,debugInfo{i}.prior); 
        end 
        mealTime=[]; 
        for i=1:1:length(debugInfo) 
            ind=find(debugInfo{i}.assumpMatrix(:,2)>0); 
            mealTime=[mealTime;debugInfo{i}.assumpMatrix(ind,1)*modelPeriod-
startTime,ones(size(ind))*debugInfo{i}.prob/totalProb]; 
            plot(debugInfo{i}.assumpMatrix(ind,1)*modelPeriod-
startTime,ones(size(ind))*debugInfo{i}.prob/totalProb,'-kx'); 
        end 
        mealProbs=zeros(length(0:5:max(mealTime(:,1))),1); 
        for j=1:1:length(mealProbs) 
            mealProbs(j)=sum(mealTime(find(abs(mealTime(:,1)-(j-1)*5)<30),2)); 
        end 
        plot(0:5:5*(length(mealProbs)-1),mealProbs,'k-'); 
        xlim(X); 
        ylim([0,1]); 
        xlabel('time (min)'); 
        ylabel('Meal Prob +-30 min'); 
    end 
else 
    countDown=countDown-1; 
end 
  
%% calculate the dosage for the different possibilities 
[bolus]=0;%calcDosage(MB); 
% we do not use the rate pump command 
rate=0; 
%% enforce the limit on the maximum bolus size 
bolus=min(bolus,1.5*5); 
MBout=MB; 
 
End of PREDICTOR.m 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
 
classdef modelBank < handle 
%modelBank - Interfaces like a model, acts like a multiple hypothesis fault 
%detector. 
%   This class is the superclass used for control. It has two main 
%   functions, processReadings and predict that are the primary interfaces 
%   to a controller. This class works by having a series of bundles which 
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%   make assumptions about the parameters of and disturbances to the plant. 
%   All of the information about these parameters and disturbances are 
%   contained in the assumptions class that are owned by the bundles that 
%   this class owns. 
  
    properties 
        %% m_ID 
        % this variable is needed only for automatic resetting of the model 
        % bank for new patients. 
        m_ID=0; 
    end 
     
    properties (Access='private') 
        %% m_bundles 
        % this variable is the core of this class. It stores the bundles 
        % that we are currently entertaining. 
        m_bundles=[]; 
        %% m_curTimeStep 
        % this class has no concpet of time only of time steps. This 
        % variable store the time step up to which the bundles have been 
        % updated. 
        m_curTimeStep=0; 
    end 
     
    methods 
        function MB=modelBank(curTimeStep,ID) 
            % set the list of bundles to a default assumption 
            MB.m_bundles{1}=bundle(assumptions([curTimeStep-
mod(curTimeStep,5),0]),curTimeStep,1); 
            % set the current time step 
            MB.m_curTimeStep=curTimeStep; 
            % record the patient ID 
            MB.m_ID=ID; 
        end 
    end 
    methods 
        processReadings(obj,timeStep,sensor,input); 
        [timeSteps,predVal,predSig,InputToe]=predict(obj,horizon,futIns); 
        timeStep=getCurTimeStep(obj); 
        debugInfo=getDebugInfo(obj); 
    end     
end 
  
 
End of ModelBank: modelBank.m 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
 
function [timeStep] = getCurTimeStep(obj) 
%getCurTimeStep - get the current time step for the model bank 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the modelBank object for which this function was called. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   timeStep - the current time step for the model bank 
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    timeStep=obj.m_curTimeStep; 
end 
 
End of ModelBank: getCurTimeStep.m 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
 
function debugInfo=getDebugInfo(obj) 
%getCurTimeStep - get the current time step for the model bank 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the modelBank object for which this function was called. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   debugInfo - a collection of information about the current state of the 
%       model bank 
  
    % preallocate the space 
    debugInfo=cell(length(obj.m_bundles),1); 
    % for each bundle 
    for i=1:1:length(obj.m_bundles) 
        % get the bundle specific info 
        debugInfo{i}=obj.m_bundles{i}.getDebugInfo(); 
    end 
    % default the total probability 
    totalProb=0; 
    % for each bundle 
    for i=1:1:length(debugInfo) 
        % add this bundles probability to the total probability 
        totalProb=totalProb+debugInfo{i}.prob; 
    end 
    % for each bundle 
    for i=1:1:length(debugInfo) 
        % write out this bundle proportion of the total probability 
        debugInfo{i}.prob=debugInfo{i}.prob/totalProb; 
    end 
end 
  
End of ModelBank: getDebugInfo.m 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
 
function 
[timeSteps,combinedPredVal,combinedpredSig,combinedInputToe]=predict(obj,horizon,futInput) 
%predict - predict future BG values 
%   This function predicts horizon time steps into the future from now. It 
%   can take, but does not require the future insulin input. If no values 
%   are specified for the future insulin inputs then the function assumes a 
%   value of zero. It predicts  the value and the uncertainty of the future 
%   BG levels. It predicts by combining the predictions from each bundle 
%   according to the probability of the bundel and the data. This method 
%   does not, through the bundle predict function, predict over the 
%   branchings of assumptions. 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the modelBank object for which this function was called. 
%   horizon - the number of time steps to predict forward for 
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%   futInput- the future insulin input for each time step. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   timeSteps - the time steps for which the prediction was made. 
%   combinedPredVal - the combined predicted values of the future BG 
%   combinedpredSig - the combined predicted standard deviations of the 
%       future BG  
%   combinedInputToe - the combined toeplitz matrix for the inputs effect 
%       on the output. 
  
    % if the futInput is blank then set it to a default value 
    if (nargin<3)||isempty(futInput) 
        futInput=[]; 
    end 
  
    % store the probability of all of hte bundles. 
    bundleProbs=zeros(length(obj.m_bundles),1); 
  
    %% start looping for the first bundle 
    % first get the probability of the bundle and the data 
    bundleProbs(1)=obj.m_bundles{1}.m_pDataBundle; 
    % now predict for this bundle 
    [predVal,predSig,InputToe]=obj.m_bundles{1}.predict(horizon,futInput); 
    % add the returned values weighted by the prob to the combined total 
    combinedPredVal=bundleProbs(1)*predVal; 
    combinedpredSig=bundleProbs(1)*predSig.^2; 
    combinedInputToe=bundleProbs(1)*InputToe; 
  
    storePreds=zeros(length(obj.m_bundles),size(predVal,1),size(predVal,2)); 
    storePreds(1,:,:)=predVal; 
    for i=2:1:length(obj.m_bundles) 
        % first get the probability of the bundle and the data 
        bundleProbs(i)=obj.m_bundles{i}.m_pDataBundle; 
        % now predict for this bundle 
        [predVal,predSig,InputToe]=obj.m_bundles{i}.predict(horizon,futInput); 
        storePreds(i,:,:)=predVal; 
        % add the returned values weighted by the prob to the combined total 
        combinedPredVal=combinedPredVal+bundleProbs(i)*predVal; 
        combinedpredSig=combinedpredSig+bundleProbs(i)*predSig.^2; 
        % remove this when we are only assessing predictions. 
%        combinedInputToe=combinedInputToe+bundleProbs(i)*InputToe; 
    end 
    % normalize by the total probability of the data. 
    combinedPredVal =combinedPredVal /sum(bundleProbs); 
     
    % add in the parallel axis error. 
    for i=1:1:size(storePreds,1) 
        combinedpredSig=combinedpredSig+... 
            bundleProbs(i)*(squeeze(storePreds(i,:,:))-combinedPredVal).^2; 
    end 
    combinedpredSig =(combinedpredSig /sum(bundleProbs)).^.5; 
%    combinedInputToe=combinedInputToe/sum(bundleProbs); 
    % declare the timesteps. 
    timeSteps=(obj.m_curTimeStep+(1:1:horizon))'; 
end 
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End of ModelBank: predict.m 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
 
function processReadings(obj,timeStep,sensor,input) 
%processReadings - process the sensor and input values at time step 
%   This is one of the major functions in this code set. In addition to 
%   updating all of the different state, and state covariance estimates for 
%   the passage of time and the presence of new readings, it also combines 
%   and expands the bundles. 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the modelBank object for which this function was called. 
%   timeStep - the time step that we are theoretically updating for. 
%   sensor - the sensor readings that we are using to update. Sensor is a 
%       1xn vector, where there are n sensors. Include NaN if a given 
%       sensor provides no input. 
%   input - the inputs that we are using to update. input is a 
%       1xn vector, where there are n inputs. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   none 
  
%% The first step is to check if any of the bundles can be simplified by 
%% removing old meals. If they can then the may also be combinable with 
%% another bundle.  
    % store whether any collapsed 
    collapsedBundles=zeros(length(obj.m_bundles),1); 
    for i=1:1:length(obj.m_bundles) 
        % try and collapse this bundle 
        collapsedBundles(i)=obj.m_bundles{i}.collapse; 
    end 
    % did we collapse any? can we potentially combine bundles? 
    if sum(collapsedBundles) % yes 
        ind=find(collapsedBundles); % figure out which bundles collapsed 
        for i=length(ind):-1:1 
            % search for equal bundles 
            for j=1:1:length(obj.m_bundles) 
                % don't compare this bundle to itself. 
                if j==ind(i) 
                    continue; 
                end 
                % are the two bundles equal? 
                if obj.m_bundles{ind(i)}.equals(obj.m_bundles{j}) 
                    % get the source values, before combining them 
                    [state1,cov1]=obj.m_bundles{j}.getCurState(); 
                    [state2,cov2]=obj.m_bundles{ind(i)}.getCurState(); 
                    prob1=obj.m_bundles{j}.m_pDataBundle; 
                    prob2=obj.m_bundles{ind(i)}.m_pDataBundle; 
                    % calculate the combined estimated according to the 
                    % expected value. 
                    newState=(state1*prob1+state2*prob2)/(prob1+prob2); 
                    newCov=(prob1*cov1+prob2*cov2)/(prob1+prob2); 
                    % check for an error 
                    if sum(isnan(newState))||sum(sum(isnan(newCov)))||isnan(prob1+prob2) 
                        disp('NaN entry in the state or state covariance during combining.'); 
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                    end 
                    % check for imaginary values 
%                    if sum([diag(S1)<0;diag(S2)<0]) 
%                        error('Imaginary values in the combination of covariance matrices'); 
                        % we may need to enforce positive eigenvalues if 
                        % this error crops up. 
%                    end 
                    % combine the bundles 
                    obj.m_bundles{j}=bundle(obj.m_bundles{j}.getAssumptions,... 
                    obj.m_bundles{j}.getCurTimeStep(),prob1+prob2,... 
                    newState,newCov); 
                    % remove the extra bundle 
                    obj.m_bundles(ind(i))=[]; 
                    % we are done with this bundle so move on. 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
%% the next stage is to expand the bundles if it is time.     
    % store this locally for speed 
    lenBundles=length(obj.m_bundles); 
    % for all bundles 
    for i=lenBundles:-1:1 
        % check if it is time to expand this bundle 
        [newAssumptions,relProbs]=obj.m_bundles{i}.getExpandedAssumptions(); 
        if ~isempty(newAssumptions) % it is 
            % store these locally for speed. 
            [state,stateCov]=obj.m_bundles{i}.getCurState; 
            pDataBundle=obj.m_bundles{i}.m_pDataBundle(); 
            curTimeStep=obj.m_bundles{i}.getCurTimeStep; 
            % reuse the current slot for a new bundle 
            obj.m_bundles{i}=bundle(newAssumptions{1},... 
                curTimeStep,pDataBundle*relProbs(1),state,stateCov); 
            % for all other possible bundles, add them to the end 
            for j=2:1:length(newAssumptions) 
                if ~isempty(newAssumptions{j}) 
                    obj.m_bundles{end+1}=bundle(newAssumptions{j},... 
                        curTimeStep,pDataBundle*relProbs(j),state,stateCov); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
%% the next stage is to rescale the probability of the data for each bundle 
%% to prevent machine precision errors. Also, we need to remove really 
%% improbable models to prevent too large of a growth in the number of 
%% models. 
    % store this locally for speed 
    lenBundles=length(obj.m_bundles); 
    % keep track of whether we eliminated bundles 
    removedImprobable=0; 
    % only do this if we have a sensor measurement 
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    if sum(~isnan(sensor))||lenBundles>10 
        % store the probabilities for each bundle 
        probs=zeros(length(obj.m_bundles),1); 
        % default this value 
        maxPDataBundle=-inf; 
        % for all bundles 
        for i=1:1:lenBundles 
            % get the probability of this bundle and the data 
            probs(i)=obj.m_bundles{i}.m_pDataBundle; 
            % update the minimum value of pData 
            maxPDataBundle=max([maxPDataBundle,obj.m_bundles{i}.m_pDataBundle()]); 
        end 
        % get the probability of the data overall 
        totalProbs=sum(probs); 
        global assumpParams; % get the minimum probability 
        % find improbable bundles 
        ind=find(probs/totalProbs<assumpParams.minProb); 
        % remove them 
        obj.m_bundles(ind)=[]; 
        % remember that we removed some bundles 
        removedImprobable=length(ind); 
        % rescale the pData values in the bundles if we need to. 
        if maxPDataBundle<.1 
            % for all bundles 
            for i=length(obj.m_bundles):-1:1 
                % rescale the pData for this bundle 
                obj.m_bundles{i}.m_pDataBundle=... 
                    obj.m_bundles{i}.m_pDataBundle/maxPDataBundle; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    % check if this reading is realistic. Start by assuming that it is. 
    yesNo=1; 
%     % only vet the readings if there is one.     
%     if sum(~isnan(sensor)) 
%         % for each bundle 
%         for i=1:1:length(obj.m_bundles) 
%             % is this bundle okay with this reading? 
%             yesNo=obj.m_bundles{i}.vetReading(time,sensor); 
%             % if it isn't remember that and say so. 
%             if yesNo==0 
%                 disp('Ignoring reading'); 
%                 break; 
%             end 
%         end 
%     else 
%         yesNo=0; 
%     end 
  
    % store this locally for speed 
    lenBundles=length(obj.m_bundles); 
    % are we okay with this sensor reading? 
    if yesNo 
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        % yes, so make each bundle process the reading and the input 
        for i=1:1:lenBundles 
            obj.m_bundles{i}.processReading(timeStep,sensor,input); 
        end 
    else 
        % no, make each bundle process the input 
        for i=1:1:lenBundles 
            obj.m_bundles{i}.processReading(timeStep,[],input); 
        end 
    end 
    % update the model banks time step, if there was an input. 
    obj.m_curTimeStep=obj.m_bundles{1}.getCurTimeStep; 
end 
  
End of ModelBank: processReadings.m 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
 
classdef bundle < handle 
% the bundle class interfaces like a single model, but encapsulates all of 
% the model and probability information in the assumptions instance that it 
% stores. 
    properties (Access = 'public') 
        %% m_pData 
        % the probability of the sensor readings given the assumptions 
        m_pDataBundle=0; 
    end 
    properties (Access = 'private') 
        %% m_assumptions 
        % An instance of hte assumptions class that stores all of hte 
        % assumptions that are made by this bundle of hypotheses. 
        m_assumptions=[]; 
        %% m_curTimeStep 
        % the current time step. This time step counter is automatically 
        % updated by processReadings. This class has no coneption of time 
        % only of time steps. 
        m_curTimeStep=0; 
        %% m_state 
        % the current state estimate, this includes states for the 
        % assumptions 
        m_state=0; 
        %% m_stateCovariance 
        % the current state covariance estimates, this includes states for 
        % the assumptions 
        m_stateCovariance=0; 
    end 
     
    methods 
        function bun = bundle(assumps,curTimeStep,prob,state,stateCovariance) 
            % set the assumptions for this bundle 
            bun.m_assumptions=assumps; 
            % set the current time step for this bundle 
            bun.m_curTimeStep=curTimeStep; 
            % set the probability of the data given this bundle 
            bun.m_pDataBundle=prob; 
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            % get the default state and state covariance estimates for 
            % these assumptions 
            [defaultState,defaultStateCovariance]=assumps.getDefaultState(); 
            % do we have some information about the estimates? 
            if 5==nargin 
                % yes, so only use the default if we need to 
                if length(state)<length(defaultState) 
                    bun.m_state=[state;defaultState(length(state)+1:end)]; 
                    bun.m_stateCovariance=defaultStateCovariance; 
                    bun.m_stateCovariance(1:length(state),1:length(state))=... 
                        stateCovariance; 
                else % we don't need the default estimates at all. 
                    bun.m_state=state; 
                    bun.m_stateCovariance=stateCovariance; 
                end 
            elseif 3==nargin 
                % we have no estimate information so use the default values 
                bun.m_state=defaultState; 
                bun.m_stateCovariance=defaultStateCovariance; 
            end 
        end % bundle 
    end 
     
    methods 
        [state,stateCov]=getCurState(obj) 
        time=getCurTimeStep(obj) 
        prob=getProb(obj); 
        prob=getPData(obj); 
        [time,predVal,predSig,InputToe]=predict(obj,horizon,futInput); 
        processReading(obj,timeStep,sensor,input); 
        [yesNo]=vetReading(obj,timeStep,sensor); 
        [yesNo]=collapse(obj); 
        [yesNo]=equals(obj,other); 
        [timeStep]=getMinNonNullTime(obj); 
        removeNull(obj,timeStep); 
        [expandedAssumptions,relProbs]=getExpandedAssumptions(obj); 
        [assumps]=getAssumptions(obj); 
        debugInfo=getDebugInfo(obj); 
    end 
end % classdef 
 
End of Bundle: bundle.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [yesNo]=collapse(obj) 
%collapse - Can we remove old disturbance assumptions? 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the bundle object for which this function was called. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   yesNo - a binary indication of whether we removed any old disturbance 
%   assumptions. 1 means that we did. 
  
    % check with the assumptions instance for this bundle 
    [yesNo,validStates]=obj.m_assumptions.collapse(obj.m_curTimeStep); 
    % did we remove old assumptions? 
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    if yesNo 
        % remove states that are no longer valid. 
        obj.m_state=obj.m_state(validStates); 
        obj.m_stateCovariance=obj.m_stateCovariance(validStates,:); 
        obj.m_stateCovariance=obj.m_stateCovariance(:,validStates); 
    end 
end 
  
End of Bundle: collapse.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [yesNo]=equals(obj,other) 
%equals - do the assumptions in these bundles match? 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the bundle object for which this function was called. 
%   other - the bundle object that may have equivalent assumptions 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   yesNo - a binary indication of whether the two sets of assumptions are 
%   equivalent. 1 means that they are. 
  
    yesNo=obj.getAssumptions.equals(other.getAssumptions); 
end 
  
End of Bundle: equals.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function assumps=getAssumptions(obj) 
%getAssumptions - return the set of assumptions used by this bundle 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the bundle object for which this function was called. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   assumps - the assumptions class instance used by this bundle 
  
    assumps=obj.m_assumptions; 
end 
  
End of Bundle: getAssumptions.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [state,stateCovariance] = getCurState(obj) 
%getCurState - get the current state and state covariance estimates 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the bundle object for which this function was called. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   state - the current state estimate for this bundle 
%   stateCovariance - the current state covariance estimate for this bundle 
  
    state=obj.m_state; 
    stateCovariance=obj.m_stateCovariance; 
end 
  
End of Bundle: getCurState.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [timeStep] = getCurTimeStep(obj) 
%getCurTimeStep - get the current time step 
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%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the bundle object for which this function was called. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   timeStep - the time step up to which this bundle has been updated. 
  
    timeStep=obj.m_curTimeStep; 
end 
  
End of Bundle: getCurTimeStep.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function debugInfo=getDebugInfo(obj) 
%getDebugInfo - Get information about the current state of this bundle 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the bundle object for which this function was called. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   debugInfo - a structure of useful information. 
  
    % output the state and state covariance information 
    debugInfo.state=obj.m_state; 
    debugInfo.stateCovariance=obj.m_stateCovariance; 
    % output the probability information 
    debugInfo.prob=obj.m_pDataBundle; 
    % ouput the disturbance assumptions 
    debugInfo.assumpMatrix=obj.m_assumptions.getDebugInfo(); 
end 
 
End of Bundle: getDebugInfo.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [expandedAssumptions,relProbs]=getExpandedAssumptions(obj) 
%getExpandedAssumptions - get the possible branchings of this bundle 
%   Since bundles contain hypotheses that vary in the future, we will need 
%   to branch them off as time passes. This function tells the Model Bank 
%   how to do that. 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the bundle object for which this function was called. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   expandedAssumptions - the set of possible assumptions that branch from 
%       this point in time. 
  
    
[expandedAssumptions,relProbs]=obj.m_assumptions.getExpandedAssumptions(obj.m_curTimeStep); 
end 
  
End of Bundle: getExpandedAssumptions.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [predVal,predSig,inputToe] = predict(obj,horizon,futInput) 
%predict - predict the BG level horizon time steps into the future 
%   This is equivalent to extrapolating out model equations to predict 
%   future sensor values. We use the futInput provided or use a 
%   default value of zero for the input. This function does not take into 
%   account the possible future branchings of this bundles assumptions. 
%% INPUTS: 
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%   obj - the bundle object for which this function was called. 
%   horizon - the number of time steps to predict forward 
%   futInput - the input values for the future time steps. If empty we 
%       assume zero 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   predVal - the predicted values of the future BG 
%   predSig - the predicted standard deviations of the future BG  
%   inputToe - the toeplitz matrix for the inputs effect on the output. 
%       (currently commented out)  
  
    % store local copies for speed 
    timeStep=obj.m_curTimeStep; 
    state=obj.m_state; 
    stateCovariance=obj.m_stateCovariance; 
    % get the specific of the model for sizing purposes 
    [A,B,C,SigmaV,SigmaW,inputOffset]=obj.m_assumptions.getModel(timeStep); 
  
    % default the future Input if necessary, also subtract of the 
    % equilibrium values. 
    if (nargin<3)||isempty(futInput) 
        futInput=zeros(size(B,2),horizon); 
    else 
        futInput=futInput-inputOffset*ones(1,horizon); 
    end 
     
    % default the output variables 
    predVal=zeros(horizon,size(C,1)); 
    inputToe=zeros(horizon,horizon,size(C,1),size(B,2)); 
    predSig=zeros(horizon,size(C,1)); 
     
    % start the Toeplitz temporary variable 
%    toeRow=zeros(size(A,1),horizon*size(B,2)); 
    [expDistVal,expDistSig]=obj.m_assumptions.getExpectedDisturbance(horizon,timeStep); 
    for i=1:1:horizon 
        % get the model info for this time step 
        [A,B,C,SigmaV,SigmaW]=obj.m_assumptions.getModel(timeStep); 
         
        % propogate the state and state covariance 
        state=A*state+B*futInput(:,i); 
        stateCovariance=A*stateCovariance*A'+SigmaV; 
        % calculate the next row of the toeplitz matrix 
%        toeRow=A*toeRow; 
%        toeRow(:,(i-1)*sizeB+1:i*sizeB)=B; 
%        inputToe(i,:,:,:)=(C*toeRow)'; 
        % convert the propogated values to predicted sensor values. 
        predVal(i,:)=(C*state)'+expDistVal(i,:); 
        predSig(i,:)=(diag(C*stateCovariance*C'+SigmaW)'+expDistSig(i,:).^2).^.5; 
        % increment the time step 
        timeStep=timeStep+1; 
    end 
end 
  
End of Bundle: predict.m 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [] = processReading(obj,timeStep,sensor,input) 
%processReading - process this reading for this bundle 
% This is the classic implementation of a Kalman filter measurement and 
% time update formulas 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the bundle object for which this function was called. 
%   timeStep - The timeStep for this sensor reading and input value 
%   sensor - The sensor value. This should be a vector with the same length 
%       as the number of rows in the model's C matrix. 
%   input - The input value. This should be a vector with the same length 
%       as the number of columns in the model's B matrix. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   none 
  
    % check that the times are in sync with the bundle time step 
    if timeStep~=obj.m_curTimeStep 
        error('Sensor Reading time step is not in agreement with Bundle time step'); 
    end 
     
    % store local values of this for speed. 
    state=obj.m_state; 
    stateCovariance=obj.m_stateCovariance; 
    % get the current model information     
    [A,B,C,SigmaV,SigmaW,inputOffset]=obj.m_assumptions.getModel(timeStep); 
    % performa a measurement update only if there are sensor readings 
    if sum(~isnan(sensor)) 
        % shrink the matrices as appropriate for the sensor readings 
        % provided. 
        C(isnan(sensor),:)=[]; 
        SigmaW(isnan(sensor),:)=[]; 
        SigmaW(:,isnan(sensor))=[]; 
        sensor(isnan(sensor),:)=[]; 
        % calculate the sensor variance 
        sensVar=C*stateCovariance*C'+SigmaW; 
        % update the probability of the data given the bundle 
        obj.m_pDataBundle=obj.m_pDataBundle*... 
             1/(sensVar^.5*(2*pi)^.5)*exp(-(sensor-C*state)^2/2/sensVar); 
        % calculate the kalman gain 
        gain=stateCovariance*C'*pinv(sensVar); 
        % apply the changes to the state estimates 
        state=state+gain*(sensor-C*state); 
        % apply the changes to the covariance estimates 
        stateCovariance=stateCovariance-gain*C*stateCovariance; 
    end 
     
    % only perform a time update if there is an input value 
    if ~isempty(input)&&sum(~isnan(input)) 
        %propogatethe state 
        state=A*state+B*(input-inputOffset); 
        % Update the covariance estimates 
        stateCovariance=A*stateCovariance*A'+SigmaV; 
        % update the bundles time step 
        obj.m_curTimeStep=obj.m_curTimeStep+1; 
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    end 
     
    if isnan(obj.m_pDataBundle) 
        disp('NaN entry in the bundle probability'); 
    end 
    if sum(isnan(state))||sum(sum(isnan(stateCovariance))) 
        disp('NaN entry in the state or state covariance'); 
    end 
    % save the new values 
    obj.m_state=state; 
    obj.m_stateCovariance=stateCovariance; 
end 
  
End of Bundle: processReadings.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
classdef assumptions < handle 
    % the assumptions class holds all of the model and prior information 
    properties (Access = 'private') 
        %% m_assumptions 
        % this stores a matrix of the times and the assumptions that were 
        % made at them. Currently this has a value for every minute. A 
        % zero corresponds to the assumption of no meal starting. A value 
        % greater than zero corresponds to a meal with shape corresponding 
        % to the column of hte mealShapes matrix. 
        m_assumptions=[]; 
        %% m_insulinSensitivity 
        % This is the insulin sensitivity for the patient. The value of 
        % this should be negative. 
        m_insulinSensitivity=0; 
        %% m_inputOffset 
        % This is the equilibrium offset for the inputs on a per model time 
        % step basis. For example this could be the basal rate in U/min 
        m_inputOffset=[]; 
        %% m_gammad 
        % This is the base level of meal probability. This is the 
        % probability that there will be a meal first thing in the morning. 
        m_gammad=.031; 
        %% m_T 
        % This is the period between hypothesis branching (minutes). 
        m_T=5; 
        %% m_tau 
        % This is the time constant for the effect of meals (minutes) on preventing 
        % future meals. 
        m_tau=128; 
        %% m_dayEnd 
        % This is the time at which the day period ends in minutes since 
        % midnight. 
        m_dayEnd=22*60; 
        %% m_dayStart 
        % This is the time at which the day period starts in minutes since 
        % midnight. 
        m_dayStart=6*60; 
        %% m_mealSizePrior 
        % This is the prior assumed size for a new meal (mg/dL). 
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        m_mealSizePrior=260 
        %% m_mealSigPrior 
        % This is the prior assumed standard deviation of the size for a 
        % new meal (mg/dL). 
        m_mealSigPrior=70; 
        %% m_modelPeriod 
        % This is the sample time for the model. 
        m_modelPeriod=1; 
        %% m_allowedMeals 
        % This determines which meals are allowed. this is a vector that 
        % can contain the values from 1 to 4. These values should be 
        % unique. if this variable is set to the empty set then we are 
        % forcing no meals. 
        m_allowedMeals=[]; 
        %% m_numMeals 
        % This allowed number of meals that can be assumed by any bundle. 
        % If the number of assumed meals is greater than this then the 
        % prior will be set to zero. 
        m_numMeals=inf; 
        %% m_slopeNoise 
        % This determines the level of process noise on the second state. 
        % This state corresponds to the unexplained slope of the glucose 
        % dynamics. 
        m_slopeNoise=.0995; 
        %% m_slopeDecay 
        % This determines the rate of decay of the process noise on the 
        % second state. This state corresponds to the unexplained slope of 
        % the glucose dynamics. 
        m_slopeDecay=.98; 
        %% internal efficiency variables 
        % These variables are used to speed up the computation of various 
        % methods for this class. 
        m_A=[]; % a copy of the state transition matrix 
        m_B=[]; % a copy of the state-input matrix 
        m_C=[]; % a copy of the state-output matrix 
        m_SigmaV=[]; % a copy of the state noise matrix 
        m_SigmaW=[]; % a copy of the signal noise matrix 
        m_nonNullIndex=[]; % the indices of m_assumptions that are nonzero 
    end 
    properties (Access = 'private',Constant=true) 
        %% m_mealShapes 
        % this matrix holds the shapes that correspond to meals 
        m_mealShapes=loadMealShapes(); 
    end 
     
    methods 
        function ass = assumptions(assumps) 
            % if there is an assumptions input then use it 
            if nargin >0 
                ass.m_assumptions=assumps; 
            end 
            % load the parameters for this run 
            global assumpParams; 
            ass.m_insulinSensitivity=assumpParams.insulinSensitivity; 
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            ass.m_inputOffset=assumpParams.inputOffset; 
            ass.m_gammad=assumpParams.gammad; 
            ass.m_T=assumpParams.T; 
            ass.m_tau=assumpParams.tau; 
            ass.m_dayEnd=assumpParams.dayEnd; 
            ass.m_dayStart=assumpParams.dayStart; 
            ass.m_mealSizePrior=assumpParams.mealSizePrior; 
            ass.m_mealSigPrior=assumpParams.mealSigPrior; 
            ass.m_allowedMeals=assumpParams.allowedMeals; 
            ass.m_numMeals=assumpParams.numMeals; 
            ass.m_slopeNoise=assumpParams.slopeNoise; 
            ass.m_slopeDecay=assumpParams.slopeDecay; 
            ass.m_nonNullIndex=find(ass.m_assumptions(:,2)>0); 
        end % assumptions 
    end 
  
    methods (Access='public') 
        % calculate the relative probability of the new assumptions. 
        [relProb]=calcRelProb(obj,newAssumps); 
        % send back all pertinent model information for a given time step 
        [A,B,C,SigmaV,SigmaW,inputOffset]=getModel(obj,timeStep); 
        % calculate and return the prior probability of this set of 
        % assumptions 
        [prior]=getPrior(obj); 
        % get the default state for this set of assumptions. 
        [state,stateCovariance]=getDefaultState(obj) 
        % return the period for the model 
        [modelPeriod]=getModelPeriod(obj) 
        % collapse the assumptions if we have a really old assummed 
        % disturbance 
        [yesNo,validStates]=collapse(obj,timeStep); 
        % return the time step of the oldest non null assumption. 
        [time]=oldestNonNull(obj); 
        % remove all assumptions before the given time step 
        removeNull(obj,timeStep); 
        % get the assumptions that correspond to branches from this set of 
        % assumpltions, from this time step. 
        [expandedAssumptions,relProbs]=getExpandedAssumptions(obj,timeStep);         
        % get the info that will be displayed or stored. 
        [assumptionMatrix]=getDebugInfo(obj); 
        % ?? 
        [assumps]=getMutableValues(obj); 
        % check whether this set of assumptions is equals to another set of 
        % assumptions. 
        [yesNo]=equals(obj,other); 
        % get the expected disturbance value into the future 
        [expDistVal,expDistSig]=getExpectedDisturbance(obj,Horizon,startTime); 
    end 
    methods (Access='private') 
%        prior=calcPrior(obj,prevPrior,numEntries) 
    end 
end % classdef 
 
End of Assumptions: assumptions.m 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [relProb] = calcRelProb(obj,newAssumptions) 
%calcRelPrior - calculate the relative probability of a set of assumptions 
%that includes the new assumptions versus the provided object. 
%   This function provides all of the relative prior information. It is called 
%   everytime the set of assumptions changes at all. 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the assumptions object for which this function was called. 
%   newAssumptions -  
%   numEntries - the number of entries that were added onto the end of the 
%       assumptions variable 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   relProb - the relative probability of the assumptions object with and 
%       without the new assumptions. 
  
    % did they provide information from the last go around? 
    relProb=1; 
     
    % check whether we are assuming more meals than we are allowed to. 
    if length(obj.m_nonNullIndex)+length(find(newAssumptions(:,2)))>obj.m_numMeals 
        relProb=0; 
        return; 
    end 
     
    assumps=[obj.m_assumptions;newAssumptions]; 
    nonNullIndex=find(assumps(:,2)); 
  
    time=mod(assumps(:,1),24*60); 
    % is this time during the sleep period when we assume that there are no meals 
    if sum(((time>obj.m_dayEnd)+(time<obj.m_dayStart)).*(assumps(:,2)>0)) 
        relProb=0; 
        return; 
    end 
     
    % loop through all of the assumptions 
    for i=size(obj.m_assumptions,1)+1:1:size(assumps,1) 
%         check whether the assumption has a valid timestep 
%         if mod(assumps(i,1),5)~=0 
%             disp('Assumption has an entry that is not on the five minutes'); 
%         end 
        % get the time of day in minutes since midnight 
        time=mod(assumps(i,1),24*60); 
        % is this time during the sleep period when we assume that there are no meals 
        if (time>obj.m_dayEnd)||(time<obj.m_dayStart) 
            mult=1; 
        else 
            % declare a multiplier, start with the no nearby meals  
            mult=obj.m_gammad*obj.m_T; 
            % for all past meals, calculate the penalty value on the multiplier 
            for j=1:1:length(nonNullIndex) 
                if nonNullIndex(j)>=i 
                    break; 
                end 
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                mult=mult*(1-exp(-(assumps(i,1)-assumps(nonNullIndex(j),1))^2/obj.m_tau^2)); 
            end 
            % is the current assumption a meal? 
            if assumps(i,2)==0 %no 
                mult=1-mult; 
                % if we are at the limits of the number of meals then we 
                % have to assume no meal 
                if (length(find(nonNullIndex<i))==obj.m_numMeals) 
                    mult=1; 
                end 
            else % yes 
                mult=mult/length(obj.m_allowedMeals); % divide the multiplier by the number of meal 
shapes. 
            end 
        end 
        % store and return the result 
        relProb=relProb*mult; 
    end 
end 
 
End of Assumptions: calcRelProb.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [yesNo,validStates] = collapse(obj,timeStep) 
%collapse - remove any assumptions about old disturbances. 
%   This function is the only place where old assumptions get removed. 
%   Exactly how we choose to remove old assumptions is currently a guess. 
%   The longer we keep old assumptions the safer we will be. Currently I 
%   remove old meal assumptions when they are no longer adding any glucose 
%   to the bloodstream. 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the assumptions object for which this function was called. 
%   timeStep - the current time step 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   yesNo - Did we remove any old assumptions? 
%   validStates - a vector stating which state elements are still valid. We 
%       likely just removed a meal size state variable, so we need to say 
%       so. 
  
    % default the output variable 
    yesNo=0; 
    % store a local copy 
    nonNullInd=obj.m_nonNullIndex; 
    % default the output variable 
    validStates=1:5+length(nonNullInd); 
    % get the mealShapes index ofr each meal 
    ind=timeStep-obj.m_assumptions(nonNullInd,1)+1; 
    % for all meals 
    for i=length(nonNullInd):-1:1 
        % we shouldn't be checking this soon. It would be computationally 
        % inefficient. 
        if ind(i) <1 
            error('TimeStep input to assumptions.collaps is too low.'); 
        end 
        % is the meal finished adding glucose to the blood stream? 
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        if ~sum(obj.m_mealShapes(ind(i):end,obj.m_assumptions(nonNullInd(i),2))) 
            % yes, remove its state variable 
            validStates(5+i)=[]; 
            % change the assumption to null 
            obj.m_assumptions(nonNullInd(i),2)=0; 
            % recalculate the nonNullIndex. 
            obj.m_nonNullIndex=find(obj.m_assumptions(:,2)>0); 
            % blank the model variables. Force a recalculation from 
            % scratch. 
            obj.m_A=[]; 
            obj.m_B=[]; 
            obj.m_C=[]; 
            obj.m_SigmaV=[]; 
            obj.m_SigmaW=[]; 
            % say that we collapsed a meal 
            yesNo=1; 
        end 
    end 
    % now cull all null assumptions at the beginning of the assumptions 
    % matrix. 
    if (~isempty(obj.m_nonNullIndex)) 
        if (obj.m_nonNullIndex(1)~=1) 
            % remove all null assumptions before the first non Null event 
            obj.m_assumptions(1:obj.m_nonNullIndex(1)-1,:)=[]; 
            % recalculate the nonNullIndex. 
            obj.m_nonNullIndex=obj.m_nonNullIndex-obj.m_nonNullIndex(1)+1; 
        end 
    else 
        obj.m_assumptions(1:end-1,:)=[]; 
    end 
     
end 
  
End of Assumptions: collapse.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function yesNo=equals(obj,other) 
%equals - checks for the equivalence of two sets of assumptions 
%   This function takes two input assumptions classes and checks to see 
%   whether they make the same set of assumptions. The contents of this 
%   function will depend on how rich a set of models is envisioned. One 
%   that varies all class parameters between models will require more 
%   checking than a model bank that fixes most parameter values. 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the assumptions object for which this function was called. 
%   other - the potentially equal set of assumptions 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   yesNo - a binary value that states whether the two sets of assumptions 
%   were equal (1) or not (0). 
  
    % defualt the output to true 
    yesNo=1; 
    % get the assumptions matrix from the other assumptions object 
    [assumps1]=getMutableValues(other); 
    % store a local copy of the assumptions matrix for this assumptions 
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    % object 
    assumps2=obj.m_assumptions; 
    % first check if there size is the same (by construction it should be) 
    if sum(size(assumps1)-size(assumps2)) 
        yesNo=0; 
        return; 
    end 
    % Now check if all of the values are the same 
    if sum(sum(abs(assumps1-assumps2))) 
        yesNo=0; % they aren't so the two sets of assumptions are not equal 
    end 
end 
  
End of Assumptions: equals.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [assumptionMatrix]=getDebugInfo(obj) 
%getDebugInfo - Get information about the current state of the assumptions 
%   Include in this function anything specific that you want to know about 
%   any given assumption. 
% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the instance of this class for which this function was called. 
% OUTPUTS: 
%   assumptionMatrix - The matrix of assumptions. 
  
    assumptionMatrix=obj.m_assumptions; 
end 
  
End of Assumptions: getDebugInfo.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [state,stateCovariance]=getDefaultState(obj) 
%getDefaultState - Get the default stte for this set of assumptions. 
%   If we do not yet have a state to seed this bundle, or we have added a 
%   new meal then we need to use a default state. This function calculates 
%   that default state using the meal size priors and our priors on all of 
%   the other states. 
% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the instance of this class for which this function was called. 
% OUTPUTS: 
%   state - the default state vector. Meal size state variables are added 
%   in the order that they are assumed. 
%   stateCovariance - the default state covariance vector 
  
    % the default no meal state vector 
    state=[200,0,0,0,0]'; 
    % the default no meal state covariance vector 
    stateCovariance=zeros(5); 
    stateCovariance(1,1)=100.02^2; 
    stateCovariance(1,2)=11.5861; 
    stateCovariance(2,1)=11.5861; 
    stateCovariance(2,2)=.5^2; 
    stateCovariance(5,5)=13.7853^2; 
  
    % store a local copy 
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    nonNullInd=obj.m_nonNullIndex; 
    % add in the meal size priors 
    state(5+(1:length(nonNullInd)))=obj.m_mealSizePrior; 
    % add in the meal uncertainty priors 
    stateCovariance(6:5+length(nonNullInd),6:5+length(nonNullInd))=... 
        obj.m_mealSigPrior^2*eye(length(nonNullInd)); 
end 
 
End of Assumptions: getDefaultState.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [expandedAssumptions,relProbs] = getExpandedAssumptions(obj,timeStep) 
%getExpandedAssumptions - Check and determine bundle branching 
%   This function is the function that determines how a bundle branches. If 
%   it shouldn't branch then return []. If it should branch at timeStep 
%   then return the assumptions that correspond to the branched bundles. 
% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the instance of this class for which this function was called. 
%   timeStep - the time step for which we need to know about bundle 
%   branching. 
% OUTPUTS: 
%   expandedAssumptions - a cell array of assumptions that contains the 
%       sets of assumptions for the potential new bundles. 
%   relProbs - a vector of the relative probabilities of the new 
%       assumptions 
  
    % declare the ouput variable 
    expandedAssumptions=[]; 
    relProbs=[]; 
     
    % is this a potential mealtime? 
    if (mod(timeStep,obj.m_T)~=0)||(timeStep-max(obj.m_assumptions(:,1))<obj.m_T) 
        return; % no. 
    end 
     
    % start by including the null hypothesis 
    expandedAssumptions{1}=assumptions([obj.m_assumptions;timeStep,0]); 
    relProbs(1)=obj.calcRelProb([timeStep,0]); 
    for i=1:1:length(obj.m_allowedMeals) 
        % now include all of the allowable meals. 
        
expandedAssumptions{end+1}=assumptions([obj.m_assumptions;timeStep,obj.m_allowedMeals(i)]); 
        relProbs(end+1)=obj.calcRelProb([timeStep,obj.m_allowedMeals(i)]); 
        % check if this hypothesis  has a zero prior. 
        if relProbs(end)==0 
            expandedAssumptions(end)=[]; 
            relProbs(end)=[]; 
        end 
    end 
    if abs(1-sum(relProbs))>1E-5 
        disp('assumptions:getExpandedAssumptions: Relative Probabilities do not sum to one.'); 
    end 
end 
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End of Assumptions: getExpandedAssumptions.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [expDistVal,expDistSig]=getExpectedDisturbance(obj,Horizon,startTimeStep) 
%getExpectedDisturbance - get the value of the expected future disturbance 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the assumptions object for which this function was called. 
%   Horizon - the distance into the future for which we want the expected 
%       disturbance value. 
%   startTimeStep - the time step at which we are starting the prediction 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   expDistVal - a vector of the state deviations caused by the disturbance. 
%   expDistSig - a vector of the standard deviations caused by the 
%   disturbance. 
  
    if isempty(obj.m_allowedMeals) 
        expDistVal=zeros(Horizon,2); 
        expDistSig=zeros(Horizon,2); 
        return; 
    end 
     
    if Horizon==1 
        expDistVal=zeros(1,2); 
        expDistSig=zeros(1,2); 
        return; 
    end 
    
    % store some things loacally for speed 
%    baseAssumps=obj.m_assumptions; 
    lengthAdd=length(obj.m_assumptions(end,1)+obj.m_T:obj.m_T:startTimeStep+Horizon); 
    % declare this upfront to save time 
%    possibAssumps=cell(lengthAdd,1); 
    % add a meal hypothesis for each possible time 
%    for i=1:1:lengthAdd 
%        
possibAssumps{i}=[baseAssumps;[(obj.m_assumptions(end,1)+obj.m_T:obj.m_T:obj.m_assumptions(
end,1)+i*obj.m_T)',[zeros(i-1,1);1]]]; 
%    end 
  
    %% calculate the priors for all of these assumptions 
%    expandedAssumptions=cell(length(possibAssumps)); 
%    for i=1:1:length(possibAssumps) 
%        expandedAssumptions{i}=assumptions(possibAssumps{i},obj.m_prior,i); 
%    end 
     
    %% now get the priors to go with these, accrue all unused prior to the 
    %% null hypothesis 
    priors=zeros(lengthAdd,1); 
    for i=1:1:lengthAdd 
        
priors(i)=obj.calcRelProb([(obj.m_assumptions(end,1)+obj.m_T:obj.m_T:obj.m_assumptions(end,1)+i
*obj.m_T)',[zeros(i-1,1);1]]); 
%        expandedAssumptions{i}.getPrior(); 
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    end 
    priors(end)=1-sum(priors(1:end-1)); %the probability of no next meal 
     
    staggeredMealShape=cell(obj.m_allowedMeals); 
    for i=1:1:length(staggeredMealShape) 
        staggeredMealShape{i}=zeros(... 
            size(obj.m_assumptions(end,1)+1:1:startTimeStep+Horizon,2),... % as long as we are predicting 
for 
            floor((startTimeStep+Horizon-obj.m_assumptions(end,1))/obj.m_T)); % for as many meals as 
might be in that time 
        for j=1:1:size(staggeredMealShape{i},2) 
            
inds=j*obj.m_T:min(size(staggeredMealShape{i},1),j*obj.m_T+length(obj.m_mealShapes(:,obj.m_allo
wedMeals(i)))); 
            staggeredMealShape{i}(inds,j)=obj.m_mealShapes(1:1:length(inds),obj.m_allowedMeals(i)); 
        end 
    end 
  
    % cull zero probabilities 
    for i=1:1:length(obj.m_allowedMeals) 
        staggeredMealShape{i}(:,priors==0)=[]; 
    end 
    priors(priors==0)=[]; 
     
    % take the expected value of the disturbance 
    for i=1:1:length(obj.m_allowedMeals) 
        if i==1 
            expDistVal=sum(cumsum(staggeredMealShape{i})*priors*obj.m_mealSizePrior,2); 
        else 
            
expDistVal=expDistVal+sum(cumsum(staggeredMealShape{i})*priors*obj.m_mealSizePrior,2); 
        end 
    end 
  
    % find the expected value of the uncertainty around the individual disturbance contributions 
    for i=1:1:length(obj.m_allowedMeals) 
        if i==1 
            expDistSig=cumsum(staggeredMealShape{i})*priors*obj.m_mealSigPrior^2; 
        else 
            
expDistSig=expDistSig+sum(cumsum(staggeredMealShape{i})*priors*obj.m_mealSigPrior^2,2); 
        end 
    end 
  
    % find the expected value of the parallel axis uncertainty 
    for i=1:1:length(obj.m_allowedMeals) 
        expDistSig=expDistSig+(expDistVal*ones(1,length(priors))-
cumsum(staggeredMealShape{i})*obj.m_mealSizePrior).^2*priors; 
    end 
    % move it back to standard deviations 
    expDistSig=expDistSig.^.5; 
     
    %% cull the vector to the right length 
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    expDistVal=expDistVal(startTimeStep-obj.m_assumptions(end,1)+1:end); 
    expDistVal=expDistVal(1:Horizon); 
  
    expDistSig=expDistSig(startTimeStep-obj.m_assumptions(end,1)+1:end); 
    expDistSig=expDistSig(1:Horizon); 
     
    % now copy this to reflect the size of C 
    expDistVal=[expDistVal';expDistVal']'; 
    expDistSig=[expDistSig';expDistSig']'; 
end 
 
End of Assumptions: getExpectedDisturbance.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [A,B,C,SigmaV,SigmaW,inputOffset] = getModel(obj,timeStep) 
%getModel - Get the current model information 
%   This functions returns the information for the model at timeStep. It 
%   provides enough information to execute a Kalman filter time and 
%   measurement update. These matrices could be time varying. No model 
%   specific information should be included outside of the assumptions 
%   class. Most of the model information should stay entirely within this 
%   function. 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the assumptions object for which this function was called. 
%   timeStep - the timestep for which we want the matrices. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   A - the state transition matrix for time step timeStep 
%   B - the input to state   matrix for time step timeStep 
%   C - the state to sensor  matrix for time step timeStep 
%   SigmaV - The process noise matrix for time step timeStep 
%   SigmaW - the sensor noise matrix for time step timeStep 
%   inputOffset - the input offset vector for time step timeStep 
  
    % store these explicitly to speed later computation. 
    mealLen=size(obj.m_mealShapes,1); 
    nonNullInds=obj.m_nonNullIndex; 
    % get the index in the meal shapes variable 
    mealShapeInds=timeStep-obj.m_assumptions(nonNullInds,1); 
     
    % do we have these already stored? Or do we need to compute them afresh 
    if isempty(obj.m_A) % fresh 
        % Setup the current State 
        a=1.9835; 
        b=-.983635; 
        gain=(1-a-b);% the gain required to make the ITAP sum to one 
        % set the non disturbance portion of the state space matrices 
        A=[1,1,obj.m_insulinSensitivity,0,0; 
           0,obj.m_slopeDecay,0,0,0;%.98 
           0,0,a,b,0; 
           0,0,1,0,0; 
           0,0,0,0,.9792]; 
        B=[0,0,gain,0,0]'; 
        C=[1,0,0,0,1; 
           1,0,0,0,0]; 
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        % now for each meal disturbance populate the A matrix 
        if ~isempty(nonNullInds) 
            % preallocate the space 
            A(5+length(nonNullInds),5+length(nonNullInds))=0; 
        end 
        for i=1:1:length(nonNullInds) 
            % the meal size doesn't change autonomously between time steps 
            A(5+i,5+i)=1; 
            % get the glucose appearance for this timestep for each meal. 
            if mealShapeInds(i)<=mealLen&&mealShapeInds(i)>0 
                A(1,5+i)=obj.m_mealShapes(mealShapeInds(i),obj.m_assumptions(nonNullInds(i),2)); 
            else 
                A(1,5+i)=0; 
            end 
        end 
        % expand the other matrices as necessary 
        B(5+length(nonNullInds))=0; 
        C(2,5+length(nonNullInds))=0; 
        SigmaV=zeros(size(A,1)); 
        SigmaV(2,2)=obj.m_slopeNoise^2;%.0995^2; 
        SigmaV(5,5)=2.797^2; 
         
        % declare the sensor noise matrix 
        SigmaW=zeros(2); 
  
        % store these so that we don't need to completely recreate them 
        % next time. 
        obj.m_A=A; 
        obj.m_B=B; 
        obj.m_C=C; 
        obj.m_SigmaV=SigmaV; 
        obj.m_SigmaW=SigmaW; 
    else % we have them already stored 
        % get a local copy of htem all 
        A=obj.m_A; 
        B=obj.m_B; 
        C=obj.m_C; 
        SigmaV=obj.m_SigmaV; 
        SigmaW=obj.m_SigmaW; 
        % change the meal glucose appearance for each meal 
        for i=1:1:length(nonNullInds) 
            if mealShapeInds(i)<=mealLen&&mealShapeInds(i)>0 
                A(1,5+i)=obj.m_mealShapes(mealShapeInds(i),obj.m_assumptions(nonNullInds(i),2)); 
            else 
                A(1,5+i)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    % get a local copy of the input offset 
    inputOffset=obj.m_inputOffset; 
end 
 
End of Assumptions: getModel.m 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function assumps=getMutableValues(obj) 
%getMutableValues - get the value of the model period 
%   This function provides all of the prior information. It is called 
%   every time the set of assumptions changes at all. The second and third 
%   inputs provide information, if available, about the previous value of 
%   the prior. 
%% INPUTS: 
%   obj - the assumptions object for which this function was called. 
%% OUTPUTS: 
%   prior - the value of the prior for this set of assumptions. This is a scalar value. 
  
    assumps=obj.m_assumptions; 
end 
 
End of Assumptions: getMutableValues.m 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function mealShapes=loadMealShapes() 
    mealShapes=load('mealShapes.mat','-regexp','mealShapes'); 
    mealShapes=mealShapes.mealShapes; 
     
    mealShapes(find(mealShapes<1E-4))=0; 
    % renormalize the meal shapes 
    mealShapes=mealShapes./(ones(size(mealShapes,1),1)*sum(mealShapes)); 
    % add on 5 zeros at the end so that we can catch finished meals. 
    mealShapes=[mealShapes;zeros(10,size(mealShapes,2))]; 
  
end 
End of loadMealShapes.m  
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